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ABSTRACT
Maintaining the strong momentum of the scientific and technological
advances from the past several decades proves to be especially difficult when
computing is concerned. Its evolution of modern computing equipment has to
pursue a twin track: some applications require speed above anything else, while
others require the highest possible reliability. However, regardless the priority
target, classic systems appear to have approached their limits, therefore fueling
the need for new computing paradigms and architectures. Emerging technologies
are set to explore the potential of biologically-inspired computing and quantum
computing, which will hopefully lead to new avenues for progress in computing,
both from a paradigmatic and an architectural standpoint; these emerging
technology vectors were acknowledged in a recent ITRS (International
Technology Roadmap on Semiconductors) report.
As the computing systems gain in architectural complexity, with an ever
increasing number of processing units being integrated onto the same silicon die
through technology scaling, the idea of drawing inspiration from biology unveils
a range of potential benefits. On one hand, how to design and manage such
complex computing systems in order to provide both performance and fault
tolerance could find appropriate answers through studying the living systems.
Their complexity is apparent both in their sheer numbers of parts (for instance, a
human being is made of 1013 cells), and in their behaviors: living beings are
endowed with robustness to damage (they are able to develop and operate
correctly despite assaults from the environment or genetic mutation) and are
highly dynamic (cells die and are replaced, they fit the environment through
different phenotypes). Exploring the mechanisms that underlie these attributes
of the living systems in computing is the major goal of the Embryonics project, a
long-term research initiative that provides the framework for this thesis.
The research carried over the Embryonics project led to the development of
a new, architecturally uniform, bio-inspired FPGA, called MuxTree, with built-in
self-test and self-repair. While allowing universal computation and featuring a
hierarchical strategy of achieving fault-tolerance, this architecture was ill-suited
for the implementation of memory structures required by micro-programmed
machines. The first main goal of this thesis was therefore to expand the MuxTree
architecture in order to allow an efficient and flexible way of data storage, while
preserving its bio-inspired self-repair strategy.
The main challenge of introducing a memory structure in the MuxTree
design was integrating it and the required additional features with the already
proven mechanisms of growth, differentiation, self-test and self-repair. The
functional characteristics of each MuxTree programmable element are
determined by the genetic information stored inside a special purpose
configuration register. We chose to better exploit this resource by introducing a
new operating mode, which we called the memory mode. The previous operation
was preserved under the name of logic mode, while in memory mode the
MuxTree element allows the implementation of memory structures of variable
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dimensions, through chaining the configuration registers into what we called a
cyclic memory. Access to genetic information is sequential (as is in living beings)
and there is a choice between maximum data storage and no information routing
(long memory mode), and minimum data storage with information routing
capability (short memory mode). However, the addition of the new operating
mode raises some issues:
• the original self-testing mechanism preserved from the MuxTree design,
cannot just simply extend to obtain a self-testable memory structure;
• an original fault tolerance strategy has to be developed in order to expand the
robustness of the Embryonics concepts over the memory structures.
The second goal of this thesis was to provide the newly introduced memory
structures with a mechanism of self-test that could be integrated with the extant
two-level self-repair strategy. The motivation lies in the different nature of what
was to be protected: information recovery, required by the protection of data
(when in memory mode), is ensuring a correct functionality (when in logic mode).
Choosing the appropriate error recovery strategy in case of memory structures is
argued by the occurrence of soft errors, which are subject to influence normal
operation of applications targeted by the Embryonics project. A considerable
challenge represented the integration of the self-testing mechanisms, for the
logic and the memory modes, with the hierarhical strategy of self-repair.
After evaluating several strategies for error recovery in memory structures,
we decided in favor of protecting each memory structure through a Hammingtype single error correcting code. A thorough analysis over the reliability of
MuxTree machines is also provided, for the considered strategies. This is further
extended through the assessment of the accuracy threshold, a parameter
borrowed from another fault-rich computational environment represented by
quantum computing, shown to also work well for the Embryonics project. In fact,
the accuracy threshold parameter can be used in order to estimate the upper
bound of the error frequency that would still allow a successful error recovery.
Furthermore, a methodology of implementing concatenated coding in
Embryonics for the purpose of further extending the robustness of computational
processes is presented.
The initial goals of the thesis were met and the circuit was implemented in
actual hardware, using the Embryonics demonstrator platform. Several memory
configurations were tested in order to demonstrate both a correct functionality
and the successful integration with legacy mechanisms.
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REZUMAT
Menţinerea puternicului avânt înregistrat în ultimele decenii, atât din
punct de vedere ştiinţific, cât şi din punct de vedere tehnologic, devine o sarcină
în mod particular complicată în ceea ce priveşte echipamentele de calcul. În mod
necesar, evoluţia calculatorului modern trebuie să abordeze două direcţii: în timp
ce o categorie de aplicaţii necesită cu prioritate viteza maximă de calcul, altele
revendică în primul rând caracteristici optime de fiabilitate. Indiferent de
prioritate însă, sistemele clasice de calcul se prezintă ca fiind foarte aproape de
limitele lor, alimentând în consecinţă necesitatea investigării unor noi paradigme
şi arhitecturi computaţionale. În acest context, tehnologiile emergente ţintesc
explorarea potenţialului calculului bioinspirat si a celui cuantic, direcţii prin care
este de presupus că se va ajunge la noi posibilităţi de progres în tehnica de calcul,
atât din punct de vedere paradigmatic, cât şi din punct de vedere arhitectural;
vectorii reprezentând aceste tehnologii emergente sunt menţionaţi în recentul
raport ITRS (International Technology Roadmap on Semiconductors).
Pe măsură ce sistemele de calcul câştigă în complexitatea arhitecturală, un
număr mereu crescând de unităţi de procesare putând fi întegrate pe acelaşi
substrat de siliciu prin scalare tehnologică, ideea de a beneficia în domeniul
calculatoarelor de inspiraţie din domeniul biologiei dezvăluie o întreagă paletă de
potenţiale beneficii. Pe de o parte, modalitatea de a realiza şi gestiona un design
al unui sistem de calcul de o asemenea complexitate astfel încât să fie întrunite
dezideratele de performanţă şi toleranţă la defectare ar putea fi inspirată de
studiul sistemelor vii. Complexitatea acestora transpare atât prin numărul
masiv de componente (de exemplu, se estimează că o fiinţă umană conţine
aproximativ 1013 celule), cât şi prin comportament: fiinţele vii sunt robuste (sunt
capabile să se dezvolte şi să opereze în mod corect în pofida acţiunii nefaste a
mediului înconjurător sau a mutaţiilor genetice) şi sunt extrem de dinamice
(celulele mor şi sunt înlocuite de altele noi, prezintă o mare capacitate de
adaptare la mediu prin diverse fenotipuri). Explorarea mecanismelor care
determină toate aceste atribute ale fiinţelor vii reprezintă ţinta majoră a
proiectului Embryonics, proiect de cercetare de lungă durată care asigură
platforma acestei teze.
Cercetările întreprinse asupra proiectului Embryonics au condus la
dezvoltarea unui nou circuit programabil de tip FPGA, denumit MuxTree, având
o arhitectură uniformă şi înglobând facilităţi de auto-testare şi auto-reparare.
Deşi permiţând procese de calcul universal şi implementând o strategie ierarhică
în scopul obţinerii unui grad superior de toleranţă la defectare, această
arhitectură este mai puţin adaptată implementării unor structuri de memorie,
care sunt necesare pentru orice sistem de calcul microprogramat. De aceea,
prima ţintă majoră a acestei teze a fost extinderea arhitecturii MuxTree în scopul
de a ingădui o stocare flexibilă şi eficientă a datelor, concomitent cu păstrarea
neafectată a strategiei ierarhice de autoreparare existente.
Principala provocare a introducerii unei structuri de memorie în designul
MuxTree a fost integrarea acesteia, împreună cu mecanismele adiţionale
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necesare, în peisajul mecanismelor existente, cu funcţionalitate anterior
verificată, reprezentate de creştere şi diferenţiere celulară, auto-testare şi autoreparare. Caracteristicile funcţionale ale elementului programabil MuxTree sunt
determinate de înfomaţia genetică stocată în interiorul unui registru de uz
special, numit de configurare. Am ales să exploatăm mai eficace această resursă
prin introducerea unui nou mod de operare, denumit modul memorie. Modul
anterior de funcţionare a fost conservat sub denumirea de modul logic, în modul
memorie fiind posibilă implementarea unor structuri de elemente MuxTree de
dimensiuni variabile, prin asamblarea registrelor de configurare în ceea ce am
numit memorie ciclică. Accesul la informaţia genetică este realizat în mod
secvenţial (într-un mod asemănător celui din fiinţele vii) iar flexibilitatea este
asigurată prin posibilitatea de selecţie între două modalităţi, modul lung de
memorie (spaţiu maxim de stocare, rutare limitată a informaţiei) şi modul scurt
de memorie (spaţiu redus de stocare, rutare normală a informaţiei). Introducerea
acestui nou mod de operare a fost însă însoţită de apariţia unor probleme:
• mecanismul original de auto-testare, prezervat din precedentul design
MuxTree, nu poate fi extins în mod direct pentru a obţine o structură de
memorie auto-testabilă;
• este necesară o strategie originală de obţinere a toleranţei la defecte pentru a
extinde robusteţea conceptelor Embryonics asupra structurilor de memorie.
Cea de-a doua ţintă majoră a tezei o constituie adăugarea asupra noilor
structuri de memorie a unui mecanism de auto-testare care să poată fi integrat în
strategia existentă de auto-reparare pe două niveluri. Motivaţia este argumentată
de natura diferită a ceea ce se doreşte a se proteja: refacerea informaţiei,
necesitată de structurile de memorie determină, în acelaşi timp şi o corectă
funcţionalitate a structurilor operând în mod logic. Alegerea unei strategii
corespunzătoare pentru revenirea din eroare, in ceea ce priveşte structurile de
memorie, a fost determinată de caracteristicile erorilor de tip soft, susceptibile de
a influenţa corecta funcţionare a aplicaţiilor-ţintă ale proiectului Embryonics. O
provocare considerabilă a fost constituită de integrarea mecanimelor de autotestare, pentru modurile memorie şi logic, în strategia ierarhică de auto-reparare.
După evaluarea diferitelor strategii de revenire din eroare în ceea ce
priveşte structurile de memorie, decizia luată a fost protejarea acestora prin
intermediul unui cod Hamming, corector al erorii singulare. O analiză completă
asupra caracteristicilor de fiabilitate ale arhitecturii MuxTree a fost prezentată
pentru strategiile considerate. Aceasta este extinsă prin investigarea unui
parametru numit prag de acurateţe a computaţiei, transferat dintr-un alt mediu
computaţional cu o bogată susceptibilitate la erori, şi anume calculul cuantic,
care s-a dovedit a fi potrivit inclusiv proiectului Embryonics. De fapt, acest
parametru poate fi utilizat în scopul cuantificării limitei superioare a frecvenţei
erorilor pentru a permite în continuare desfăşurarea cu succes a proceselor de
revenire din eroare. Mai mult, teza prezintă şi o metodologie de implementare a
codurilor concatenate în Embryonics, în scopul de a extinde robusteţea proceselor
computaţionale la nivelul acestei platforme.
Ţintele iniţiale ale tezei au fost îndeplinite, iar noul design MuxTree a fost
implementat in hardware, utilizând platforma demonstrativă existentă. Au fost
realizate şi testate câteva configuraţii de memorie pentru a demonstra atât
corecta lor funcţionare cât şi integrarea de succes în paleta de mecanisme
prezente în designul anterior.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
It is difficult, if not impossible, to think of modern ages without considering
computers. Throughout their relatively short history computers have shown an
evolution both dramatic and dynamic. Born as a consequence of the everinquisitive human spirit, computing systems have since shown a continuous
development process driven by necessity.
The modernity of a certain computer is sometimes measured by referring to
its generation. First generation computers, based on electronic tubes, were
unique machines, occupying quite a large area; they are now obsolete and,
compared to present days computers, they certainly appear as ridiculous. But
they will forever be present in computing history as its first milestone. A crucial
moment that allowed spectacular progress came was the introduction of the
transistor. This set another milestone in computing, showing a green light for a
second, more powerful generation of computers. By this time, the concepts of
designing and implementing a computer were also emerging with John von
Neumann setting another milestone with the architecture that now carries his
name. Present days computers have reached such levels of design complexity
that could only be dreamed of in the past. The strong momentum of technological
advances in the last three decades allowed a continuous process of shrinking the
transistors on the silicon wafer, thus enabling a larger crowd of devices onto the
same chip. What initially started as experimental technology has now reached
sub-micron levels (with the 90nm process now available) and is still going down,
unveiling new problems that, according to Gigascale Silicon Research Center,
can be grouped into problems of the small (caused by the transistor dimensions
on the silicon wafer), problems of the large (caused by the process of designing
and testing a device containing such an enormous number of transistors), and
problems of the diverse [30]. The industry’s focus on problems of the small, which
have been thus far dominant, is now shifting on problems of the large, as they
need to be efficiently solved in order to sustain further growth.
Though solidly set towards evolution, the difficulty computers experience
along this track comes from it being manifold: some applications require speed
above anything else, while others require the highest possible reliability;
unfortunately, computers themselves can fully fulfill none of the requests, thus
fueling the need for different and better suited designs. But stretching the limits
of human skill and creativity to make better computers has nowadays become a
twofold process, by necessity: while solving technological problems involved is
certainly essential, this is pursued in parallel with a quest for new inspiration in
their design, both in software and in hardware.
In its continuous strive to make computing systems run faster and be more
reliable, mankind is now looking for new, as yet unexplored, computing
Chapter 1
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paradigms as classic systems appear to have approached their limits. Two
inspiring sources seem to be within our grasp.
Nature may very well provide such inspiration, exhibiting biological
solutions that are omnipresent and, considering the time spent for evolving
them, as close to perfection as possible (though the optimality of nature’s
mechanisms is perhaps arguable from an engineering perspective). In a context
of scientific rush at both design level (to build new, innovative computers) and
paradigmatic level (generating new algorithms, running on new principles),
nature presents a wealth of inspiration. The idea of importing biological features
into human-made machines is not at all new, a variety of robots being part of
everyday life: able to meet requirements such as brute force, flexibility and
reliability, they have become indispensable. Yet all living organisms are provided
by nature with at least two special features – self-repair and self-replication –
that still remain inaccessible to current machine design. At the paradigmatic
level, a new focus on the laws of physics could once again be put to work in order
to achieve quantum computing, which could further enhance the computing
forces at our disposal. These are two directions that show the potential of setting
new and awaited milestones by producing, if not revolutionary, then at least
some evolutionary effects over modern computing. This thesis is concerned with
the first one, as part of the development of a much larger, bio-inspired research
project.
This introductory chapter will briefly present the motivations that lie
behind this thesis and some of the basic features we wish to introduce, together
with a brief outline of the overall structure of the thesis itself.

1.1

Motivations

The current state-of-the-art in computing stands, undoubtedly, for the
quest to achieve dependable, fault tolerant systems while preserving the raw
performance. Human-built machines tend to show little flexibility and brittle
responses, not being quite able to cope with the exposure to a dynamically
changing environment, all these in deep contrast to the wonderfully adaptable
biological systems built by Nature. The surrounding environment, a huge
repository of various solutions constantly tested along many million years, made
engineers aware they could draw some inspiration from it. History records
indicate there was a clear separation between the two categories of scientists and
engineers – while scientists aimed to a better understanding of things, and
ultimately Nature, engineers tried to imitate it when creating tools. However,
the modern era is narrowing the gap by forcing them to work together, in a
symbiotic process: during research activity, scientists need tools created by
engineers, while engineers use scientific knowledge in the process of tool creation
[67].
There is no doubt Nature has developed and thoroughly tested its solutions
in time; such a long time that it would be impossible for engineers to replicate
the process and allocate the same amount for testing. And considering
dependable, fault tolerant systems, there is no closer source of inspiration than
Nature itself, proven and endorsed by the uncountable variety of living beings.
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However, engineers face a dilemma when trying to implement Nature’s
solutions: while studying natural sciences is an essentially an analytic process,
creating devices that would exhibit some of the most interesting features found
in living organisms happens to be essentially a synthetic process [119]. There are
at least three major issues:
• would adapting mechanisms from nature in engineering also replicate the
results?
• were exactly would the two of them, Nature and science/engineering, meet?
• finally, is the process of exporting biological features in computer engineering
technically possible?
These are some of the questions both engineers and scientists are strongly
arguing about, for the benefits seem to be very well worth the effort [99]. The
potential of biologically-inspired and quantum computing architectures is
acknowledged by the ITRS report on emerging technologies (see Figure 1-1)
[169]:

Figure 1-1: Emerging technology sequence [169].

1.2

The Legacy

Answers to the aforementioned issues came along with the advent of bioinspired digital systems, pioneered by John von Neumann as a brilliant scientist
who will mark the history of mankind with his achievements. Not only a gifted
mathematician, he extended his ingenious, sharp mind over a variety of fields,
including him being part of the Project Manhattan and later the father of the
modern computer architecture, the IAS machine. He also considered the aspects
involved by the reliability of computing systems [80, 81] and later in his life he
found a great interest in what he called the theory of automata [56, 61, 79, 112,
120], inspired by the similarities and differences between the artificial automata
(computers) and natural automata (biological organisms).
Parenting the concept of the stored program at the Institute for Advanced
Study in Princeton was driven by his perception that computers could be used
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successfully to applied mathematics for specific problems. Aware of the vast
parallelism involved in the biological systems, but also of many issues that would
have to be solved in order to take any advantage of it, he preferred to design a
sequential architecture for the IAS machine.
Always looking for a synergy between a range of fields (in which von
Neumann certainly didn’t lack expertise), his last research effort before his
untimely death in 1957 focused on the theory of automata which led to a set of
principles an artificial system with biological attributes would have to follow. He
began investigating the similarities between a computer and a nervous system
[78] and later proposed an architecture for a self-replicating system consisting of
two parts [79]:
• A universal constructor. Von Neumann’s view was that self-replication should
come as a particular case of construction universality. In other words, such a
self-replicating machine should be able not only to construct identical copies
but any machine, given an appropriate description.
• A universal computer. The computing capabilities of the machine should
extend over any finite program; A. Turing defined such a class of automata,
now known as the universal Turing machines [80].
Von Neumann’s research was never completed, but his theory of automata
may be considered even today as an inspiration in developing bio-inspired
systems.
1.2.1 The POE Model
Intricate behavioral patterns are exhibited by all members of the biological
world, the marvel of life hiding inside them being so different and yet so similar
to each other. All the features exhibited by living beings come as the result of a
continuously running evolutionary process that can be considered as taking place
along three axes [67, 119]:
• The very first level of organization concerns the temporal evolution of the
genetic program. Called phylogeny (P), it is the result of a non-deterministic,
low-error rate reproduction process of the genome, thus giving rise to
biological diversity.
• The second level of organization is concerned by the temporal evolution of a
multicellular organism, from the early stage of the primordial cell (the zygote)
to the final, mature organism. Called ontogeny (O), this is essentially a
deterministic, low-error rate process that includes two distinct processes:
cellular division and cellular differentiation.
• The third level of organization arises from the apparently insufficient
capacity of the previous levels to integrate complex structures such as the
nervous, immune or endocrine systems. Furthermore, the changing topologies
of these systems throughout a normal individual’s life also support the
concept of such a superior level of organization, called epigenesis (E).
If each level is represented by an axis (Figure 1-2), this leads to partitioning
the space of all living beings, the result being what is called the POE model. All
of the above considered, the taxonomy of artificial, bio-inspired systems may be
regarded as falling over the POE model, containing the same three directions
along which natural, biological evolution guides itself, in a quasi-perfect analogy
[107, 119].
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Using the taxonomy provided by the POE model, one can investigate the
existence of a variety of bio-inspired systems that belong mostly to a certain axis
or plane. Phylogenetic processes can be observed under the form of evolutionary
processes, such as genetic algorithms (GA), genetic programming (GP), widely
known as evolutionary algorithms (EA). There exists both software (in the form
of a population of artificial individuals, used to evolve an acceptable solution by
using genetic operators such as cross-over and mutation) [35, 41] and hardware
(evolutionary algorithms applied to the synthesis of digital circuits)
implementations [109].
Epigenetic processes are implemented, both in software and hardware, as
artificial neural networks (or ANNs) of two types: learned systems (that feature
an instinctive behavior and limited generalization capability) and learning
systems (that adapt continuously to a dynamic environment and feature a high
generalization capability). Though hardware implementations of ANNs remain a
very small minority compared to software, it is worth mentioning that new
momentum in designing bio-inspired systems endowed with epigenetic processes
in hardware was gained through using the latest generation of programmable
circuits, the field programmable gate arrays (the FPGAs) [89, 90].
Ontogenetic processes can be primarily assimilated to growth or
construction, through the processes of cellular division and cellular
differentiation. These show a critical importance to the world of digital
electronics since one of their direct consequences is the ability of self-repair.
Pioneered by John von Neumann, the research along the ontogenetic direction
can be viewed over several stages [67]; while the majority of implementations
concern unicellular automata, there is a long-term research project that adapts
the cellular processes by proposing an ontogenetic hardware architecture, called
Embryonics.

Figure 1-2: The three axes of the POE model.
1.2.2 The Embryonics Project
The main purpose of Embryonics (a contraction of embryonic electronics) is
to attempt to build a bridge over the existing gap between the worlds of biology
and electronics. Perhaps seeming totally disjoint at a first glance, the two worlds
are in fact not that dissimilar; as argued in the previous section, each of the
three directions of the POE model were actually considered already (at least
theoretically) for implementations. Therefore any of the insights revealed from
this profound exploration process should be carefully analyzed and considered for
a potential adaptation and/or insertion into new mechanisms over silicon devices.
The entire Embryonics project is generously dimensioned to accommodate the
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design and implementation of novel bio-inspired hardware, including (but not
limited to) the ontogenetic axis [118].
Ontogenetic processes that take place in all multicellular living beings are
believed to be driven by the genetic program, a copy of which is present into each
cell, be it muscle, nerve or any other tissue. Its relentless execution expands the
runtime period over the entity’s entire lifetime, and is by itself an example of
perfection. The genetic program is not executed in its entirety, a complex
mixture of factors partitioning it into groups of components called genes, and also
determining which genes will be executed by one particular cell. By this process
of selecting the genes to be interpreted and executed, nature has implemented a
mechanism that transfers the partitioning from the genetic program to the
cellular level. As a consequence, by executing different parts of the genome, cells
develop different types of functionalities through a process known as cellular
differentiation. Other natural mechanisms such as healing or reproducing may
be regarded as facets of the same genetic program.
The ideas that lie behind the Embryonics project extract their substance
from the fascination of this most powerful program also known as the genome.
After years of continuous research and refinement, the Embryonics project has
reached a mature stage, its central dogma being a four-level architecture (shown
in Figure 2-2). The most basic brick in Embryonics is the molecule, essentially a
reconfigurable circuit capable of universal computation; molecules are assembled
to make cells, which in turn make up organisms, thus achieving multicellular
organization, and finally, a population of organisms. The strength of Embryonics
comes from the fact that each cell stores a complete copy of the genetic program
of the organism it belongs to, the only differences between two different cells
being the portions of the genome each executes, through a coordinate-based
mechanism that ensures cellular differentiation.
There are several key features that are vital for Embryonics:
– The multicellular architecture allows the construction of complex entities,
built of identical, simple cells that are built by even simpler molecules. As the
levels increase in the organization axis (Table 1-1), so does the complexity of
the corresponding entities. The situation is borrowed from biology but there
are, of course, many aspects that prevent these similarities from actually
becoming identities: we do not have access to the complex chemical plant
Nature uses to assemble its molecules and cells; instead we have to provide
the artificial environment as an empty, non-functional array of reconfigurable
logic, that will be subject to pseudo-biological mechanisms in order to
assemble our artificial cells from artificial molecules. Furthermore, an
artificial organism’s performance is given by the sum of the functionalities of
its own cells that operate in parallel; this is also borrowed from biology where
living beings exploit a massively parallel operating of their components.
– The ontogenetic processes give biological entities their incredible degree of
robustness; during its normal life, a living organism suffers temporary
illnesses and wounds that are normally cured in time. The temporality of
these environmental aggressions is ensured by the two processes mentioned
before, namely cellular division and cellular differentiation. Dead cells from
broken tissues are successfully replaced by newly-born ones, whether they
originate directly from an identical cell or indirectly by a process of modified
behavior as a result of a differentiation process that takes place in the gene
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expression process: given that any cell stores a complete copy of the genome, a
cell can become of any type by simply executing the right genes.
While the similarity with their biological counterparts is one of the main
purposes of the entire project, these vital features of Embryonics also share the
names from the world of digital computerware. Therefore, one can say that the
biological mechanism of cellular division has as its direct consequence in
Embryonics the mechanisms of self-replication, while the cellular differentiation
from biology takes the form of self-repair mechanisms.
Biology

Electronics

Multicellular organism
Cell
Molecule

Parallel computer system
Processor
FPGA Element

Table 1-1: Analogies present in Embryonics [128].
1.2.3 A Plea for Bio-Inspiration
Emergent behaviors observed in biological organisms demonstrate their
intrinsic robustness. On one hand, wounds and illnesses (faults and errors in
artificial systems) are not rare at all, while on the other hand the overall activity
of the organism (the functionality of the artificial system) remains virtually
unaffected. All these happen because of the self-diagnosing and self-healing
capabilities that take place ceaselessly inside living beings (the power of
replacing damaged cells and tissues with newly fabricated ones has the
consequence of being able to heal quickly). While this was successfully
implemented and then perfected by Nature over a very large period of time, the
power of fabricating new things is something that human-made machines
certainly lack (even considering this as feasible, dedicating the same time to
adapt and perfect the necessary mechanisms as Nature did is obviously
impossible). On the other hand, bringing a robustness degree to artificial
systems, i.e. incorporating fault tolerance, might not necessarily have to rely on
actually fabricating the required basic bricks: they could lie inside the system,
passively assisting its normal operations and only becoming active when there is
a fault detected, as part of what is called redundancy.
Self-healing mechanisms from nature have a direct correspondent in
artificial systems where they are called self-repairing mechanisms. The
redundancy feature cannot be separated from the possibility of reconfiguring the
system. Depending on how redundancy is achieved two types can be
distinguished: hardware redundancy, making use of multiple replicated
resources, and time redundancy, making use of multiple tasks running in
parallel for the same goal [53, 65, 67, 128]. Bio-inspired redundancy is one of the
researched paths [85, 86], while a bio-inspired fault detection known as
immunotronics successfully implements a mapping of the biological immune
system to the world of silicon [6, 40, 144, 157].
The key aspects and differences between bio-inspired alternatives such as
Embryonics [60, 71, 72] and classical designs for fault-tolerance lie in the
distributed nature of the reconfiguration process. In hardware redundancy, the
faulty resources are taken over by identical spare ones, the physical re-routing
processes being usually decided and initiated by some kind of centralized
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processing unit. While this approach has a proven effectiveness, its centralized
nature presents some major disadvantages concerning the scalability and
reliability. Centralized controls do not scale well to arbitrarily large networks.
Moreover, the entire system is no more reliable than its centralized processing
unit; any fault arising here could potentially jeopardize its normal operations
and thus leading to the failure of the entire system [39, 44, 46].

1.3

Features

All organisms from nature (be them unicellular or pluricellular) store in
each of the composing cells their individual and unique genetic program, whose
ceaseless operation constitutes the supreme act of living. The features that
differentiate living beings from each other are heavily influenced by the genome
itself, by its structure and by its size. While our artificial organisms are also
genome-driven, expanding bio-inspiration is a dynamic process that not only
means adapting biological mechanism in digital electronics but also constantly
updating the structure of the genome itself in order to ensure the degrees of
efficiency and flexibility required by all newly imported bio-inspired features.
The complexity that can be achieved by using our architecture reflects upon
the complexity of the genome’s structure, which is made of thee distinct
components. The polymerase genome is the information required for the initial
process of delimiting the space occupied by one cell. This is done by a special
mechanism called the space divider, which effectively attaches a geographical
blueprint to each molecule, the result being a rectangular cluster made of the
molecules that make up our cell. The entire process of encoding the cellular
boundaries is similar to what can be encountered in nature under the form of the
cellular membrane.
The ribosomic genome determines the functionality of the entire cell; since a
cell may be considered as the sum of its molecular components, the ribosomic
genome is an assembly of all binary strings that are used to configure each
MuxTree molecule’s internal logic [67, 100, 128, 131]. Through a proper
configuration of the ribosomic genome, our artificial molecules and cells may
implement complex digital machines. There is however an important limitation
concerning implementations that make use of any memory structure: the only
memory resource present inside a molecule that might be used for such a
purpose has a storage capacity of a single bit [128, 131]; as a natural
consequence, any form of memory would need a huge number of molecules just
for storage purposes, thus all the remaining resources are but a significant
waste. A typical example where the ribosomic genome shows insufficient abilities
would be any microprogrammed machine.
As a measure of extending the limitations of the ribosomic genome, the
operative genome [63] has been introduced. It was designed to establish an
efficient way of implementing more flexible memory structures, also providing
the means to a more complete utilization of internal resources at the molecular
level. Although the introduction of the operative genome brings new possibilities
in building a memory structure within an Embryonics machine, the operation is
far from being a straightforward graft, as there are several issues arising that
have to be settled. The existing hierarchical model imposes a distributed-type
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memory, that is, the memory structure has to be composed of basic memory
units. A larger storage space would imply a correspondently larger number of
such units; also, it should be possible for independent memory structures to coexist within the same organism. Furthermore, the memory allocation should
offer a reasonable balance between storage capacity and functional attributes (if
storage is more important than functionality, then a reduced number of internal
resources would be available; the opposite situation is when functionality is most
important and the use of internal logic would have to be maximized).
From these observations we can outline the basics of the new structure. We
decided in favor of a cyclic-type memory architecture, based on a new operating
mode introduced at the molecular level called the memory mode. Together, all
these make possible the use of a new memory structure, created by effectively
chaining molecules operating in memory mode into an extended shift register,
structure that we will call macro-molecule. In order to provide flexibility in using
the macro-molecules and to address the functionality-storage balance issue
mentioned previously, two memory operating sub-modes are available for any
molecule. The long memory mode locks the molecule’s communication resources
to the north-south, and east-west fixed paths while providing the maximum
possible storage space, while the short memory mode keeps the communications
resources available but offers half the storage space.
The artificial organisms in Embryonics offer superior robustness due to a
quite capable self-repair mechanism that stretches over both the molecular and
the cellular levels. Such a hierarchical approach for self-repair allows for an
effective way of tolerating faults: it has the capacity of reconfiguring according to
different severity levels, by addressing the least severe first (represented by
faulty molecules), and then the most severe (represented by faulty cells), while it
inflicts minimal resource loss through reconfiguration (replacing one faulty
molecule is certainly less expensive than replacing an entire cell). Although
covering a large area of possible faults, the self-repair mechanism currently
expands over the strictly functional parts of each molecule only. Since these are
driven by the ribosomic genome, the operative genome (and of course, the macromolecule) is left aside with virtually no error protection. While ensuring selfrepair over the functionality is certainly important, the newly introduced
memory structures represent per-se a hole in the robust package of Embryonics,
as the integrity of the entire genome (that also governs over functionality) is no
longer fully protected. It is therefore imperative that the existing mechanisms of
fault-tolerance be extended in order to accommodate the operative genome.
Finally, the introduction of new mechanisms that expand bio-inspiration is
also envisaged. The biological process of healing presumes periods of time during
which the wounded entity is at least partially incapacitated. We developed a
similar mechanism, based on repeated attempts of re-powering a totally
incapacitated organism or cell, which we called unkill. Based on the fact that
repaired faults are often of a transient nature, after a cell “dies” it might be
brought to life again by simply re-charging the genome, the success of this
process indicating the disappearance of such faults.
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Outline

The complexity of such a vast research project as Embryonics has powerful
repercussions over the description effort. As the introduction of the new type of
genome influences the self-repair, while aspects closely related to self-repair
influence the genome, one can safely predict that such a reciprocal dependence
will be hard to describe step-by-step, in a linear fashion. However, we will try to
keep an as clear separation as possible between the issues this thesis deals with.
Being part of a much larger research direction, many of the conceptual and
design choices made in this thesis come as consequences of a continuous
development process over the existing design; such a process requires this thesis
be a building brick pertaining to a scientifically engineered edifice, rather than a
standalone one by itself. Chapter 2 will present an Embryonics overview,
expanding section 1.2.2, but also narrowing the focus over the actual design
concepts. The essential issues concerning bio-inspiration in digital hardware are
introduced in a more detailed context of Embryonics, with examples on how an
artificial organism is built out of artificial cells and molecules. Since the
Embryonics project always was, and continues to be, a collective effort, we
cannot claim originality for the contents of this chapter though we feel such a
deeper introduction towards this thesis’ goals is absolutely necessary.
Chapter 3 is entirely dedicated to the new memory implementation under
the form of the operative genome, whose need was previously justified [128]. Its
development and implementation are original and required a substantial amount
of research. The chapter begins by introducing the motivation of the problem and
then presents the arguments, which favored our decision towards a cyclic-type
memory, as opposed to other, more classical architectures. After a description of
the new memory organization, the chapter goes deeper into the implementation
details and gives examples on the ways storage data can be routed. Details on
how the process of growing the cellular membrane (which is achieved with the
special mechanism called space divider) is achieved are also given here. The end
of the chapter contains coverage of the self-repair mechanism in the new context
of the memory-operating mode (with examples of the actual reconfiguration
process provided) and the mechanism used for controlling the memory.
Chapter 4 is dedicated to the key aspects concerning memory fault
tolerance. It will start with a comprehensive description of the causes and effects
of the transient faults and, in particular, of those known under the name of soft
fails. Details of the particle physics that may lead to soft fails are presented;
though not an original contribution in its essence, we believe the review of soft
fails’ influence presents significant importance with respect to potential
Embryonics applications in hostile environments. As a natural step, we will next
describe the process of designing an upgraded self-repairing mechanism (which
would protect both the ribosomic and the operative genome). Furthermore, an
analysis of the methodology of configuring the operative genome in order to
obtain a fault tolerant memory is presented. An example of a complete cell, with
the operative genome using a Hamming-type, error-correcting coding is also
provided.
Chapter 5 contains our conclusions, analyzing the final design with respect
to the initial requirements previously motivated in section 1.1 and set in section
1.3. An original view over the bio-inspiration degree of the Embryonics project is
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given in the light of the last scientific findings in modern biology, concerning the
human DNA and the stem cells. The final words are reserved for several
considerations on Embryonics; while providing an outsider’s view over possible
real-life applications may prove considerably challenging for someone deeply
involved in such a vast project, we make a last attempt on portraying the future
of this project. We hope our ambition would some day be rewarded.
The body of thesis will be followed by an appendix describing details of the
implementation.
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CHAPTER 2

BIO-INSPIRED COMPUTING SYSTEMS
2.1. A Brief History of Bio-Inspiration
2.1.1 Introduction
Ever since the advent of modern computing systems, the quest for
performance seems to have taken intriguing paths: in the beginning it was the
rush for more and more raw computing power; as this need was increasingly
fulfilled, computing power continued to remain a top priority. Techniques were
developed in order to maintain performance progress for various types of digital
systems [32, 50, 88, 153, 159]. The performance achieved by computers seems
these days somewhat sufficient, transforming the aim of computer designers
from a single purpose – performance – to a list of top priorities. An essential
requirement of modern computing systems and part of this list dependability,
which is a synthetic term involving (as stated by IFIP’s working group WG 10.4)
a list of parameters such as reliability, fault tolerance, availability,
performability, safety, and others; in real world, a dependable system will
operate normally over long periods of time before experiencing any fail
(reliability), will recover quickly from it (testability, fault tolerance), while the
performance level won’t drop under a certain, acceptable, level (performability).
The need for dependable computing systems cannot be considered exactly
new, but until recently, building such systems was almost always a secondary
target. By attaining a sufficient level in terms of performance, an entire range of
new applications made it obvious that performance by itself was no longer
enough. Such is the case of space applications, which represent a special category
for digital computing; long-term exposure to aggressive (even hostile)
environments prohibit or limit any human intervention, therefore endorsing the
quest for dependable systems, which has turned into a vital requirement instead
of a negotiable quality indicator.
Designing dependable and reliable computing systems is one of the modernday designer’s tasks, and any literature survey reveals enormous amounts of
work carried in order to ensure these much needed characteristics both at the
conceptual level [3] and at the hardware level [22, 23, 93], in particular in
FPGAs [31, 43, 77, 131]. An essential part of the dependability equation is
played by fault tolerance (covering a variety of aspects such as fault detection
and fault recovery). Unfortunately, a sufficiently dependable (this being, of
course, application dependent) computer remains an idealistic target so far,
proven by a series of unsuccesses of on-board computers at high altitudes and in
the outer space (Japan’s Nozomi and UK’s Beagle-2 probes, both lost on the way
towards Mars, are perhaps the most recent pieces of evidence that mankind still
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has some improvement room left where building dependable equipment is
concerned). With current designs being insufficiently dependable, other sources
of inspiration may be worth exploring.
A very generous, yet not fully researched and understood, source of
inspiration lies very close to each and every one of us: nature. Nature exhibits
omnipresent biological solutions, which, considering the time spent for evolving
them, are as close to perfection as possible. In a context of scientific progress at
both the design level (to build new, innovative computers such as based on bioinspired architectures) and the paradigmatic level (generating new algorithms,
running on new principles, such as molecular and quantum computing), nature
presents a wealth of inspiration.
Biological organisms are the most intricate structures known to man, with
a highly complex behavior, due to massive, parallel cooperation between huge
numbers of relatively simple elements, the cells. And considering dependable,
fault tolerant systems, there is no closer source of inspiration than Nature itself,
proven and endorsed by the uncountable variety of living beings, with a life span
up to several hundreds (for the animal regnum) or even thousands (for the
vegetal regnum) of years. Trying to exploit nature’s results only seems a natural
step.
Present-day technology has pushed the architecture of computing systems
towards such levels of complexity that the design of new, innovative computers
has become a challenge for human intelligence. Despite not being a new concept,
biological inspiration in the field of designing artificial machines still represents
a research activity. Recent technological advances combined with the focus
shifting from the mechanical world to the realms of information led to reevaluating the biological inspiration when designing computer hardware. The
dream of creating artificial machines featuring the robustness and the efficiency
of living beings is even closer to becoming a reality [119].
2.1.2 The Road to Bio-Inspiration
The analogy between biology and electronics might appear fuzzy at a first
glance [16, 67, 107, 118, 119]. But considering the facts that the function of a
living cell is determined by the genome, and that a computer’s functionality is
determined by the operating program, then the two may be regarded as sharing
a certain degree of similarity.
Of course, carbon-based biology is different enough than silicon-based
computing, making it quite difficult to establish a straightforward similarity
between them (except, perhaps, at a very superficial level). It might be worth
mentioning that, while the environment simply exists for the biological entities
in nature, which depend on it in order to survive and replicate, any artificial
mechanism needs a suitable environment in order to operate, which is also
artificial. Furthermore, no artificial mechanism is as yet capable of a similar
performance as everyday natural processes of birth and growth; what in biology
is possible with the aid of complex chemical processes must be provided initially
in electronics. However, despite a variety of aspects that sever the connections
between the two worlds, some basic biological concepts may appear to encourage
their coming closer to each other, and may prove extremely interesting from a
hardware designer’s point of view (such as robustness, evolution, and healing),
thus making the research for adapting them into digital devices a real challenge.
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Considering the field of designing electronic circuits, bio-inspiration was not
overlooked by one of the founders of modern computer engineering, John von
Neumann, the parent of the first self-replicating computing machines [61, 69,
105]. Several years before his untimely death he began to develop a theory of
automata, which was to contain a systematic theory of mixed mathematical and
logical forms, with the aim of contributing to a better understanding of both
natural systems and computers [79, 120].
Shortly after John von Neumann passed away, Francis Crick, one of the
discoverers of the DNA’s structure, enounced the central dogma of molecular
biology, that proteins are not made directly from genes, the intermediary being
the RNA [11, 120]. The DNA is the container for the information needed by a
biological organism to carry out each of its functions; it is the DNA’s data that
allows the zygote to divide and differentiate to grow the organism as a
multicellular identity that will interact with the environment, adapt to its
conditions, heal, reproduce, and eventually die. Thus we assist to a certain
layering of the roles played by the essential biological molecules [120]:
• DNA is the carrier of information;
• RNA is the messenger (the elements decoding the RNA genetic information to
produce the necessary proteins are called ribosomes [106]);
• proteins are the executors.
Considering the biological findings, if any piece of digital hardware is to
achieve some degree of bio-inspiration, several biological features would have to
find their correspondents in the world of electronics. Similarities exist already:
the DNA might be regarded as equivalent to a memory, the RNA as a
communication unit, and the proteins as equivalent to parts from a logical unit.
However, there is an essential problem, which was solved by Nature from the
very beginning, that has yet to find a solution in electronics: proteins are
synthesized by living organisms from raw materials that are readily available
and offered by the surrounding environment, a task that is, at least for the
moment, impossible to implement by silicon devices. Instead of synthesizing any
proteins, the only available solution is that their electronic equivalents be
supplied by the artificial environment, thus mimicking the synthesizing process
by choosing only the useful parts from the environment through a process of
digital configuration. In order to implement such mechanisms, bio-inspired
machines have to be able to change their hardware functionality by using
information. By consequence, it can be concluded that a piece of bio-inspired
hardware would present the following features:
• a memory structure carrying the genetic information and equivalent to the
biological DNA;
• a decoding/routing unit that would manage genetic information in a similar
way the biological RNA does;
• a functional unit that would execute the genetic program, similar to the
biological proteins.
The central dogma of modern molecular biology entails the formula
“genotype + ribotype = phenotype”. As such, von Neumann could not have
explicitly thought about this equivalence, which makes it astounding that the
system he developed with no prior knowledge of the DNA structure, still meets
this equation. His universal constructor self-replicates similar to the natural
process: the tape stores the description for the entire machine (the genotype), it
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is interpreted by a ribosome (the ribotype), and together they make the machine
itself (the phenotype) [61].
2.1.3 The Technology
The key technology available, which today allows the development of bioinspired hardware architectures, can be found in the programmable logic
devices, usually referred to as FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Arrays) [7,
140]. Composed by a two-dimensional array of identical elements, each being
capable of implementing a variety of different functions, FPGAs can be used to
play the role of just about any kind of digital circuit by individually configuring
the functionality of the programmable elements, as well as all the connections
between them. They seem to be the ideal platform for developing bio-inspired
hardware, which requires the layout of the circuit be changed by mechanisms
implementing self-replication, evolution or healing (self-repair) and adaptation to
the environment.
2.1.3.1. Characteristics of the FPGAs
Any FPGA device [87] may be decomposed into two essential layers (see
Figure 2-1) that give its power and flexibility: the functional layer and the
communication layer. The functionality of the device comes from a number of
structurally identical elementary units, usually composed of a few gates and flipflops that can be configured to allow for any kind of combinational and/or
sequential implementations (bottom left in Figure 2-1). In order to feed the
elementary units and also drive required signals inside the device, the
communication layer consists of input-output busses (bottom right in Figure 2-1);
furthermore, the direction of driving a signal may be changed by configuring the
bus connections, which are themselves configurable. A special case of elementary
units are those situated at the boundaries, as these will likely play the role of
user-defined IO ports, thus allowing the FPGA to interact with its exterior
environment at the expense of a limited functionality.
The internal architecture of an FPGA allows unleashing the inherent
parallelism in operating its building bricks. They are small and simple enough
(architectural uniformity being also possible) to achieve massively parallel
operating (able to perform bit-level operations), yet they are complex enough to
allow further organizing, layering, and communicating as separate entities of
various shapes and roles (also able to perform systolic operations). Designing
with FPGAs is considered in present days one of the most efficient ways of
prototyping, testing and evolving new architectures; a special bonus is offered by
the possibilities of on-line modifications in a FPGA configuration, with on-line
hardware evolution being a very attractive tool in the near future [68]. Much
work has been carried out over methods of designing efficiently with FPGAs for
the purpose of implementing testable and self-testing computing machines [1, 2,
31, 43, 77, 126].
Another key advantage of the FPGAs lies in the configurable
interconnections, thus making them especially suited for bio-inspired design.
Efficient and flexible (at least in theory), bio-inspired fault-tolerance requires
some sort of hierarchy when dealing with resource reconfiguration. Such a
hierarchical mode of configuring the interconnections can be offered by FPGAs;
for instance, the 6000 series from Xilinx has been involved in evolvable hardware
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research because of its suitability for such applications [19, 26]. One of its strong
points is a mechanism that provides abundant, hierarchical connectivity between
groups of elementary logic blocks (FastLANE™ routing technology) [171], being
provided as follows:
• each elementary cell connects directly with the four adjacent neighbors;
• an upper layer provides interconnections between blocks consisting of 4×4
elementary cells (length 4 FastLANE™);
• another communication layer provides interconnections between tiles, i.e. 4×4
blocks, that is, 16×16 elementary cells (length 16 FastLANE™);
• finally, information can be routed chip-wide, between structures of 64×64
elementary cells, or 4×4 tiles (length 64 FastLANE™).
2.1.3.2. Bio-Inspiration and Robustness
Inspiration from natural systems in engineering seems appealing due to
their extraordinary resilience: living organisms are continuously immersed into a
dynamically changing environment (which, to make matters worse, is also nondeterministic), yet they manage to survive, prosper, and reproduce. They
succeeded in taming the sometimes harsh and aggressive environment in order
to live for such extended periods of time any design engineer would wish to build
systems operating for such long and with such efficiency. Therefore,
dependability would provide in engineering a definition close to what robustness
actually means in nature.

Figure 2-1: Basic structure of an FPGA.
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In order to implement bio-inspired, dependable systems that would match
the robustness witnessed in any biological organism, one has to assess its driving
forces by answering at least the following questions:
• what mechanisms make biological entities robust, and
• how can these be implemented in engineering so as to build systems with
comparable dependability levels.
Answering the first question requires one to observe how the natural
healing processes occur in living organisms, as the key quality allowing them to
overcome the damaging effects of not only the surrounding environment, but also
of interactions with other organisms, lies in their capacity of regeneration. A
majority of illnesses and wounds that leave the organism partially incapacitated
are successfully cured through regeneration in time. This remarkable curing
potential lies in the capability of all living beings to grow new cells that, in the
end, will completely replace the cells composing the damaged organ or tissue. An
engineering approach, however, would encounter here its first serious obstacle to
implement natural healing processes in electronics; if replacing faulty circuits
and devices can be implemented from an operational standpoint (through
reconfiguration, majority voting or other strategies), fabricating new
replacement circuits on-line or “regenerating” them remains a matter of fiction.
Therefore, bio-inspired digital design would have to content with reconfiguration
strategies for self-repairing, as only these are, as of yet, available; this also
provides a strategy for answering the second question.
However, the ability of all living beings to grow new cells in order to repair
damaged organs and tissues includes an additional feature of locating the exact
boundaries of the region that needs healing; such a mechanism would be similar
to what is called self-testing in digital design. But in nature growing new cells is
not sufficient per se for the healing to be complete; new cells may replace
damaged cells only if they are the same, i.e. they share the same structure and
functionality. By consequence, bio-inspired self-testing and self-repairing will not
be sufficient in order to produce a close imitation of natural healing; faulty
artificial cells can be replaced only by new units with the same characteristics.
2.1.4. Bio-Inspired Computing
The first computing system that might be regarded as to comprise bioinspired concepts comes from the very dawn of the computer era and is actually
the von Neumann architecture, developed at the Institute for Advanced Study
(IAS): the entire system is built around a central processing unit (which may be
seen in analogy with a brain), which is connected with a range of peripheral
devices (analog to sensory organs and limbs) through a network of buses (analog
to the nervous system) and also accesses a memory system (somewhat similar to
a genetic memory). The validity of the structural concepts of this architecture
was proven by the fact they are used, with little or no change, even today by
modern computers. However, if roots of bio-inspiration can be found from the
very beginning of the classical computation, new momentum was gained with the
technological progress, bio-inspired applications now covering all three axes that
make up the POE framework [119].
The phylogenetic axis is represented mainly by software implementations
based on genetic algorithms [35, 41]. Formally introduced in the United States in
the 1970s by John Holland (University of Michigan), genetic algorithms are very
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attractive for some optimization problems, where classical algorithms may get
stuck over local optima; they encode and combine the problem’s possible
solutions using genetic-like operators such as crossover (or recombination) and
mutation in order to evolve a better result. Both these operators are nondeterministic by nature, and therefore fundamentally different than classic
algorithms, thus offering a potential edge in digital computing. However, the
evolution in the space of potential solutions pursues a predefined goal, the
artificial population has no material existence, and individuals do not interact
simultaneously, as opposed to natural systems [49]. Furthermore, the artificial
phylogenetic implementations require a fitness calculation based on some
characteristics of the pursued goal (which is obviously not an open-ended
evolution), also very different than natural processes where evolution is openended (it does not appear to target a specific goal) [67].
A recent emerging field has been significantly influenced by the progress in
reconfigurable hardware design and evolutionary computing. Called evolvable
hardware, it is a special category that allows phylogenetic operations to be
actually run inside computer hardware [116, 117, 158]. There is still an ongoing
debate on how to define it properly; it may be regarded as a hardware solution to
some evolutionary techniques but it may also be regarded as performing online
bio-inspired adaptation processes. As an example of the latter, the Firefly
machine is a hardware implementation of evolving cellular automata in order to
solve the synchronization task, illustrating the phenomenon of a firefly
population that reaches the state of pulsating synchronously [108].
According to the POE model (presented in Chapter 1, section 1.2.1), at a
certain level, living matter continuously reorganizes itself based on learning
experiences that take place by interacting with the surrounding environment.
Therefore, along the epigenetic axis, one can find implementations involving
artificial neural networks (ANNs) as attempts of building computing systems
endowed with the capability of learning. Another category is expert systems,
which try to emulate the processes that are linked to human intelligence. Of the
three known epigenetic systems, namely the nervous, endocrine and immune
systems, epigenetic artificial processes are usually inspired by the first [24].
There has been a vast scientific effort covering the research in this area, on both
learned and learning systems, but there are still few hardware applications
allowing true, online learning [89, 91]. The immune system is also providing bioinspiration, as there are some implementations for error detection purposes [157]
and even attempts towards the implementation of an artificial immune system
[6, 40]; computer viruses were also found to integrate attacking strategies used
by their biological correspondents [122].
Ontogenetic characteristics are specific to another organization level of the
living matter, comprising all the developmental processes that take place in a
multicellular organism. In contrast to the phylogenetic processes, ontogenetic
processes are deterministic by nature, any occurring error therefore producing a
severely handicapped or non-viable organism [155]. John von Neumann was the
first to formalize the theory of self-reproducing automata capable of universal
computation and universal construction [79]. Unfortunately, the complexity of
such machines prohibited any physical implementation at that time; today, selfreproducing automata capable of universal computation have been implemented
both in hardware [92, 111, 118] and software [19, 47, 129] but implementing the
universal construction feature continues to elude modern science.
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Ontogenetic processes include cellular division (starting from the moment
of inception, with the mother cell or the zygote) and the specialization of
daughter cells according to their position within the ensemble, known as cellular
differentiation. Therefore, systems that implement ontogenetic processes in
hardware need to be based on a hierarchic, modular (cellular) architecture,
features made possible with the arrival of the reconfigurable devices. A
representative example is the BioWatch [108, 124, 125], a time keeping machine
that exhibits a hierarchical strategy of tolerating a range of possible faults by
implementing both cellular division and cellular differentiation processes, and
implemented recently over the artificial tissue of BioWall. Essentially, BioWall
offers a bio-inspired platform that draws its powers from an array of 5700
Spartan FPGAs [134, 135]; apart from BioWatch, the BioWall demonstrates
implementations of self-replicating loops, Turing neural networks, solving the
synchronization task (the original FireFly machine was also ported on the
BioWall platform), and string comparison computing.
Both the Firefly and the BioWatch machines are bio-inspired attempts to
explore the potential of ontogenetic processes applied to computer hardware.
While they each contribute to the establishing of evolvable hardware as a new
field of research in computing, they are both offsprings of a much larger research
project, focusing on the exploration of the POE model’s implications in digital
devices: it is known as the Embryonics project and this thesis is part of the
collective research effort involved.

2.2. The Embryonics Project
Embryonics stands as a contraction for embryonic electronics and is the
name of a long-term research project launched by the Logic Systems Laboratory
at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Lausanne [62]; it aims at
establishing a bridge between the world of biology and the one of electronics, in
particular the world of digital circuits. The main goal is to use biologically
inspired mechanisms – borrowed from nature and adapted to electronics – and to
draw inspiration from two distinct sources [66, 123, 128, 131]. The first is the
biological mechanism of multi-cellular organization: the complex biological
behavior is a result of massive parallel operation of a multitude of simple
elements, the cells, each containing a complete description of the organism itself,
which is the genome. The second is von Neumann's concept of self-replication of a
universal computer, a mechanism allowing the automatic creation of multiple
identical copies of a machine from a single instance [79, 128].
As a general research project, Embryonics is conceived not so much to
achieve a specific goal, but to explore the uncovering insights by applying new
concepts (inspired from biology) to a known field (digital computing). It tries to
determine if interesting results can be obtained by applying biological concepts
and mechanisms to the world of electronics [128] and to assess the potential of
bio-inspired digital design in order to build innovative computing systems
featuring superior robustness (i.e. fault tolerance in computer science) and
beyond. As any original concept, Embryonics is also law protected by a number of
patents [57, 58, 59].
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2.2.1 Scope of Embryonics
The POE model presented in Chapter 1 provides a general framework for
all bio-inspired implementations in digital computing; however, simultaneous
exploration of all three research directions (phylogeny, ontogeny and epigenesis)
would not prove to be an effective approach: Nature itself perfected the biological
mechanisms over a very long time, and the process is still ongoing. Rather than
attempting such a task, Embryonics offers the perspective of studying the
feasibility of bio-inspiration in hardware design, along any individual direction of
the POE model. In particular, the current focus of Embryonics is over the
ontogenetic processes, as they may be regarded as constituents of the first level
of organization of the living matter, offering a foundation for achieving
robustness.
By demonstrating the technical possibility of modifying hardware by the
use of information – and this is the case with the FPGAs – the feasibility of
creating bio-inspired computer hardware was proven. Drawing inspiration from
biological organisms has therefore led us to define the electronic organism as a
two-dimensional array of processing elements, all identical in structure (similar
to biological cells) and each executing a different part of the same program (the
genome), depending on the position in the array (again, similar to biological cells)
[25, 128].
2.2.2 Bio-Inspired Robustness
There are two essential biological mechanisms that can be considered as
strong providers of reliability: multicellular organization and cellular division
and specialization. Rather than following a centralized approach, if viewed from
an “administrative” perspective, the organization in Embryonics is distributed
over multiple entities that share the same basic structure: the cells. There are
important advantages over computing processes also, since such an organization
provides the platform for dynamically reconfigurable architectures, the
processing power stemming from the distributed, massively parallel operations
that are tailored for a specific application. Furthermore, the multicellular
organization allows establishing an architectural hierarchy that will prove useful
for robust computing and will also allow a sense of scale when analyzing such a
system.
After thorough consideration of the aspects involved by creating an
artificial ontogeny landscape, Embryonics adopted a quasi-biological, four-level
architecture (see Figure 2-2) that allows a hierarchical separation between
artificial entities that are different in complexity. The topmost level, similar to
what is found in nature, is the population level. Essentially, the totality of
organisms that “live” within a certain artificial environment (which is the entire
computing system), make up what is called a population; individuals from a
population (which may be viewed as computers operating in parallel) interact
both with each other and with the environment itself.
One level lower in this hierarchy, the organismic level describes the
internal structure of one organism. Each organism corresponds to a parallel
computer system, member of a population (which is the higher level of
organization), and may be decomposed into its more basic components. Its
processing power is given by the massively parallel operation of its components,
the cells; they are basic processing units and represent the cellular level. In
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nature, cells are the smallest biological entities that carry the entire genetic
program of an organism, meaning they carry sufficient information to allow them
to specialize in order to perform any required cellular activity; being basic
processors, cells in Embryonics are similar to their biological correspondents,
being able to perform any processing duty specified by their program.
The flexibility of biological cells comes from an even smaller scale
perspective: they are built of molecules and possess the ability of fabricating new
molecules according to their need. Therefore Embryonics’ lowest level is the
molecular level, represented by the simplest element that is part of the cellular
structure; essentially, it is the element of a reconfigurable circuit capable of
universal computation. Since this appears very much similar to the elementary
unit of a fine-grained FPGA, Embryonics opens the way to designing a new type
of fine-grained FPGA device that would feature bio-inspired mechanisms in
order to deliver superior robustness.
Each of the four levels in Embryonics is shown in Figure 2-2. Going through
the hierarchy, one may observe how the building bricks are assembled to form
increasingly complex entities: the most basic parts, the molecules, are put
together in order to make up the basic processor, or the cell. A single cell may
also play the role of a unicellular organism, while a multicellular organism will
be an ensemble containing more cells. Be it uni- or multi- cellular, such an
artificial organism is a parallel computer inside which cells operate individually
and cooperate with each other for a higher, organismic, purpose. At the top of the
hierarchy lies the group of all organisms from within the artificial environment,
the population.
2.2.3 Bio-Inspired Functionality
The reconfigurable nature of the Embryonics framework requires a piece of
configuring software in order to define the functionality of the hardware, through
a process also inspired from actual biological processes. In nature, living entities
are driven by genetic information encoded in the DNA. Therefore, the
Embryonics project also uses genetic information under the form of an artificial
genome, which actually contains a low level encoding of the entire organism’s
hardware features (our genome is a binary configuration string analogous to the
configuration bitstream of any FPGA).
In nature, the genome contains information regarding specifications of the
entire organism; stored in each cell, it is organized in smaller fractions of the
code called genes, which encode characteristics of a certain organ or tissue. In
Embryonics cells perform independent tasks, despite all cells from an organism
sharing the same hardware architecture and the same genome. The differences
in cellular functionality arise from the fact that not all genes are executed by all
cells; according to the specified task, a cell executes a set of genes through a
process called gene expression (genes A to F are shown in Figure 2-2 at the
organismic level).
The history of the Embryonics project did not see from the very beginning
the hierarchy shown in Figure 2-2 as based on four different levels. It is worth
mentioning how this hierarchical architecture was established, as this has a
crucial influence over the functional aspect of the entire framework.
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Artificial Organisms and Cellular Coordinates

Storing a copy of the genome in each cell might not seem very efficient;
however, this has the appearance of a fair price for achieving some of the
biological strengths. As a most interesting feature exhibited by biological cells,
robustness is a consequence of the redundancy we find to be wasteful: each cell
contains a copy of the entire genome and, theoretically, might replace any other
cell by using a coordinate-based mechanism [151]. Since the gene expression uses
the coordinate mechanism, a healthy cell can take over the functionality of a
faulty one by changing gene execution through a process of updating its
coordinates.
Theoretically, the design of an electronic organism could be implemented
using any of the commercially available FPGAs [7, 140]; in practice however, this
is difficult to achieve, since a processor, however simple, is a relatively complex
circuit and restricting the amount of programmable logic to a single chip could
rapidly raise limits when implementing the two-dimensional array of cells. An
electronic organism therefore requires a completely homogenous, self-repairable
FPGA, which could easily be configured as an array of identical elements. No
commercial FPGA has these features, the conception and development of a new
FPGA, capable of self-repair and self-replication being actually one of the main
challenges of the Embryonics project [55, 63, 67, 128, 129, 131, 133].

Figure 2-2: The four levels of organization in Embryonics [63].
Figure 2-3 presents an organism that suffers two errors, within two
different cells. At the beginning (Figure 2-3, left), all cells operate normally, the
organism consisting of active cells (marked as blue) and spare cells that would
become active should any error be encountered (marked as yellow). The
functional status of a cell at any particular moment is given by the genetic
specifications contained by the genome, with respect to its geographical location
given by its coordinates. The coordinate mechanism starts the numbering from
the lower left (or the south-west) cell, which will be labeled as having the
coordinates (1,1), the first being the horizontal and the last being the vertical
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coordinate. Each cell will therefore calculate its own coordinates (X, Y) based on
the coordinates communicated by its neighbors to the west (with coordinates
(WX, WY)) and to the south (with coordinates (SX, SY)), as follows:

X := WX + 1, Y := SY +1 .
At a certain moment, errors are detected in two different cells (having the
coordinates (2,3) and (3,2)) and the self-repairing mechanism is triggered.
Cellular universality plays an important role here: since the organism possesses
the ability of recovering (there are spare cells available for repairing), the faulty
cells are marked as “dead” thus triggering a re-evaluation of coordinates for each
cell. The genome stored by each cell contains genetic information regarding all
the cells from within an organism; each cell will express a certain set of genes, in
accordance with a specific set of coordinates. When the new coordinates are
computed due to the reconfiguration implied by the self-repairing process (the
direction being from bottom to top and from left to right), the gene expression
mechanism will force a new set of genes to be expressed by each cell positioned at
the right of a faulty one; this appears as shifting an entire row of cells one
position to the right, starting with the right neighbor of the faulty cell. The
organism recovers by activating spare cells, as required by the self-repairing
process (shown in Figure 2-3, right) [133].

Figure 2-3: A small (4x3 cells) artificial organism with no faulty cells
(left) and reconfiguration (self-repairing) after detection of
a faulty cell (right) [128].
The redundancy introduced by having a copy of the genome in each cell
provides an intrinsic support for self-repair. By providing a set of spare cells, i.e.
cells that are inactive during normal operation, the organism is able to
reconfigure its structure to avoid using faulty processors [56]. However, there are
situations when the number of spare cells is outcome by the number of faulty
ones; since faulty elements are too many, this will lead to the impossibility of the
organism to successfully reconfigure itself, the result being the death of the
entire organism.
The coordinate mechanism presented previously also proves to be useful
when the colonization of an electronic environment with identical organisms (in
nature, such a process is called self-replication) is required. Because the function
of a cell depends on its coordinates, it is possible to implement the selfreplication mechanism by simply cycling the coordinates [115]: when the
configuration of an organism is complete, the process is repeated, the result
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being the configuration of new, identical organisms to the east and north of the
original one. This way multiple copies of the same organism can be obtained, as
shown in Figure 2-4.
2.2.3.2

The Artificial Cell

Biological organisms provide a powerful example of systems exhibiting
complex behavior; it seems this is a result of parallel interaction of many simple
cells, rather of the complexity of each element. One of the goals of the
Embryonics project is to show that biological inspiration allows us, without
excessive difficulty, to design complex systems based on combining simple cells
[63, 67, 70, 100, 101, 103, 132].
The previous subsection introduced the features of the electronic organism
in Embryonics, which have consequences over the lower level of organization,
represented by the cells. The genome program must be stored in each of the cells
and all must feature a coordinate-dependent access mechanism. The minimal
feature set for our electronic cells must therefore include [128]:
• an [X, Y] coordinate system to allow the cell to locate its position inside the
organismic array and thus its function;
• a memory to store the genome;
• an interpreter to read and execute the genome; in digital computing this is
equivalent to specifying a language according to which the genetic program
will be encoded;
• a functional unit, for data processing purposes; this may contain a variety of
logic elements, from a single register to a full arithmetic and logic unit (ALU)
and beyond, depending on the application;
• a set of interconnections handled by a routing unit that will allow cells to
communicate with each other.

Figure 2-4: Multiple copies of the same organism through
coordinate cycling [128].
Furthermore, each cell requires some means of separation from other cells,
similar to the cellular membrane encountered in biology. Therefore one may find
that the genetic program has to deal with a double aspect: it has to specify and
configure the functional resources inside the cell, but at the same time it also has
to store the software to be executed by functional units, either of its own or
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pertaining to other cells. Therefore, several different pieces of information need
to be stored inside the genome:
• the polymerase genome is the part of the genetic information that establishes
a boundary between cells, thus encoding the electronic correspondent of the
biological cellular membrane;
• the ribosomic genome is the genome portion that specifies the configuration of
the electronic ribosomes represented by the functional resources; assimilated
in an FPGA-type environment as programmable logic blocks (which assemble
cabled-logic machines), the ribosomes have the role of executing pieces of
specific software, which is also encoded by the genome;
• finally, the software driving the ribosomes from a single cell, or even different
cells is called the operative genome, and may be regarded as being actually
the software that drives microprogrammed machines.
The architecture of an artificial cell that would encompass all required
features is shown in Figure 2-5A. Designed to operate as an element from a twodimensional array of any finite size, the first implementation of a cell in
Embryonics was called the MicTree cell [16, 62, 66]. At the time, the cellular
level (see Figure 2-2) was the bottom of the Embryonics hierarchy, the cell being
realized using an FPGA mounted on a custom printed circuit board together with
a set of 7-segment displays and LEDs, which was then inserted in a plastic box,
called Biodule 601 [16], shown in Figure 2-5B.

A.

B.

Figure 2-5: The artificial cell. A: the internal architecture and B: physical
implementation of the MicTree cell. [Photo by André Badertscher]
The biodules are capable to be fitted together like a puzzle, forming a twodimensional array in which direct neighbor-to-neighbor connections are provided
[128] without the need for extra cables. The electronic organism consists
therefore of a two-dimensional array of MicTree cells. The fixed architecture of
the MicTree cell, while perfectly capable of demonstrating the capabilities of the
Embryonics hierarchical architecture of a bio-inspired computing system,
presents, however, several constraints. One such limitation is due to the fixed
size (four bits) of each of the coordinate registers, the consequence being an
organism limited in dimension to a maximum of 16x16 cells [55, 62, 66]; the
functional unit consists of a register, also four bits wide. While this is quite
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sufficient for the purpose of building a fully functional demonstrator system, it is
a serious limitation for the range of potential applications.
The memory of the Biodule 601 has a capacity of 1024 words, each being 8
bits wide. Applications implemented with MicTree cells include the Biowatch
machine (which uses four MicTree cells), a cellular automaton that generates
random numbers (which uses five MicTree cells), and a parenthesis-checking
Turing machine (which uses ten MicTree cells) [67].
While the MicTree cell’s architecture is simple and flexible, allowing the
implementation of a range of applications (given that a sufficient number of such
cells is available), it generates a few issues that are worth considering:
• the MicTree cell is actually a microprogrammed machine with a fixed
functional unit and with programmable connections; this comes in
contradiction with the fact that several different cellular architectures can be
found in nature. Moreover, with a four bit-wide register, the functional unit
may be considered as too weak for many applications, thus forcing a shift in
complexity towards the genetic program;
• the physically-fixed cellular dimensions make the existence of the polymerase
genome obsolete;
• the memory available for genome storage has a fixed capacity that will
eventually limit the implementation capabilities of such a system;
• though a cellular architecture does present some advantages over traditional
systems, considering the wide range of possible applications, it would be more
adequate to be able to tailor the cells to the specific patterns required.
All these issues may appear as independent if seen purely from an engineering
standpoint; but since they are closely connected in the biological world,
addressing them may be done in a bio-inspired fashion,. Nature has perfected a
solution that provides a flexible cellular architecture: each cell is built by
molecular structures, determined and synthesized with the support of complex
chemical processes. While mastering such processes in electronics is not within
the grasp of modern science, another level of organization that would become the
bottom of the Embryonics hierarchy and placed below the cellular level can be
implemented: this is the molecular level.
2.2.3.3

The Artificial Molecule

As previously mentioned, the cellular level provides an intrinsic capability
for self-repair through its coordinate system. While in biological organisms a
cell's death is a common thing to happen (it will be replaced by another, freshly
grown, one), cost effectiveness in digital engineering makes only a limited
number of expendable cells affordable. For instance, if we assume that a cell
consists of a few hundred molecules, the resource penalty inflicted by its “death”
obviously requires minimizing the occurrence of such situations.
A possible solution is to also endow cells with a certain degree of fault
tolerance by performing a transfer of the self-repairing concepts from the cellular
level (described in subsection 2.2.3.1 and shown in Figure 2-3) to the molecular
level. Such a decision will have important effects over the molecular level,
appearing somewhat as a scaled down version of the cellular level:
• the molecules themselves will be universal, meaning that any two molecules
can be configured so as to exchange or take over roles from each other;
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•

the concept of spares will also be present at the molecular level, allowing any
cell to tolerate a number of occurring faults by internal (molecular)
reconfiguration using spare molecules.
Furthermore, because cells will be composed of molecules, all requirements
mentioned in the previous subsection will have to be scaled down and
accommodated at the molecular level. As a direct consequence, the architecture
of a molecule will contain the following:
• a simple, fine-grained, functional unit, capable of universal computation. It
has to be fully reconfigurable, that is, both the functionality and the
inputs/outputs are programmable;
• a routing unit managing the communications between molecules, from either
direct neighbors or from separated molecules;
• a genome memory that will accommodate the configuration for both the
functional unit and the routing unit;
• finally, due to the fact that cells don’t have a fixed size anymore, the
polymerase genome (which encodes the boundaries of the cell, similar to the
cellular membrane in biology) has to be also accommodated by each molecule.
One should remark that any molecule with such an architecture will store only
parts of the cellular polymerase genome (each molecule has to know its position
with respect to a certain cell, whether its location is inside the cell or at one of its
borders), of the ribosomic genome (the functional and the routing units are
ribosomic resources for the cell), and of the operative genome (the remaining
storage space from the genome memory, containing other sequences of
microcode); the entire cellular genome is therefore the collection of individual
molecular parts.
The implementation of an electronic molecule that meets all of the above
requirements was called MuxTree and was realized by using the same principle
of inserting the actual hardware inside a plastic box (shown in Figure 2-6),
allowing the creation of puzzle-like structures used previously for the MicTree
cells [133].

Figure 2-6: The implementation of the MuxTree molecule.
[Photo by André Badertscher]
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The conception and early development of the MuxTree molecule was the
subject of a Ph.D. thesis [128]; it was designed to implement the basic element of
a multiplexer-based, bio-inspired FPGA and realized by using a commercially
available chip of the Xilinx 4000 series [67]. Like all FPGAs, MuxTree units also
provide a puzzle-like assembly as a two-dimensional array of elements.
The architecture of MuxTree includes all necessary resources mentioned
above, the block schematic being shown in Figure 2-7. The functional unit (FU)
of the MuxTree molecule offers both combinational and sequential resources
under the form of two-input multiplexer – hence the name – and a D-type flipflop; any function can be implemented, regardless the complexity, by combining a
sufficient number of MuxTree molecules.
The switching block (SB) is responsible of the programmable connectivity
between molecules (see Figure 2.8). There are two categories of interconnections
that can be used: those intended for transporting information between nonneighboring molecules (similar to long distance buses in commercial FPGAs, for
instance FastLANE™ in the Xilinx 6000 series), which are programmable, and
those that manage communication between neighboring molecules (similar to
short distance buses or direct connections), which are not programmable. The
long distance buses cover all four directions (both input and output) and
information is routed according to the information stored by the configuration
register (CREG), each direction being able of accepting information flow by using
the multiplexers, either from any other direction or as constant, preset signals
(shown as a rectangle input for each multiplexer in Figure 2-8).

Figure 2-7: Block schematic of the MuxTree molecule.
The configuration register (CREG) is a special purpose register used to
store the information required to drive the programmable functional unit (FU)
and the switching block (SB). By consequence, CREG stores a binary string
called the molcode, which accommodates the molecule’s ribosomic and operative
genomes. While the ribosomic genome drives the molecular ribosomic parts
(which are the FU and the SB), the operative genome is indirectly determined by
the molcode: it has to be stored in one bit-wide pieces of information by using the
only available memory unit, the flip-flop. Implementing any micro-programmed
machine will therefore face the difficult problem of microprogram storage, which
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will have to be stored bit by bit by MuxTree molecules. This is an essential
shortcoming since it is both terribly ineffective (involving a bit-by-bit storage of a
program) and resource wasting (the rest of FU and the SB being difficult to use
to their full potential inside a structure meant to store pieces of microcode), the
Embryonics project had to develop other solutions.

Figure 2-8: Block schematic of the Switch Block.

2.3. Objectives
As part of a long-term research project such as Embryonics, this thesis aims
at establishing advancing steps that will preserve some of the already existing
concepts, introduce new ones and/or modify existing ones, in order to bring the
architecture of ontogenetic machines to a more mature and stable state. The
previous research efforts materialized in a Ph.D. thesis [128] with the conclusion
that the current architecture of MuxTree was to be improved with respect to its
memory capabilities, both because of engineering reasons (providing an efficient
storage for the genetic micro-program) and of bio-inspired reasons (the biological
genome, which is quite large, is stored by a dedicated memory structure, which is
the DNA). While the Embryonics project spans over at least the phylogenetic (a
first hardware implementation, the FireFly machine, though technically not
being part of Embryonics, allowed the exploration of on-line evolutionary
processes) and ontogenetic directions (the BioWatch being a demonstrator
platform built of MicTree cells and MuxTree molecules) [26, 108], the goal of this
thesis is to advance the research along the ontogenetic direction (see Figure 2-9).
Therefore, the main objective is to extend the architecture of MuxTree by
transforming the configuration register CREG into a flexible molecular resource
that would also provide storage space for the operative genome. Furthermore, an
effective design methodology would preserve the concepts and mechanisms
already proven in the Embryonics framework but also bring new flexibility by
adopting bio-inspired means for building memory structures. Last, but not least,
due to its novelty character, the introduction of a new concept is usually followed
by unforeseen problems regarding its integration within the platform, an aspect
that also has to be taken into account and settled successfully.
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Figure 2-9: The Embryonics project in the POE landscape.
Advancing the Embryonics design towards a more mature state will be done
according to the requirements of today’s space exploration era; this we believe to
be its most valuable potential application, where extremely long term operations
without the possibility of human maintenance require superior levels of fault
tolerance as a top priority.
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CHAPTER 3

A BIO-INSPIRED MEMORY ARCHITECTURE
3.1.

Introduction

As argued in Chapter 2, MuxTree is actually a new concept in designing
digital circuits [57, 58, 59]; although its conception process was inspired from the
generous spring of bio-inspiration, its birth was not struggle-free, as the internal
architecture would have to be capable of performing real-world tasks more
reliably than current, classic machines, while keeping overall costs at a
reasonable level. There is at least one issue that may be regarded as a
disadvantage: although any digital hardware can be built by using MuxTree
molecules only, implementing large memory areas feels quite ineffective. This
happens because the only internal resource of the MuxTree molecule available as
a storage unit is a single flip-flop (from the functional unit FU), while a wider
storage capability is already present (represented by the configuration register
CREG) but is unavailable to the user (see Chapter 2, Figure 2-7). With a memory
capacity of only one bit per molecule, building a memory structure even for a
simple micro-programmed machine is prohibitive; furthermore, the intrinsic
characteristics of a storage area will likely lead these molecules to not making a
full use of their remaining (logic) resources.
Under these considerations, although a current implementation already
existed [72, 131], a more refined architecture was perceived to be feasible,
particularly when storage features were concerned, while preserving the already
proven mechanisms unaltered. The memory issue is vital, since it does not imply
only dozens of bits of genetic information; a typical dimension of an entire
genetic program is of hundreds or even thousands of words. Therefore we came
to look forward to exploring new possibilities for MuxTree, in order to enhance
its design while keeping all of its strengths.
Making the MuxTree as versatile as possible appears as a matter of scale:
at the cellular level, the MicTree cell (see Chapter 2, Figure 2-5) contains a
dedicated memory for genome storage, which will have to be assembled in an
efficient manner by smaller units – the MuxTree molecules – when going to the
molecular level. Our approach towards enhancing the original design, called
MuxTreeSR is to provide bio-inspired storage that would also be as efficient as
possible [100, 101, 102, 103]; this was called RAM-MuxTreeSR [100].
An example of a memory structure in Embryonics is presented in Figure 31, where an electronic cell contains 4 blocks of separate memory areas,
implemented with RAM-MuxTreeSR molecules. The dotted boxes denote the
memory molecules grouped together as rectangular memory structures while the
light color indicates the non-memory molecules, which will actually process the
information stored inside the memory. The dotted rectangles delimit standalone
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memory areas, each featuring outputs ports (shown as NOUT in Figure 3-4) that
provide stored genetic information every clock cycle. These memory areas are
delimited from each other and from non-memory units (denoted as dotted lines)
in a similar way done by the cellular membrane (actually by a mechanism of
growing a special border, which encloses the area [47, 123, 128]; this membrane
determines the dimensions of a cell); because this partitioning does not take
place at the cellular level, involving molecules instead, we decided to call them
macro-molecules.

Figure 3-1: General structure of RAM-MuxTreeSR memory structures.
In order to implement such structures, there are several essential issues
that have to be settled before the beginning of any design process: addressing a
memory block, delimiting memory blocks from each other (in a similar way the
cellular membrane does), and preserving/enhancing existent mechanisms in the
new context.

3.2.

Memory-Related Issues: Cyclic VS Addressable

Implementing a memory area might not seem to involve different issues
than the case of implementing a random access type memory (RAM) or even a
read-only memory (ROM). However, rather than building a random access
memory out of MuxTree molecules, the purpose is to have the genome memory
implemented in a bio-inspired manner that would be both suitable to the
MuxTree architecture and efficient from a computing perspective.
Since the prototype MuxTree element was not specifically designed for
data storage from the beginning, it did not have special features covering this
issue; instead, the focus was on achieving the best connectivity and robustness.
The only possibility for data storage was offered by the flip-flop in the functional
unit, a solution that unfortunately required a great number of MuxTree elements
for implementing even a small memory area. This is the main reason why
making the best possible use of the configuration register was particularly
appealing. However, the feasibility of such approach, together with the
immediate consequences over the Embryonics framework required careful
consideration.
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The architecture of a conventional RAM memory is well known. However,
the goal was not necessarily implementing its exact structure with MuxTree
elements, although it is technically possible. Considering the storage capability
of the MuxTree being present under the form of its only flip-flop, it would seem
quite a waste to implement a RAM memory; this task would require a great
number of MuxTree elements used as a storage capacity of one single bit only,
while rendering the rest of the internal logic largely unusable.
On one hand, this approach would provide us a great flexibility. Since the
memory will be used to store the genetic program, a RAM-type implementation –
i.e. an addressable type of memory – would allow jump-like instructions to be
present in the genetic program. However, the amount of additional logic needed
inside the MuxTree for efficiently implementing a RAM-like memory proved far
too large to be taken into consideration.
On the other hand, another option presents itself under the form of a
cyclic type of memory [100, 102], a non-standard memory structure that allows
continuous and sequential access to its data. This means that, although
functional within the Embryonics framework, this type of memory will not be
addressable – i.e. it will not allow the presence of jump-like instructions in the
genetic program – the advantage being the amount of logic necessary to
implement the memory in this way would be significantly reduced. The memory
will continuously shift its data and the access to a given word at a specific
address will not be possible; however, this is not a requirement since the genetic
program will be executed continuously, similar to the process that takes place in
every living being. The minimum amount of logic necessary to carry out the
implementation on this path is worth in terms of sacrificing the power of a RAM
memory, a synthetic comparison between the two types of memory being shown
in Figure 3-2.

A.

B.

Figure 3-2: Addressable memory (A) VS cyclic memory (B).
There are several ways one can design a cyclic-type memory. Rather than
storing words into one large memory, our approach was to distribute a word
worth of genetic information into several, smaller memory areas.
The memory we want to implement does not have the same constraints as
typical RAM memories, such as random memory cell addressing, so it will not
need the complicated addressing mechanism, the address decoders and all the
required additional logic. Its purpose is to store the genetic program, which is not
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supposed to change during the normal operation of the system, with the imposed
constraint being the memory should be able to shift its data, also allowing an
output point for the data stream, i.e. the data must be accessible through a
particular port. Since the MuxTree features ensure that information propagate
initially throughout the configuration process and then later, throughout the
busses driven by the switching block (see Chapter 2, Figure 2-8), it would be
useful to also re-use as many existing connection patterns as possible.

3.3

Memory Organization

3.3.1 The Global Memory
The memory designed for the Embryonics project has neither the features of
a conventional random access memory, nor the actual structure of a RAM;
instead, it is actually more similar to a read-only memory (ROM), providing
access ports to the stored data through a cyclic mechanism [100, 102]. For
instance, storing a memory word that is 4-bit wide, the memory array will be an
abstract entity, consisting out of 4 basic memory areas. This is where the
memory area actually differs in structure when compared with conventional
memories. From now on, we will refer to the overall memory structure as to the
global memory and we will use for the actual storing region the term of basic
memory (i.e. macro-molecule) area, since this is the fundamental storage area in
our organism. These terms are necessary since the global memory might consist
of several basic memory areas that are actually distributed inside the cell. An
example of the global memory inside the electronic organism is shown in Figure
3-3 and consists of memory molecules (dark colored) grouped in four macromolecules or basic memory areas; each dotted rectangle delimits a macromolecule, meaning each word of the genetic program is 4-bit wide.

Figure 3-3: A global memory of 4 macro-molecules inside a cell.
Because the basic memory area continuously shifts its stored data, the
output data being available at the topmost elements of each basic memory area,
from 4 similar data outputs coming from the 4 basic memory areas we will get a
4-bit wide information. This is another characteristic that differentiates the
functionality of the global memory area from conventional memories. For the
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reasons presented above, the organization of the information inside a macromolecule follows a vertical direction rather than the more usual horizontal one.
The memory areas shown in Figure 3-3 have the same number of molecules
because they are supposed, in this example, to store words of the same genetic
program. Otherwise, the number of molecules may differ.
The way the memory is organized in the Embryonics project resembles the
biological way: instead of having a memory storing all the needed information,
our cells may contain several macro-molecules; the molecules, in turn,
concurrently do the same activity: they allow data access by continuously
shifting the information. This presents a strongly resemblance with the
biological parallelism that is present in any given cell.
A rather poetic sight, using a top-down point of view for our electronic
organism, would be that our memory architecture behaves like the DNA: the
information is coded – inside DNA by chemical components, inside our memory
by binary code – and the DNA has the structure of a chain while our memory
shows the same similarity through the manner memory molecules connect to
each other. The DNA (our memory) provides the genetic information – the
genome (or, in our case, the genetic program) – and thus ensures the living
process (the functionality) of the cell, be it biological or electronic [101]. Part of
this process is shown in Figure 3-4, where the information flow from one
MuxTree memory molecule to another follows a circle-like path, starting with the
bottom-left molecule, going upside to the top and then repeating the process until
the right-most column. This is where the information is routed so as to reach
again to the bottom-left molecule.

Figure 3-4: Information path within the basic memory area.
3.3.2 The Basic Memory (Macro-Molecule)
From a certain point of view, a macro-molecule is actually very similar in
structure to the cell itself; it is a rectangular area inside a cell, which is also a
rectangular area. Because of the similarity between them, the ground for reusing the connections is already established and such is the case of a normal,
non-memory region; all what is needed is a mechanism similar, in a way, to the
cellular automaton building the cellular membrane.
The information stored in this memory has to be continuously shifted. This
ensures that at every clock cycle the memory array assembles with its data
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outputs one complete memory word. The words stored inside the memory are
therefore output at the data-out connections and can be re-routed by using the
normal, non-memory molecules.

3.4

Memory Architecture

3.4.1 Introduction
Following a long established tradition of implementing the designs as
actual hardware prototypes rather than limiting ourselves only to software
simulations, we will go into more details concerning the prototype development
and the conceptual issues involved by the addition of memory structures. First,
the memory architecture will be introduced, together with the necessary
modifications to achieve such structures. Extending the mechanisms for selfrepair and self-replication so that they work with memory structures will then be
presented.
The original MuxTreeSR design was enhanced to offer data storage
capabilities. Whereas the original design used the configuration register for
storing the configuration bits (which are to be loaded at the beginning and then
remain fixed for the entire operation time), the new design is further advanced
by allowing parts of the configuration register to behave like memory units
under certain conditions. The previous design's impressive features such as selfrepair and self-replication were preserved, keeping the functionality while
enhancing the MuxTreeSR element with new, necessary features. Details of the
register's functions will be given but legacy features from the previous design
(such as the cellular automaton used for replication, the logic required for rerouting the array in the presence of faulty elements or some parts inside the core
of MuxTreeSR element such as the functional part or the switch block) will not
be discussed as they were the subject of another thesis [128]; instead, we will
focus on modifications made to the configuration register, connected with
modifications operated to the functional part and the re-routing logic, to achieve
the memory capabilities.
All parts from the original design that were suited to be preserved were
kept as close as possible to their initial implementation. While conserving the
initial functionality of the design warrants the performances obtained initially, it
also helps at keeping the costs affordable for a practical implementation.
3.4.2 Short Overview
An efficient way of implementing digital machines is provided by logidules
(for logic modules), which are plastic cubes containing standard logic circuits
(gates, flip-flops, etc) [4]. The logidules are extremely versatile, they can be
connected together (not unlike a puzzle) and automatically provide the circuits'
power supply as well as the minimal connections between modules.
It is therefore not surprising that we exploited the same approach when
designing the prototype, by taking advantage of modules called Biodule 603 [16].
To implement our designs we used a Xilinx XC4013PQ240-4 FPGA with a locally
stored configuration. This allows us the opportunity of upgrading our design at a
later date with no need of physically modifying the architecture of the Biodules.
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Like all logidules, the Biodules 603 can be joined together to form a twodimensional array with the connections implemented either through the
automatic contacts on the perimeter of the box, or through four 16-bit-wide
connectors.
As already mentioned, the RAM-MuxTreeSR molecule has several modes
of operation [55, 67, 133]. The operating mode is set when the configuration
patterns are loaded into the FPGA structure. The elements register, previously
called the configuration register because it stored the configuration for the
corresponding element, was slightly expanded, the elements’ function and
connections being now determined by a 21-bit configuration as follows:
1. Logic mode (non-memory)
i.
Bit 0 (the head of the register) is always set to the logical value "1".
This indicates that the current element was loaded with the
configuration pattern;
ii.
Bits 1 to 8 contain the control variables for the four multiplexers in the
switch block SB;
iii.
Bits 9 to 11 select the left input of multiplexer M0;
iv.
Bit 12 is unused;
v.
Bits 13 to 15 select the right input of multiplexer M0;
vi.
Bit 16 is unused;
vii.
Bit 17 (M) is the control variable for multiplexer M1;
viii. Bit 18 (S) is the control variable for multiplexer M2;
ix.
Bit 19 (I) contains the default value for the flip-flop F;
x.
Bit 20 (Mem) indicates the operating mode (“0” in non-memory mode);
2. Memory mode
i.
Bit 0 (the head of the register) is always set to the logical value “1”.
This indicates that the current element was loaded with the
configuration pattern;
ii.
Bits 1 to 8 either contain the control variables for the four multiplexers
in the switch block SB (when operating in 8-bit memory mode) or are
used as storage bits for memory data (when operating in 16-bit memory
mode); more details are given in Section 3-5;
iii.
Bits 9 to 16 are used as storage bits in both memory operating modes;
iv.
Bits 17 to 19 code the role of the corresponding element as indicated in
Table 3-1 below;
v.
Bit 20 (Mem) indicates the operating mode (“1” in both memory
operating modes).
The configuration register CREG was modified to allow data flowing when
in any of the several operating modes [100]. Its block schematic is presented in
Figure 3-7 and it is split into 4 parts, each of them functioning in a different
manner depending upon the initial configuration.
3.4.3 The Memory Structure
The general guidelines for a new memory structure being set, the new
design of the RAM-MuxTreeSR allows the implementation under the form of
rectangular structures. These rectangular areas have no dimensional limitations
(they can be as large as the physical implementation allows), but there is
however a constraint when we consider the smallest memory area possible: it
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must have at least two molecules (suggested by Figure 3-13C). The two
molecules (as described by Table 3-1) are coded as “Bottom of a Single Column”
(BC) and "Border to the North with Data Output" (BN). These are required in
order to ensure the circular data flow for the memory. Figure 3-4 also presents
the basic signals used for routing the stored bit-stream inside a 3x3 memory
structure together. The configuration of the MuxTree elements is indicated by
acronyms that will be explained later by Table 3-2.

Figure 3-5: Configuration register as storage resource (Ø means “don’t care”): A.
No Border; B. Border to the south; C. Border to the north with data output.
The existing connections, which were originally intended for directing the
initial configuration bit stream, are being re-used for the most of the structure,
the exception being the bottom row where the so-called “short connections” were
used to enclose the circle [100, 128]. Therefore, to route the information from the
bottom-right element to the bottom-left one, the bit-stream flows through the
bottom row following the path established by east input – west output local
connections.
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Since we need to specify which molecule has to be configured as bottom left
and right corners (different internal connection patterns being involved, as
shown in Figure 3-6), the minimal horizontal dimension of a macro-molecule is 2
(with the exception of the memory column), the presence of molecules configured
as “border south” not being necessary. Molecules configured as “no border” do not
have a special behavior; they just let the information entering through the south
be shifted to the north connections. The top molecules re-route moving
information to the southern output connection.

Figure 3-6: Corners of a memory structure: A. Left corner; B. Right corner.
3.4.4 Data Routing
The configuration register, together with the additional logic that controls
the data routing process, performs differently according to different
configuration patterns. Figure 3-5 provides a closer look at the configurations
necessary in order to set up a memory area. They are shown together with the
routing logic so the data path can easily be followed. In general, we distinguish
three cases:
1. The molecule has no border behavior (A). In this case, information that
enters through the south input connection is shifted through the register and
exits through the north output connection. The secondary data path is present
here, leading information coming from the north connection to the south output
connection.
2. The molecule is at the southern border (B). In this case, information
enters through the west input connection, it is shifted through the register and
exits through the north output connection. The secondary data path is present
here, leading information coming from the north connection to the east output
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connection. The cases when the molecule is a corner in our memory structure are
discussed below.
3. The molecule is at the northern border (C). In this case, information that
enters through the south input connection is shifted through the register and
then exits through the south output connection. In this case the molecule also
provides a data output port, data being available to the north output connection.
Figure 3-6A presents the information flow inside the bottom left corner
molecule. In this case, information enters through the east input connection, it is
shifted through the register, and exits through the north output connection. The
secondary data path is also present here, and it is identical to that in the case of
border to the south. When the molecule is a right corner, data is taken over from
the north input connection rather from the east input connection, as shown in
Figure 3-6B.
The whole memory structure shown in Figure 3-4 should now be almost
complete; it can be seen why the bottom row, corresponding to the southern
border, has to have different configurations for the left corner, the right corner
and for the regular southern border molecules. The memory configuration bits,
as they are defined now, only cover 6 possibilities out of possible 8, so there are
two spare positions that could be later exploited. For instance, the possibility of
having memory columns, i.e. memory areas consisting of only one single column,
could be achieved with a minimum of additional logic (this modification only
requires a few more logic gates) [100].
3.4.5 Operating Modes for the Configuration Register (CREG)
The previous design used the entire register to store the configuration [128,
131]. The amount of logic used for routing the data during configuration was
smaller, as shown in Figure 3-7A. The modifications that were made in this
project enabled the more flexible use of the configuration register [100]. With the
price of adding one bit in the register and a small amount of additional logic, we
are now able to use the register in two operating modes for a total of three
different possibilities:
• non-memory register
• memory register, 16-bit-wide
• memory register, 8-bit-storage + 8-bit-configuration for the switch block
The new configuration register is shown in Figure 3-7B. It is different
from the previous implementation not only by its dimension (previously 20 bits,
now 21 bits) or by the logic involved in the connectivity, but by the manner it is
working and by the manner it treats the configuration pattern. The multiplexers
that were added allow flexibility in establishing the necessary data paths.
However, when operating as a non-memory element, the register has the very
same behavior as in the case of the previous design. Everything is preserved with
this respect, all the connections and the bits are identical with the corresponding
ones from the original design. Exception in this case is the extra bit added, bit
20, which is set to logical value “0”.
When operating in the memory mode, the extra multiplexers are used for
building two distinct ways of functioning. Bits 16 to 9 are always used exclusively
for storing purposes. Bits 8 to 1 are used depending upon which memory mode
the element is into. For the purpose of selecting the length of the storage area
when operating as a memory, the value stored in the flip-flop at configuration
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time is used. This means that for a logical value of “l” stored in the flip-flop, the
molecule will behave like 16-bit-wide memory molecule and for a logical value of
“0” it will operate as an 8-bit-wide memory molecule with the capability of
driving the switching block. This way, if the possibility of re-routing the switch
block driven connections is desired, it can be achieved by using this operating
mode.

Figure 3-7: Configuration register details: A. Initial design; B. Modified design.
If the molecule is operating in 16-bit-wide mode, than bits 8 to 1 are also
used as storage bits, together with bits 16 to 9, thus providing a 16-bit-wide
storage field, from bit 16 to bit 1. If the element is in the 8-bit-wide operating
mode, bits 8 to 1 are used as configuration bits for the switching block inside the
MuxTree element, the multiplexers allowing the shifting process only for the bits
that are actually used for the memory. This means that the bits used as
configuration bits (bits 20 to 17 and, depending on the corresponding memory
mode, bits 8 to 1) are not shifted when the storage bits are. This prevents
corrupting the configuration pattern in each MuxTree molecule.

3.5

The Molecular Code

Each MuxTree molecule is loaded with a binary configuration, which forms
the molecular code (MOLCODE) [100]. This code allows the molecule to operate
in either one of the following two modes: the logic mode and the memory mode.
At configuration time, the molecular code (MOLCODE) is loaded into the
molecule. The MOLCODE MC21:0 is stored into a group of two components, one
being the flip-flop FF (Q) and the other being the configuration register
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(CREG20:0), as shown in Figures 3-8 and 3-11. The operating mode is selected by
the value of bit M=CREG20:
• M=0: logic mode (all combinational logic resources are available for user);
• M=1: memory mode (no combinational logic resources are available, except
the switch block in the short memory mode).

FF

CREG20:0

21

20

19

Q

M=CREG20

0

CREG19:0

Figure 3-8: The molecular code (MOLCODE) MC21:0.
3.5.1 The Logic Mode (M=0)
3.5.1.1

General Description

The logic mode is defined by M=CREG20=0. In this mode, all combinational
logic resources of the MuxTree molecule are available for the user. The molecular
code corresponding to the logic mode is shown in Figure 3-9.

FF

CREG20:0

21

20

Q=Φ

M=0

flip-flop mode

19

16 15

LEFT3:0

12 11 10 9

RIGHT3:0 N1:0

connection block
(CB)

8 7 6 5 4

S1:0

E1:0 W1:0

switch block
(SB)

3

2

1

0

P

R

EB

H=1

memory and
test (MT)

Figure 3-9: The MOLCODE (MC21:0) in logic mode.
Let us detail the meaning of each of the MOLCODE bits, from the right to
the left [67]:
•
•

•

Bit H (CREG0) is always set to the logical value “1”. This indicates that the
current molecule was loaded with the MOLCODE.
Memory and test bits (MT or CREG3-1) are special configuration bits (Figure
3-11):
– bit EB (CREG1) is the control variable for multiplexer M1;
– bit R (CREG2) is the control variable for multiplexer M2; it toggles
between sequential (R=1) and combinational (R=0) mode;
– bit P (CREG3) contains the value for the asynchronous preset of the
flip-flop FF; at the rising edge of INIT, the flip-flop will load the value of
bit P.
Bits N1:0, S1:0, E1:0 and W1:0 (SB or CREG11:4) drive the switch block SB, as
shown in Figure 3-10. They contain the control variables for all four possible
directions: west, east, south and north. The SB provides all the combinations
of interconnections between the inputs and the outputs from the four
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directions, i.e. how different signals that enter a molecule can be routed or
deviated along the desired path.
Connection block bits (CB or CREG19:12) drive the multiplexer connection
block, as shown in Figure 3-11:
– bits LEFT3:0 (CREG19:16) select the input of multiplexer M3;
– bits RIGHT3:0 (CREG15:12) select the input of multiplexer M4.
At the moment, bits LEFT3 and RIGHT3 are not used (they are reserved for
further developments).
Bit M=0 (CREG20) indicates the logic mode.
Bit Q (flip-flop FF) is not used when in logic mode. The Q bit is redundant
when operating in the logic mode; after charging the molecule with the
MOLCODE, bit P will override the influence of bit Q and the flip-flop will be
set according to the value of P bit.

3.5.1.2

An Example

Let us consider a simple example of artificial organism, a single cell (Figure
3-12) realizing a modulo-4 up-down counter [67] defined by the following
sequences:
•
•

for M = 0 : Q1Q0 = 00 → 01 → 10 → 11 → 00 → … (counting up);
for M = 1 : Q1Q0 = 00 → 11 → 10 → 01 → 00 → … (counting down).

It can be verified that the two ordered binary decision diagrams Q1+ and
Q0+ of Figure 3-12A and B (where each test element is represented by a diamond
with a single input, a “true” output, and a “complemented” output identified by a
small circle) represent a possible realization of the counter [52, 67]. The leaf
elements, represented as squares, define the output values of the given functions
( Q1+ and Q0+ in the example) computed with the following equations:
Q1+ = M ( Q1 ⋅ Q0 + Q1' ⋅ Q0' ) + M ' ( Q1 ⋅ Q0' + Q1' ⋅ Q0 )
Q0+ = Q0'

The direct implementation of the ordered binary decision diagrams on
silicon follows the layout from Figure 3-12C. Each test element is implemented
with one MuxTree® molecule, keeping the same interconnection diagram and
assigning the values of the leaf elements to the appropriate multiplexer inputs.
The two state functions Q1 and Q0 are the outputs of the D flip-flops of the top
row of the MuxTree® molecules.
The cell implementing the counter has therefore 3 rows and 2 columns of
MuxTree molecules [100]. From the multiplexer diagram of Figure 3-12B and
from the description of the MuxTree molecule in logic mode (Figures 3-10 and 311) we can compute the control bits of each molecular code, finally generating the
MOLCODEs of Figure 3-12C, each MOLCODE being a word of six hexadecimal
digits (00QM, CREG19:16, CREG15:12, CREG11:8, CREG7:4 and CREG3:0). The
string of MOLCODEs is defined as the ribosomic genome RG [67].
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Figure 3-10: The switch block’s (SB) internal architecture
( DEF = M ⋅ Q = CREG20 ⋅ Q ).

Figure 3-11: Overall structure of a MuxTree molecule in logic mode.
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3.5.2 The Memory Mode (M=1)
3.5.2.1

General Description

The memory mode is defined by M=CREG20=1. In this mode, the operating
internal resources of the MuxTree molecule are the configuration
register(CREG), the flip-flop (FF) and, possibly, the switch block (SB). Part of the
configuration register is used as a storage memory [100]. Depending on the value
of Q = MC21 , we have two memory sub-modes:
•
•

Q = 0 : short memory with switch block, the storage size being 8 bits;
Q = 1 : long memory, the storage size being 16 bits.

A.

B.

C.
Figure 3-12: Modulo-4 up-down counter. (A) Ordered binary decision diagrams
for Q1+ and Q0+. (B) Multiplexer diagram using MuxTree® molecules. (C) 6
MuxTree® molecule cell; RG: ribosomic genome.
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A MuxTree memory molecule is presented as a block schematic in Figure 3-13A.
It uses input and output connections (IO connections) in all four possible
directions. The IO connections are internally routed at configuration time and
they build the memory structure [128]. For this, each molecule has to be loaded
with a specific molecular code which will strictly determine its behavior, and
which is related to its position inside the structure. This is achieved by using bits
MEM2:0 (CREG3:1), which are special configuration bits, defining the role of the
molecule inside a memory area. They are common to both memory sub-modes
and are shown in Table 3-1. The shape of a memory structure is that of a
common rectangle (i.e. its horizontal and vertical dimensions are not fixed, they
are to be chosen by the user) and is formed by MuxTree molecules operating in
memory mode. The stored data are continuously shifted (one bit per CK period)
and the user has access to it at every molecule situated in the upper row of the
structure (output NOUT).

(C)

(A)

(B)

Figure 3-13: The memory mode: (A) Block schematic of a memory-configured
molecule; (B) A macroscopic view of a 3x3 shift-memory area; (C) A 2x1 shiftmemory column.

MEM2

MEM1

MEM0

MOLECULE’S POSITION

0

0

0

Border to the south

BS

0

0

1

Lower right corner

RC

0

1

0

Lower left corner

LC

0

1

1

Bottom of a single column

BC

1

0

Φ

Border to the north with data output

BN

1

1

Φ

No border

NB

Table 3-1: The molecule’s possible positions and their respective
configuration bits.
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Figure 3-13B shows the routing of the IO connections in a 3x3 shift-memory
area. The stored data are shifted as follows: from the bottom left molecule, data
serially enter the molecules situated upwards in the same column. Once the top
molecule is reached, data are routed to the bottom molecule from the next
column to the right. Data are then shifted upwards, toward the top molecule,
then go to the bottom molecule of the next column and thus the process repeats
itself. When data reach the top molecule from the rightmost column, they are
routed to the bottom molecule and from there data are crossing, from the right to
the left, every bottom molecule. When reaching the bottom leftmost molecule,
one complete shifting is completed.
BN

BN
(10Φ)

NB

BN
(10Φ)

BN
(10Φ)

BN
(10Φ)

·
··

NB
(11Φ)

NB
(11Φ)

NB
(11Φ)

LC
(010)

BS
(000)

RC
(001)

NB

BC
(011)

BC

A.

B.

C.

BN

BN

… BN

BN

NB

NB

… NB

NB

·
··

·
··

NB

NB

… NB

NB

LC

BS … BS

RC

…

·
··

·
··

D.

Figure 3-14: Memory structures and their molecular configurations MEM2:0: (A)
The minimal shift-memory structure (2x1); (B) The general structure of a single
column shift-memory; (C) A 3x3 shift-memory structure; (D) The general
structure of a shift-memory.
We implemented the MuxTree molecule allowing a large choice for the
user when specifying the dimensions of a memory area. The minimal structure is
a single column (a 2x1 rectangle shown in Figure 3-14A), but there are no upper
limits defined for the dimensions of the memory rectangle – they are set by
simply configuring the memory molecules with the appropriate MOLCODEs. The
general structure of a single column memory is presented in Figure 3-14B and
the general memory rectangle is shown in Figure 3-14D. The memory
configuration bits (MEM2:0) for the structure presented in Figure 3-13B,
respectively Figure 3-13C, are shown in Figure 3-14C, respectively Figure 3-14A.
A memory structure cannot be implemented without using the LC, RC, BS and
BN-type molecules or BC and BN-type molecules, according to the type of
structure (single column or rectangle). Therefore these molecules appear with a
darker color in Figure 3-14.
The memory we implement with MuxTree® molecules is not an addressable
memory, i.e. ROM-like. It is a continuously shifting memory, somewhat similar
to a huge shifting register. This is a cost-effective solution that allows a sufficient
functionality while keeping the logic involved to an acceptable level of
complexity.
The memory structure has data output ports in all molecules marked as
BN. This means the user has access to the stored data only in BN-type
molecules. The bit-stream coming out through a data output port starts with the
least significant bit stored inside the corresponding molecule (CREG12 in short
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memory mode or CREG4 in long memory mode) and is shifted from the left (most
significant bit) to the right (least significant bit) every CK clock cycle.
3.5.2.2

The Short Memory Mode (Q=0)

One of the two memory sub-modes is the short memory with switch block.
In this mode, each molecule can store 8 bits of genome data while keeping the
functionality of the switch block. The MOLCODE bits are shown in Figure 3-15:
• Bit H (CREG0) is always set to the logical value “1” and indicates that the
current molecule was loaded with the MOLCODE;
• Molecule’s position bits (MEM2:0=CREG3:1) were presented in Subsection
3.5.2.1 and shown in Table 3-1;
• Bits N1:0, S1:0, E1:0 and W1:0 (SB or CREG11:4) have the same attributes as in
logic mode (Subsection 3.5.1);
• Bits DATA7:0 (CREG19:12) are used for storing genetic data;
• Bit M=1 (CREG20) indicates the memory mode;
• Bit Q=0 (flip-flop FF) indicates the memory sub-mode.

FF
21
Q=0

CREG20:0
20

19

M=1

DATA7:0

flip-flop mode

user data

12 11 10 9

8 7 6 5 4 3

N1:0

E1:0 W1:0

S1:0

switch block
(SB)

1
MEM2:0
molecule’s
position

Figure 3-15: The short memory MOLCODE (MC21:0).
The possibility of storing 8-bit-wide words of genome data, while keeping
the routing features of the switch block, provides a good functionality for the
molecule. The functional parts of the molecule in this case are the switch block
SB, the configuration register CREG and the flip-flop FF, all shown in Figure 316. The parts that are not available for the user are drawn with lighter gray.
The data path is suggested in Figure 3-16. The configuration register includes
the storage part of the molecule (CREG19:12=DATA7:0). Bits are shifted each CK
clock cycle; the user data from the previous molecule enter through SIN, EIN or
WIN connections, are then shifted through CREG19:12 and then exit the molecule
through NOUT and/or SOC connections, as well as all buses via SB in order to
enter the next molecule. From a macroscopic point of view, the data flow is
shown in Figure 3-13B, depending on the molecule’s position, i.e. the value of
MEM2:0.
3.5.2.3

The Long Memory Mode (Q=1)

The other memory sub-mode is the long memory mode [100]. In this
mode, each molecule can store 16 bits of user data with the price of losing the
functionality of the switch block. The MOLCODE bits are shown in Figure 3-17:
• Bit H (CREG0) is always set to the logical value “1”; this indicates that the
current molecule was loaded with the MOLCODE;
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Molecule’s position bits (MEM2:0=CREG3:1); they were presented in
Subsection 3.5.1. and shown in Table 3-1;
Bits DATA15:0 (CREG19:4) are used for storing the operative genome’s data;
Bit M=1 (CREG20) indicates the memory mode;
Bit Q=1 (flip-flop FF) indicates the memory sub-mode.

Figure 3-16: Overall structure of a MuxTree molecule in
short memory mode.

FF
21

CREG20:0
20

19

4 3

1

H=1

Q=1 M=1

DATA15:0

MEM2:0

flip-flop mode

user data

molecule’s
position

Figure 3-17: The long memory MOLCODE (MC21:0).
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The possibility of storing 16-bit-wide words of genome data provides double
storage capacity when compared to the short memory mode. There is, however, a
disadvantage: because bits CREG11:4 that normally drive the switch block are
now used for storage, the switch block is disabled. In order not to lose all the bus
routing facilities, we designed the SB to also operate in long memory mode, but
instead of actually routing the buses it simply implements a pass-through:
SIBUS is directly connected to NOBUS, NIBUS is directly connected to SOBUS,
EIBUS is directly connected to WOBUS and WIBUS is directly connected to
EOBUS.
This means greater storage capacity at the expense of flexibility. The
functional parts of the molecule in this case are the configuration register CREG
and the flip-flop FF, all shown in Figure 3-18. The parts that are not available
for the user are drawn with a light gray.
The configuration register includes the storage part of the molecule
(CREG19:4=DATA15:0). Bits are shifted each CK clock cycle; the genetic data from
the previous molecule enter through SIN, EIN or WIN connections, are then
shifted through CREG19:4 and then exit the molecule through NOUT and/or SOC
connections in order to enter the next molecule. From a macroscopic point of
view, the data flow is shown in Figure 3-13B.

Figure 3-18: Overall structure of a MuxTree molecule in
long memory mode.
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An Example

A modulo-6 synchronous counter can be implemented with the
microprogram shown in Table 3-2. The microprogram was written in the
PICOPASCAL language [64].
Address
00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
0A
0B
0C
0D
0E
0F
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
1A
1B
1C
1D
1E
1F
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
2A
2B
Chapter 3

DATA
5
6
2
2
0
0
0
3
2
0
0
0
3
1
0
1
4
4
3
2
2
0
0
1
3
1
1
0
4
3
2
0
1
0
3
1
0
0
4
4
4
7
7
7

DATA2:0
101
110
010
010
000
000
000
011
010
000
000
000
011
001
000
001
100
100
011
010
010
000
000
001
011
001
001
000
100
011
010
000
001
000
011
001
000
000
100
100
100
111
111
111

PICOPASCAL
while H
while H’
if [Q2]
if [Q1]
do 0
do 0
do 0
else
if [Q0]
do 0
do 0
do 0
else
do 1
do 0
do 1
endif
endif
else
if [Q1]
if [Q0]
do 0
do 0
do 1
else
do 1
do 1
do 0
endif
else
if [Q0]
do 0
do 1
do 0
else
do 1
do 0
do 0
endif
endif
endif
end
end
end
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2C
2D
2E
2F

7
7
7
7

111
111
111
111

Lucian Prodan

end
End
End
End

Table 3-2: A microprogrammed modulo-6 counter.
The microprogram shown in Table 3-2 consists of 42 memory words
(addresses from 00 to 29 in hexadecimal), each word being 3 bits long (DATA in
decimal, DATA2:0 in binary). For storing this program we use the following
memory structure (Figure 3-19):
• 3 single column shift-memories, each column consisting of 3 molecules
operating in long memory mode (Figure 3-19A); each column computes one of
DATA bits (DATA2, DATA1 and DATA0);
• Each shift-memory column stores 48 bits of data, as we employ 3 molecules
per column, each molecule storing 16 bits of data; because the microprogram
needs only 42 words, the last memory entries, from address 2A to address 2F,
repeat the last instruction (DATA=7=”end”).
During the configuration phase, the string of MOLCODEs, which is defined as
the ribosomic genome RG, is entered according to Figure 3-12C. During normal
operation, due to MEM2:0 values, the actual connections are those of Figure 319B; the memory data of Figure 3-19B constitute the program of a binary
decision machine and are finally defined as the operative genome OG [67].

(A)

(B)

Figure 3-19: A microprogrammed modulo-6 counter. (A) The memory
structure using 3 macro-molecules, each with a single column
configuration. (B) The molecular codes.

3.6

The HOLD Mechanism

Our approach of designing the additional memory mode led us to build a
continuously shifting memory (Section 3.5 and Figure 3-19B). It is now possible
to have a genetic program stored inside the memory and be executed for an
indefinite period of time, one instruction per clock cycle. The reasons for which
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we chose to implement such a type of cyclic memory, as well as the constraints
this architecture imposes, were mentioned in Section 3.2. A possible important
limitation that was discussed was the lack of branch-type instructions, an aspect
that made us consider implementing a mechanism that, while certainly not
solving this issue, would however bring some control over program execution by
halting it when needed. Such a feature, together with the possibility of storing
parts of the same genetic program inside different macro-molecules allows
altering the initial synchronization, thus providing an form of control transfer,
simulating indirectly the effects of a jump-type instruction.
In order to stop the shifting process, some memory hold mechanism is
required. Essentially, this mechanism allows the memory to shift as long as the
HOLD signal of the memory area is low (logic “0”). As soon as this signal
becomes high (logic “1”) the memory shifting is prevented. The HOLD signal is
connected to the south input signal SIN from the bottom left molecule (the
bottom left corner) of the memory area (the SIN signal, in this particular
molecule, is not used after configuration time in any of the two memory modes:
Figure 3-13) [100]. The HOLD signal propagates itself to all memory molecules of
the area, along the path shown in Figure 3-20.
In the case where K several distinct memory areas are simultaneously used,
it is possible to define K different HOLD signals HOLD1, HOLD2,…,HOLDk.
Independently of the number of HOLD signals, it is imperative that the correct
routing of these signals be assured or the value HOLD=0 be set if there is no
need to interrupt the normal shifting process.

Figure 3-20: Propagation of the HOLD signal inside a shift-memory area.

3.7

Multiple-Level Fault-Tolerance

Biological entities are continuously put under environmental stress.
Wounds and illnesses resulting from such stress often cause incapacitating
physical modifications. Fortunately, living beings are capable of successfully
fighting the great majority of such wounds and illnesses, showing a remarkable
robustness through a process that we call healing [102].
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To endow artificial organisms in Embryonics with similar features, a twolevel mechanism for self-repair is provided, stretching over the first two levels of
organization (see Figure 2-2) as reconfiguration processes, first at the molecular
level, and then at the cellular level [63]. This hierarchical approach of self-repair
allows for an effective way of tolerating faults: it has the capacity of
reconfiguring according to different severity levels (addressing the least severe
first, represented by faulty molecules, and then the most severe, represented by
faulty cells), while it inflicts minimal resource losses through reconfiguration
(replacing a “dead” molecule is certainly less expensive than replacing an entire,
albeit “killed”, cell).
The population level is inherently redundant, as the presence of several
organisms implies that the loss of an individual is not vital to the system.
3.7.1 Self-Repair at the Molecular Level
The most original features of the entire MuxTree design are the self-testing
[1, 2, 126], self-repairing [55, 56, 66, 102, 128, 131, 133] and self-replication
mechanisms [54, 55, 120, 130]. Although the literature contains many solutions
on how to design self-testing [31, 43, 45, 77] and even self-replicating structures
[8, 47] the particular approach within the Embryonics project could not be an offthe-shelf one due to the uniformity and universality of the molecules and cells.
Therefore, the chosen approach was of a two-level self-repair process, first at the
molecular level (less expensive), and then at the cellular level (more expensive).
Furthermore, the main goal was to improve the existing design without actually
causing any losses when original capabilities were concerned; because these were
the particular subject of a previous thesis’ work, we will only provide details
when they are of use to a better understanding for the development of the project
in general and of RAM-MuxTreeSR in particular.
Implementing a self-repair procedure for a memory means additional
difficulties, after all, a memory is dynamic, it is not subject to stuck-at faults
only, it may also experience intermittent and transient faults, which are far
more difficult to detect. In fact the self-repair method used for the MuxTreeSR
design was entirely preserved after the addition of the memory operating modes.
We will go into more details to shown how this mechanism accommodates the
memory structures from RAM-MuxTreeSR.
The self-testing process takes place at initialization time when a test
pattern is sent inside all configuration registers [128]. The MuxTree molecule is
subject to stuck-at faults, which may also be externally injected by means of a
switch operated by the user. If the register is faulty, the situation is detected by
the self-testing mechanism and the molecule is replaced by a spare one, all the
connections being re-routed so as to avoid the faulty molecule, which enters the
state DEAD. If there are no spare molecules left to replace the faulty one, than
the cell itself can no longer function properly (it can no longer repair its faults)
and it will be disabled (or KILLed).
Figure 3-21 presents the principles of the repairing process in the case of
the A molecule being faulty (the bottom left molecule). The configuration of the
entire row that includes A is shifted one position to the right, taking advantage
of the spare molecule. Once the re-routing process is finished and the
configuration shift is done, the spare molecule becomes active (it enters the
ACTIVE state) and the faulty one enters the state DEAD.
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Figure 3-21: The repairing process in the case of a faulty A molecule.
Figure 3-22 presents the repairing process for the D molecule being faulty
(bottom, middle). The configuration of the entire row that includes D is shifted
one position to the right – starting from the D molecule, the previous one(s)
remaining unaffected by the repair process – in order to take advantage of the
spare molecule G. When the re-routing process is finished and the configuration
was shifted, the spare molecule becomes “D” and the “original” D one enters the
state DEAD. The repair process is by no means different when taking the other
rows into account. Re-routing all the connections between the MuxTree elements
so as to preserve the functionality of the whole structure is difficult to illustrate;
we therefore present the essential connections for a 3X3 memory structure,
before and after the repairing process in Figure 3-23.

Figure 3-22: The repairing process in the case of a faulty D molecule.
Once the faulty molecule is located (E in Figure 3-23), it will be replaced by
a spare one, and the data flow will entirely avoid it. Therefore molecule E “dies”
and is replaced by the corresponding spare molecule H. The repairing process is
similar in all the other cases.
As can be seen in Figure 3-23, the repairing process means re-routing all
the connections in order to avoid the faulty molecule. This is done by activating a
group of multiplexers placed at the border of each molecule and driven by the
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state of the molecule. The repairing process follows a precise scheme and after
the state of the molecule changes to DEAD, the multiplexers will re-direct all
connections going through the now faulty molecule. Since these multiplexers are
integrated in the molecules, they are not shown in our figures (more details of
the repairing process are given in [128]).
Unfortunately, there will always be situations when the repairs that are
required outnumber the available spare molecules, no matter how frequent the
spare columns are. Such an event does not have implications at the molecular
level anymore, but results in a whole cell that is potentially faulty. In this
situation a KILL signal will be generated, which will propagate throughout the
cell, marking all molecules as being “dead”. Figure 3-24 presents a possible
scenario in a cell consisting of a 3x3 molecular array, where molecules E and H
are both detected as being faulty. As the self-repair process is overcome, the
entire cell will “die” and self-repairing measures will be taken at the superior
organizational, cellular, level. An important remark is that the KILL signal is
quite expensive in terms of available resources: whenever a too large number of
repairs are necessary between two consecutive spare columns, the entire cell will
be deactivated. Subsection 3.7.3 will present the mechanism implemented in the
RAM-MuxTreeSR as online countermeasure to such situations.

Figure 3-23: Details of the repairing process for molecule E.

Figure 3-24: Death of an entire cell by activation of the KILL signal.
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Thus far we presented how the self-repairing mechanism can be preserved
from the MuxTreeSR design to actually accommodate the new memory operating
modes introduced by the RAM-MuxTreeSR. We have shown that the
reconfiguration processes can operate no matter what operating mode a molecule
is operating in. However, the self-repair has to be triggered by an event
associated with fault detection strategies; again, these strategies were
successfully transferred into the new design and tested successfully.
Unfortunately, fault detection strategies that were proven to work well under
MuxTreeSR, covering a range of faults that could potentially affect either the FU
or the CREG, can only protect the RAM-MuxTreeSR when operating in logic
mode. They were originally intended to protect a molecule that was not supposed
to change its internal configuration data in a dynamically fashion, as happens
when operating in any of the memory sub-modes. A memory structure (and being
cyclic makes no difference) changes its data and it is therefore very difficult to
associate it with off-line testing strategies; therefore a different strategy must be
put in place in order to properly extend the robustness over the macro-molecular
structures. Adding fault-tolerance over the macro-molecules of the new RAMMuxTreeSR design seems to be a natural development that will be the subject of
the next chapter.
3.7.2 Self-Repair at the Cellular Level
The redundant storage of the entire genome in every cell is obviously
expensive in terms of additional memory. However, it has the important
advantage of making the cell universal, that is, potentially capable of executing
any one of the functions required by the organism. This property, coupled with
the coordinate-based gene selection, is a huge advantage for implementing a
multiple level self-repair process. Since our cells (and molecules) are universal,
with their expressed gene being determined by a coordinate mechanism, the
system can survive the "death" of any one cell simply by re-computing the cells'
coordinates within the array, provided of course that "spare" cells (i.e., cells
which are not necessary for the organism, but are held in reserve during normal
operation) are available [67, 128].
This particular surviving measure has to be taken once a cell cannot repair
itself anymore at the molecular level, therefore triggering the KILL signal (see
Figure 3-24). At the cellular level this actually means that the entire organism
has to reconfigure itself, by disabling the whole column containing the “killed”
cell and shifting its operational cells to the left. Of course, this is only possible at
this level if there are spare cells available for reconfiguration. Figure 3-25 (which
is quite similar to Figure 2-3) presents the repairing process for an organism
consisting of an array of 3x2 cells. If we consider that the (2,1) cell (expressing
gene C) has no more resources left for required self-repair, then at the molecular
level the KILL signal will be triggered, which will effectively disable all of its
molecules. At the cellular level this means that an entire column will be disabled
(column 2 in our case), transforming into what in nature is called a “scar”;
“healthy” cells are shifted to the right, this being the direction of self-repair. This
particular implementation differs from that presented previously in Figure 2-3
for the purpose of reducing re-routing overhead.
This is how the molecular and the cellular levels of a system in Embryonics
cooperate to assure a high degree of robustness: whenever the molecular level
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cannot handle the self-repair by itself anymore, it activates the self-repair at the
cellular level so that the organism can continue to survive.
3.7.3 The UNKILL Mechanism
In digital electronic systems, the majority of hardware faults occurring in
the silicon substrate are in fact transient, that is, they disappear after a short
span of time. This observation is an important issue when designing selfrepairing hardware: the parts of the circuit that have been "killed" because of the
detection of a fault could potentially come back to "life" after a brief delay,
therefore creating incentives for avoiding the stiff penalty induced by killing an

Figure 3-25: Self-repair at the cellular level [67, 102].

Figure 3-26: The result of the UNKILL process: a disabled cell is recovered
from transient damage.
entire cell due to probably transient errors. However, detecting the
disappearance of a fault and handling the "unkilling" usually requires a
relatively complex circuit, thus preventing such an implementation at the
molecular level. On the other hand, such a feature can be implemented at the
cellular level with minimal resources [100, 102].
It is possible that a cell was “killed” due to unsuccessful repair attempts at
the molecular level and at least some of the responsible faults were transient. If
further reconfiguration of the cell is performed, then it is likely those faults
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would simply disappear (i.e. not present at the self-testing stage of the
configuration, phase 2, see Figure 3-30) after reloading the molecules with their
MOLCODEs (phase 3, see Figure 3-30). Therefore, by simply trying to configure
the faulty cell with its MOLCODEs once again, gives the possibility of avoiding
the loss of one column of cells; the previously disabled cell will function normally
again, forcing therefore another process of coordinate recalculation, which will
produce an opposite shifting process than in the case of the KILL signal
activation [100].
Let us consider such a scenario over the same cell (2,1), which was disabled
due to being non-repairable (see Figure 3-25). What happened to this cell was
presented in Figure 3-24; there were two faulty molecules detected in the same
row, therefore overcoming the self-repair mechanism. If at least one faulty
molecule was affected transiently, then re-charging the MOLCODEs into the cell
will result in a fully functional cell. In Figure 3-26 we considered that out of two
faulty molecules, molecule E has permanent damage and molecule H had
transient faults.
The UNKILL process effects extend at the cellular level also, where it forces
a coordinate re-computation. As a result, the disabled column of cells, which was
due to the killing of the (2,1) cell, can be used again. The process is shown in
Figure 3-27.

Figure 3-27: The UNKILL process at the cellular level.

3.8

Testing the RAM-MuxTreeSR Prototype

3.8.1. The Space Divider
The information contained by the MOLCODE defines the logic function, the
connections, and/or the memory data of each molecule. To obtain a functional
cell, i.e. a complete assembly of MuxTree molecules, two additional pieces of
information are required: the physical position of each molecule within a cell has
to be defined, as well as the presence and position of the spare columns required
by the self-repair mechanism.
3.8.1.1. General Description
The mechanism consists of introducing a regular network of automata
(state machines) called space divider in the FPGA, which is a variety of cellular
automata [8, 47, 54, 123, 129, 130, 133, 154]. Each vertical or horizontal band of
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the example of Figure 3-28 is an instance of this automaton. Using the space
divider, one can divide the entire space of the FPGA into cells of identical size
and to specify the position of the spare columns. Figure 3-28 shows an FPGA
divided into cells of height 3 and width 3, with one out of every three columns
being a spare. The information needed for the molecular configuration is called
the polymerase genome PG. It can be inferred from Figure 3-28 and consists of a
cycle of the following states:

PG = C , V , V , H , S , C ,…
where C represents a corner, V a vertical band, H an horizontal band, and S an
horizontal band associated with a spare column. More generally, let us use the
notation {X}·[k] to represent the state (or the sequence of states) X repeated k
times. Then, an organism consisting of an array of m cells horizontally and n
cells vertically, each cell of height h and width w, will be defined by the following
polymerase genome:

PG = {C , {V } ⋅ [ h − 1] , { H } ⋅ [ w − 1]} ⋅ [ m + n ] , C
where the presence of spare columns will be indicated by replacing one or more
occurrences of H by S [67, 128].
We will detail the components of the space divider, which are binary coded
using 3 bits (COMP2:0) and presented in Table 3-3:
• vertical band (V): the cellular membrane grows vertically, from bottom to top;
• horizontal band (H): the cellular membrane grows horizontally, from left to
right;
• corner (C): the growing process of the cellular membrane splits in two
directions, horizontally (to the right) and vertically (upwards);
• spare (S): a special case of horizontal band, defining a column of spare
molecules.

COMP2:0

SPACE DIVIDER’S COMPONENT

100

Horizontal band

H

101

Vertical band

V

110

Spare horizontal band

S

111

Corner

C

Table 3-3: The space divider’s different components.
3.8.1.2. An Example
We will consider the case of two identical unicellular organisms (Fig. 3-29),
where the specifications of each organism are those of the modulo-4 up-down
counter [100]. In this particular case, m signifies the number of organisms along
the horizontal coordinate, and n signifies the number of organisms along the
vertical coordinate (i.e. m=2 and n=1). The ribosomic genome RG is described in
Subsection 3.5.1.2 (Fig. 3-12C). In the actual implementation, we add a spare
column at the right of each organism.
The mechanism of inferring the polymerase genome was described
previously in Subsection 3.8.1.1. In our case we have two organisms (m=2, n=1),
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each being constructed with a single cell (w=3, h=3). The polymerase genome PG
has the following form:

PG = {C , {V } ⋅ [ 2] , H , S } ⋅ [3] , C
which is exactly the example shown in Figure 3-28. After coding each component
of the polymerase genome PG as shown in Table 3-3, the binary coded PG results
as PG1:

PG1 = {111, {101} ⋅ [ 2] , 100, 110} ⋅ [3] , 111
The polymerase genome PG and the ribosomic genome RG configure the
array of MuxTree® molecules at configuration time. For this reason, PG and RG
are binary coded inside the EPROM memory of a state machine (the
configuration sender) whose only role is to send them toward the array. Due to
implementation reasons, the polymerase genome PG has to be expressed in
hexadecimal code. The entire process of properly coding PG is described as
follows. First, PG1 must be reversed, the result being PG2:

Figure 3-28: Example of a space divider (height=3, width=3, 1 spare column
out of 3); PG: polymerase genome: C, V, V, H, S, C, …

PG2 = 111, {011, 001, 101⋅ [ 2] , 111} ⋅ [3]
To transform PG2 into hexadecimal EPROM-ready code, due to
implementation reasons, we have to add a zero to the rightmost position, which
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is also the least significant bit. Unrolling PG2 and adding the necessary zero to
the least significant position gives us PG3:
PG3 = 111 011 001 101 101 111 011 001 101 101 111 011 001 101 101 111 0
Since the direction from the least significant bit to the most significant bit
is from right to left, the hexadecimal coded and EPROM-ready polymerase
genome (PG4) becomes:
PG4 = 0001D9B7 B36F66DE
The EPROM stores words worth 8 hexadecimal characters of data, so we
need to split PG4 in words of this length. The least significant word is stored at
the lower address inside the EPROM. In our case, the EPROM containing PG4 is
presented in Table 3-4.
EPROM ADDRESS

PG DATA

0

B36F66DE

1

0001D9B7

Table 3-4: The EPROM-ready polymerase genome PG.

Figure 3-29: Two identical, unicellular organisms, each
implementing the modulo-4 up-down counter.
The way of calculating RG was presented in Subsection 3.5.1.2. The
complete EPROM for our example in Figure 3-29, containing both the
polymerase genome PG and the ribosomic genome RG, is shown in Table 3-5.
3.8.2. Prototype Configuration
Testing the RAM-MuxTreeSR prototype followed two directions: first, to
ensure that the functionality of the preserved mechanisms [128] was not affected
by the transfer and second, that the new macro-molecular structures are well
integrated within the design. The prototype consisted of 18 molecules, making up
two unicellular organisms, each using a single column of spare molecules (a
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similar set-up is shown in Figure 3-29). The complete binary configuration is
given by Table 3-5.
Let us review an organism’s life cycle, starting from power-up (shown in
Figure 3-30):
1. Space dividing phase: the polymerase genome PG is passed through the area
of molecules and delimits the cells (Figure 3-28 and Table 3-5). At the
moment, the space divider is not under test. The next phase is 2.
2. CREG registers testing phase: the CREG register of each molecule is tested
using a test pattern (30000080 in Table 3-5) [128]. If no faulty registers are
detected, the next phase is 3. If yes, the next phase is 5a.
3. Configuration phase: each molecule receives its ribosomic (RG) and/or
operative (OG) genomes, the order the molecules are loaded with data being
shown in Figure 3-29 and Table 3-5. The next phase is 4.
4. Normal operating phase: cells are functioning normally. A fault-detection
mechanism will signal the errors that might occur inside each molecule.
When errors are detected, the next phase is 5b, otherwise 4.
5. One or several faulty molecules are detected. If there are enough spare
molecules, the next phase is 6 (a or b). If not, the next phase is 7 (a or b).
6. The self-repair process takes place at the molecular level as shown in Fig. 428:
6a. The next phase is 3, i.e. the configuration phase.
6b. The next phase is 4, i.e. the operating phase.
7. The self-repair process takes place at the higher, cellular level. There are two
cases:
i) a faulty molecule is detected in a row and there is no spare molecule
available;
ii) a faulty molecule is detected and there is only one spare molecule left
in the row, but the spare molecule is itself faulty.
In both cases the self-repair mechanism will be outrun and the cell will die,
generating the KILL signal. This will lead to the reconfiguration at the higher,
cellular level, as previously described.
7b. The next phase is 3, i.e. the configuration phase.
7c. The next phase is 4, i.e. the operating phase.

•
•
•

•

Testing the prototype allowed us to verify the following:
the implementation of the new, macro-molecular structures was successful,
therefore enabling a much needed, flexible storage capability. Each of the
memory sub-modes, as well as the logic modes behaved as expected;
the HOLD mechanism was tested to be fully functional when multiple,
independent macro-molecules were employed;
the original mechanisms of self-testing and self-repairing were preserved
with their functionality unaffected when operating in logic mode. When in
memory mode they only offer a partial functionality, due to the lack of a faultdetection strategy for this mode;
the KILL mechanism was preserved and extended with its reversecorresponding mechanism, called UNKILL; the UNKILL mechanism was
successfully tested;
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EPROM
ADDRESS

DATA

MEANING

0

B36F66DE

1

0001D9B7

Polymerase genome
PG (Table 4)

2

00000000

Nil pattern

3

30000080

CREG register test pattern

4

00000000

Nil pattern

5

01000300

6

00000000

7

02304100

8

00000000

9

02330D00

A

00000000

B

001C5100

C

00000000

D

02400100

E

00000000

F

06630500

Ribosomic RG
and/or operative OG
genomes interleaved
with nil patterns
(Fig. 5c)

Table 3-5: EPROM for configuring the two identical unicellular organisms.
However, there are some issues that remain to be settled at this point:
• the original self-testing mechanism preserved from the MuxTreeSR design,
cannot be just simply extended to obtain a self-testable macro-molecular
structure;
• an original fault-detection strategy has to be developed in order to expand the
robustness of the Embryonics concepts over the macro-molecules, as this may
be both an essential strength and weakness of such a system
The motivations for these issues, as well as the solutions adopted for the
implementation will be presented in the next chapter.
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Figure 3-30: Block schematic of an organism’s life-cycle.
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CHAPTER 4

FAULT-TOLERANT MACRO-MOLECULES
4.1.

Introduction

4.1.1 Bio-Inspired Storage
As pointed out previously, a macro-molecule in Embryonics is a memory
structure, essentially a block of molecules operating in the same mode (i.e. the
memory mode) [100, 102]; they are separated from the surrounding molecules
operating in the logic mode or from other memory areas, by the so-called memory
membrane, an abstract formation coded inside the ribosomic genome under the
form of MOLCODE bits 21-20 and 3-1 [100]. The macro-molecule therefore builds
a large storage zone by effectively chaining together smaller, identical memory
units found in each molecule under the form of CREG. Thus, Embryonics allows
flexible memory configurations, not unlike modern computer systems, which use
memories built from many VLSI RAM chips. Considering the expected time of
failure for a single memory chip, whenever many such chips are assembled to
form a single, larger memory, the corresponding period of wait until at least one
chip fails becomes significantly smaller [5]. In fact, in real terms this period can
be as low as a few hours, thus making any memory protection become
mandatory. For this reason, most computer memories make use of SEC-DED
(single error correcting, double error detecting) codes [27, 37, 104], which greatly
enhance the overall reliability.
The Embryonics project focuses on building a bio-inspired computing
system that would exhibit (among others) superior, biological-like fault
tolerance. Because building blocks in Embryonics are mainly a matter of
hardware configuration, each and every basic brick is already endowed with
capabilities of hardware fault tolerance. However, in achieving a higher
complexity and flexibility, the hardware itself, which is reconfigurable, has to be
driven by a form of software, with fault tolerance techniques comprised not only
at the hardware level (functional unit) but also at the software level (memory
unit). Due to the fact that the introduction of memory modes in Embryonics is
part of its natural development, no memory protection mechanisms have yet
been implemented, other then a somewhat limited approach of doubled data
storage [101]. A reliability analysis of Embryonics structures has been made [84,
85], but it only concerns structures operating in logic mode. The newly added
operating mode for the molecules (the memory mode) affects the functionality in
Embryonics by extending it and therefore an updated reliability analysis is much
needed.
The existing two levels of self-repair were, however, preserved unaffected
by design progress, but they are essentially protecting the functionality of the
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whole (that is, the ribosomic genome); they cannot protect the integrity of the
genome that governs over the system’s functionality (i.e. the operative genome
and, of course, the macro-molecule). Furthermore, while designing bio-inspired
computing machines is quite ambitious, the key aspect remains: because of
current technological limitations one cannot go above inspiration. This is to say
that fundamental, digital design techniques can only be adapted, albeit in an
original and biological-like manner, to build innovative systems, they cannot be
transferred directly from biology into digital systems.
4.1.2 Fault, Error, Failure
Computers are fine exponents of the present days’ technological wave.
Though solidly set on the road of evolution, computers experience difficulties
that arise from this road becoming manifold: some applications require speed
above anything else, while others require the highest possible reliability.
Unfortunately, computers themselves can fully fulfill none of the requests,
fueling the need for different and better-suited designs, and therefore justifying a
quest for new inspiration in both their hardware and software designs.
Since their beginning, computers were protagonists of the quest for
performance. Benefits of computing power and technological advances enabled
the coming of the space exploration era, which in turn encouraged a shifting in
priorities for achieving performance from brute computing force (which appears
to have reached somewhat sufficient levels today, for most applications) towards
the advent of dependable computers. While computers are generally designed
from the very beginning as remarkably reliable machines, they are bound to
experience various kinds of errors in their lifetime due to often neglected factors
such as atmospherics, electrical noise, component malfunctions or even design or
programming flaws [104], as illustrated in Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1: Fault-error-failure causal model [39].
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There are several factors leading to inadequate operation of a computing
system; generally, these can be avoided (fault avoiding) through rigorous quality
assurance during each stage [39]:
• Specification mistakes happen in the early stages of the design process due to
vague formulations or even misconceptions related to the system objectives.
• Implementation mistakes. After the specification process reaches maturity it
is followed by the implementation, that is, the transformations from
hardware and software specifications into operating equipment and
algorithms.
• External disturbances are due to environmental or artificial factors such as
radiations, electromagnetic interferences, operator mistakes.
• Component faults arise at random during normal operating time due to age,
wear and tear.
Faults can be classified over broad criteria but their nature (hardware or
software) and time behavior (permanent, transient and intermittent) are
essential. Software faults can usually be recovered from by extensive use of error
detecting and correcting codes [104] while hardware faults usually require
system reconfiguration and/or human intervention. The techniques used to
achieve error tolerance help a system operate normally even in the presence of
errors.
In Figure 4-1 factors that are not taken into account by Embryonics are
shown in grey. This is simply a matter of particularities of the project, which is,
by all means, not a piece of software; therefore the dashed conditions simply do
not apply. Concerning hardware mistakes that can be made, those that might
appear during specification and implementation stages are avoided during the
initial testing process, thus making an operating embryonic structure vulnerable
to either component faults or external disturbances [45]. While component faults
could be ruled out because of the extensive initial test sequence employed by the
Embryonics project, followed by the two-level reconfiguration process, external
disturbances can potentially upset the normal behavior of the system for no
apparent reason.
With respect to their behavior in time, faults fall into the following
categories [27]:
• permanent faults: their effect is due to a fault affecting the normal operating
of the device constantly and over an indefinite period of time, i.e.
permanently. There exists a broad literature dedicated to coverage and
modeling of permanent faults [27, 39]. They are also considered under the
terms of solid or hard fails.
• non-permanent faults: they occur randomly and affect the system’s functional
behavior over indefinite, but finite, periods of time. Because the moments of
occurrence show variable frequency and duration, these faults are very
difficult to be modeled. There are two kinds of non-permanent faults:
transient and intermittent.
Transient faults originate as an effect of environmental conditions such as
atmospheric
parameters
(temperature,
humidity,
pressure),
supply
characteristics (fluctuating power, noise, crosstalk), pollution, and cosmic rays
and particles. Because the system is affected even when no identification of
permanent faults is possible, there is no model available for such faults, often
referred to as soft fails or soft errors. Intermittent faults are caused by various
factors, other than environmental: component parameter variations, timing,
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loose connections, etc; they typically affect the system over very short time
intervals, thus making any debugging process more difficult. By using
accelerated testing under stress conditions it is possible to make non-permanent
faults become permanent, which can then be modeled [45].
4.1.3 Inspiration Toward Achieving Dependability
Dependability can be defined as “the ability of a system to avoid service
failures that are more frequent or more severe than is acceptable” [3]. It is
therefore a synthetic term that involves a list of attributes including reliability,
fault tolerance, availability, and others. In real world, a dependable system
would have to operate normally over long periods of time before experiencing any
fail (reliability, availability) and to recover quickly from errors (fault tolerance).
The term “acceptable” has an essential meaning within the dependability’s
definition, setting the upper limits of the damage that can be supported by the
system while still remaining functional. It is therefore worth elaborating upon
ways to compute the threshold beyond which the damaging effects become no
longer acceptable. All of the above being considered, dependable systems are
crucial for applications that prohibit or limit human interventions, such as longterm exposure to aggressive (even hostile) environments. The best examples are
long-term operating machines as required to manage deep-underwater/nuclear
activities and for space exploration.
The quest of building digital systems that offer superior dependability can
draw benefits from two distinct sources [97]. The first one, already mentioned, is
the oldest and most complex computing system, which has been around since the
dawn of times: Nature. Its living elements continuously demonstrate a variety of
solutions for achieving robustness in an error-prone, macro-scale environment.
There are numerous similarities and differences between artificial, digital
computing systems and living beings; although such a thorough analysis is
beyond the scope of this thesis, a synthetic view is highlighted by Table 4-1 [97].
However, it is likely that the field of digital computing could exploit some of the
mechanisms implemented by Nature and adapt them to the electronic
environment, a representative example being the Embryonics project.
Another source of inspiration may be constituted by novel computing
paradigms, whose research already considered dependability-raising techniques.
The emerging field of quantum computing relies on successful calculus in an
error-prone, micro-scale environment. Since errors are (as of yet) intrinsic to
quantum systems [149], a number of techniques were established in order to
overcome their damaging effects and deliver consistent results. However, though
a variety of methodologies for estimating dependability parameters have been
proposed, they usually remain localized within their original field and rarely
reach other architectures. Insights to the fields of quantum [148, 149] and bioinspired computing will be provided next in order to argue upon the benefits that
could be drawn by importing a methodology of estimating the computing
accuracy threshold from quantum computing to the Embryonics project, together
with additional means of further increasing dependability levels in Embryonics
systems.
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Artificial systems
No unified strategies concerning
redundant resources
Capabilities empirically tested
(through functional stress and
accelerated aging) in short periods of
time
Disputable maturity status, notions
not yet standardized [3]
Short design periods

Natural systems
Unified strategies via hierarchical
redundancy
Capabilities tested in long periods
of time
Maturity endorsed by the variety of
species, proof for successful
biological processes
Long design periods, not useful to
attain by human processes

Table 4-1. Comparison between types of dependable systems
4.1.4 Self-Repair in RAM-MuxTreeSR
The previous sections (4.1.1 and 4.1.2) may now be put together in order to
provide a more detailed perspective about the self-repair capabilities of our new
design. Of course, by preserving the previous self-repair strategies and
mechanisms, the robustness degree of the molecules operating in what is now
called the logic mode remains unchanged. There are several strategies that
concurrently work in order to achieve fault-tolerance [128]:
• The configuration register CREG is tested at system start-up for detecting
any stuck-at type faults that may exist (Figure 3-30, phase 2). Once the
system is up and running, there is no mechanism that would detect a change
in the binary pattern stored by CREG.
• The functional unit FU is tested through resource replication and majority
voting. Correct data is ensured by the voting mechanism, while the resource
replication strategy allows the detection of possible errors.
• The switch block SB is not tested by itself.
• Once an error is detected, the reconfiguration mechanism is triggered
hierarchically, first at the molecular level and then at the cellular level;
All of the above considered, one can say that any system in Embryonics is
well protected against permanent faults (or stuck-at type), any error detected in
either the CREG or the FU triggering the self-repairing strategies (except for the
situation when the error first affects the CREG).
However, transient and intermittent faults were not considered initially, as
too expensive to fix, since the CREG was not supposed to modify its value during
operation; from this perspective, the FU is better adapted to endure these kinds
of faults. Moreover, intermittent faults are most difficult to repair and therefore
a strategy that would include them would also involve an important (and
possibly quite complex) hardware overhead. If any strategy involving the
recovery from intermittent faults is to be implemented, one needs to establish
first the likelihood of such a scenario, which will be argued in the next section.
In order to assess the importance of the genome memory, it is worth
remembering that the genetic program is not just plain data that can be read
and written randomly; instead it is intended as a large program, ideally written
once and then read and executed for indefinite periods of time. The existence of
the macro-molecules solves the storage issue required by the genome memory;
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however, for a clear understanding of the interaction between the preserved selfrepairing mechanisms and the new macro-molecular structures, we feel that
more insight into the matter is necessary.
When an error is detected at the molecular level, the reconfiguration
mechanism is triggered, the faulty molecule is marked as being “dead” and a
spare molecule takes its place; but one should not forget that, originally, all was
designed from a functional point of view.
Let us suppose the same reconfiguration process would be triggered should
an error be detected inside a molecule operating in any of the memory modes.
This would mean the “death” of the respective molecule and the transfer of its
role toward a spare one, which will then become active. But because of
transferring genetic material from the faulty molecule to a spare one, the final
result is that the faulty molecule “dies” and the spare one starts behaving the
same as the faulty molecule before being “killed”. Instead of recovering from the
fault, the final outcome is a very similar situation to the initial one, but this time
with the spare resources reduced by a molecule.
These characteristics point out an architectural vulnerability in the current
RAM-MuxTreeSR design: a potential error in the genetic program can neither be
corrected, nor even be detected. Furthermore, the areas where highly dependable
systems may be successfully used in (and Embryonics is no exception), such as
space exploration, involve potential exploiters of this particular vulnerability;
this could have most serious effects since the genome either drives actual
hardware (polymerase and ribosomic genome) or contains instructions on how
additional hardware will be driven (operative genome).
Considering all of the above arguments it can be concluded that:
• currently, Embryonics has no memory protection mechanisms implemented;
• such implementations are both desirable and feasible; with the human
expansion into space having a most upsetting potential with respect to
electronic devices, they should run on top of other (typically radiation
shielding) techniques.

4.2.

Single Event Upsets: An Analysis

A convenient and effective way of fault modeling is to consider a software
error as simply affecting a binary value; then a transient fault is nothing else but
a bit that changes value for no apparent reason due to entering a variety of
possible transient regimes triggered by external disturbances. In fact, bits of
information may be regarded as small amounts of electric charge, moving inside
electronic devices. By quantifying the value of the charges one can differentiate
between them and refer to as the two symbols of information, bits 0 and 1.
Because we represent information by means of electrical charges this makes
electronic devices vulnerable to whatever conditions might interfere and modify
these charges, the result being erroneous data. A remarkable effort is made
during the design process to decrease the sensitivity electronic/semiconductor
devices may show towards such upsetting phenomena.
During their life cycle, electronic devices constantly suffer a number of
influences that manifest predominantly over transient regimes. A special case is
the category of digital electronics, which deals with transient phenomena due to
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changing states and logical values. Such phenomena introduce a variety of errors
unified in the literature under the name of transient faults, soft errors or single
event upsets (SEUs). The rate electronic devices are affected with is known under
the term of soft error rate or simply SER and is measured in fails per unit time
[38]. No matter the name they are referred under, these errors affect the normal
execution process and are due to electromagnetic noise and/or external
radiations rather than design or manufacturing flaws [113, 114].
A key issue concerning bits of information and their associated electric
charges is listing the conditions that might lead to such disturbances. Some may
be eliminated by carefully applied technology, but some necessitate design
changes or may even prove impossible to prevent. Many experts consider that
soft fails are mostly caused by electronic noise [127, 163]; it seems that potential
candidates generating such noise are energetic nuclear particles, which are
responsible of inducing ionization electron–hole pairs, and fall into three
categories:
• α–particles are born as part of radioactive decay processes;
• radioactive isotopes, widely used for a range of purposes, might contaminate
semiconductor materials leading to soft errors; evidence regarding this was
given in a famous paper by May and Woods of Intel [75] and confirmation
came by irradiating electronic chips [28, 29, 156];
• cosmic rays, containing a broad range of subatomic particles.
The fact that radiation can affect electronic circuits has been long known,
memory and logic upset behaviors being observed in satellite electronics. In 1978
Ziegler of IBM realized that if α–particles affect semiconductor devices causing
soft fails, then there must be a fair probability that other particles coming from
the outer space under the form of various cosmic rays might cause the same
thing. Causes were attributed to energetic heavy ions in the solar wind [166].
Since the early 1980s has been known and studied the influence and capacity of
cosmic radiation and of a broad range of particles to influence semiconductor
circuits, leading to transient faults or soft errors.
Typical modern digital devices incorporate techniques for recovering from
these errors, such as error detecting and correcting codes, various parity-check
schemes and others; however, these mechanisms focus on the devices prone to
influences from such errors, i.e. memory elements. As pointed out [113, 114]
there are several key reasons for protecting memories:
• techniques involved are well understood and relatively easy to implement,
thus being quite inexpensive;
• memory area in each computing system is proportionally significant;
• research conducted so far shows that combinational logic is much less
susceptible to soft errors than sequential logic [22, 51].
In order to model the frequency of soft errors it was necessary to further
investigate how exactly they were born and what dependencies may exist
between soft errors and various particles and beams that have either a cosmic
origin (heavy energetic ions) or are generated on earth (other particles). They
contribute to the overall SER independently and are therefore additive. The soft
error rate (SER) does not appear as constant; as technological advancement
leads to shrinkage of electronic devices, they become more vulnerable to soft
errors caused by lower energy radiation.
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4.2.1 Radioactive Isotopes
Radioactive contamination inside or in the proximity of semiconductor
production facilities can cause an unusually high SER. It is worth mentioning
what is historically known as the “Hera problem”. At the beginning of 1987 LSI
memories produced by IBM were hit by anomalous behavior, which led to
erroneous data. Intriguingly, only batches produced in the United States seemed
to be affected while those produced in Europe showed no sign of similar failures.
There were reasons to believe that the packaging was responsible for all the
problems but soon this was ruled out, as exchanging packages did not affect the
incidence of reported problems, thus indicating there was a problem in the chips
themselves. After intense efforts the conclusion was the discovery of traces of
radioactivity; however, it was difficult, if not impossible, to establish where those
radioactive traces came from, but the type of the chemical trouble-producing
element was certain: polonium (Po210). This particular radioactive isotope is a
product of the uranium decay chain, but strangely, the other expected particles
were totally missing. After months of searching for the contamination source, it
was finally identified under the form of one bottle of nitric acid, used in the
process of manufacturing the chips that showed signs of contamination. This was
the successful end of the “Hera problem” [163].
Intel was also hit by problems with their 2107 series of 16Kb DRAM
memories [13], the cause being radioactive contamination. The reason was later
found to be the factory being built downstream in close vicinity of an old uranium
mine.
4.2.2 Cosmic Ray Influence
Any ionizing particle that hits an electronic device induces strong
perturbations in the electromagnetic field of component elements. Since
electronic devices rely on the properties of p-n junctions, the disturbances
created translate into electron–hole pairs, that is, a random signal. If the local
electromagnetic fields are sufficiently strong then the pairs cannot recombine;
instead, they will find a way out to the nearest appropriate device contact and
the corresponding charge collection could provoke a soft error. Disturbances are
also created when cosmic ray particles are involved in collisions with
semiconductor nuclei, the result being a wide range of secondary nuclear
fragments generated in an avalanche-type phenomena: nucleons, pions, light
ions such as deuteron (2H), triton (3H) and helium (3He and α–particles), and
heavy residual nuclei such as oxygen, carbon, and magnesium.
As particles that compose these rays come from outer space and enter the
earth’s atmosphere, there is a chance of hitting other particles, resulting in two
types of collisions: elastic and inelastic. As a result of these collisions an entire
flux of high-energy particles is born, reaching the earth’s surface. Several factors
affect the distributions of the final flux [114]:
• Altitude: Due to the filtering effect of the atmosphere, the lower the altitude,
the smaller rate of particles. For instance, the flux at an altitude of 3100m
(Leadville, CO) is approximately 13 times greater than at sea level.
• Geomagnetic region (GMR): Earth generates a magnetic field that also
has a shielding effect. Therefore cosmic rays show the smallest penetration
around the equator and the largest at the poles. The measures of this effect
range from 1.0 GV near the poles to 17 GV at the equator.
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Solar cycle: The 11-year solar cycle strongly affects the particle flux, Earth
being under a constant bombardment of particles coming from the sun and
associated phenomena. Intriguingly, the sun’s activity has an opposite effect
than common belief might consider: as the activity of the sun increases a
lower rate of particles can be witnessed, even if solar flares can increase the
particle rate. In fact, periods of active sun see up to a 30% lower rate of
particles compared to periods of quiet sun [114]. The explanation lies in the
fact that the magnetic field around the earth strengthens during periods of
active sun, increasing its shielding effect and thus reducing the penetration of
cosmic rays. The combined filtering greatly affects the energetic particle flux,
particles with highest energies being least represented in the total flux
(neutron graph given in Figure 4-2).

During the 1980s a series of experiments were made by IBM as an attempt
to measure the particle flux from cosmic rays [162]. For a particular energy, this
can be expressed as the number of particles having that energy, hitting the
planet per unit surface per unit time. Obviously, not any kind of
radiation/particle would provoke a soft error, and they also have an uneven
distribution. In particular, higher energy particles are more susceptible to upset
semiconductor devices but also less likely to occur while lower energy particles
occur more frequently but do less or no damage.

Figure 4-2: Neutron flux plotted against energy [162].
The term “cosmic rays” offers a generous accommodation, since it has no
precise scientific definition; the general line is that cosmic rays come from outer
space and correspond to a broad range of energetic particles. By now there is a
separation between at least three categories [162]:
1. Primary cosmic rays are particles lurking in the universe and solar system
that eventually may hit our planet. It is common belief that they are a
product of intense reactions taking place in the universe, including those
generated by the sun under the form of the solar wind, and are composed of
three categories of particles. Protons account for as much as 92%, the rest
being α–particles (6%) and some heavy atomic nuclei [48, 121, 152]. The
dynamics of the ray composition follow that of the galaxy, meaning that the
particle movement is affected by the background magnetic field and by the
spiral spinning.
Our sun is also a major source of primary cosmic rays, releasing particles
with energies much lower that those coming from the galaxy. It also has a
cyclic activity, with an 11-year period, that drastically influences the overall
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quantity of generated particles. If during periods of quiet sun the particles
from the solar wind that hit able the atmosphere are virtually not capable of
penetrating it, their numbers increase by a million times during periods of
active sun, the sun-generated flux becoming greater than that corresponding
to the intra/inter-galactic flux. The measured flux of primary cosmic rays is
about 105/m2·s.
2. Secondary cosmic rays are particles born by collisions when primary
cosmic rays enter the earth’s atmosphere. These are also known under the
term of “cascade particles” (Figure 4-3A).
3. Terrestrial cosmic rays are particles that actually reach the sea level. Of
the particles that reach the surface only an estimated maximum of 1%
originate from primary cosmic rays, the rest being cascade-generated
particles, usually from the 3rd to 7th generations. Complex phenomena
appearing during periods of active sun lead to an increase of up to 200% in
intensity of cosmic rays reaching the surface of the planet. In fact, during
high activity periods our sun generates the solar wind, carrying much more
particles (up to 106 times more). The solar wind also creates a very strong
magnetic field that acts as an effective shielding against intra-galactic cosmic
rays. Therefore, while the sun generates many times more particles, the
magnetic shield created simultaneously might actually reduce the final flux
at sea level by about 30%. Considering that the solar cycle has a periodicity of
11 years, the extremes in sea-level particle flux lag by 1-2 years.
A large number of parameters of the atmosphere change with altitude and
therefore an analysis of the presence and quantity of cosmic rays in the
atmosphere cannot be done without considering it. The atmosphere’s density is
1033g/cm2 at sea level, altitude being measured in physics the same as
barometric pressure is. The density of the atmosphere causes particles with
strong nuclear interaction, called hadrons, to suffer collisions before they hit the
surface. The number and intensity of these collisions literally create a cascade of
particle showers (Figure 4-3A), preventing the original primary particles from
reaching the surface; instead, the particles that result from the collisions
propagate the cascading effect until later generations finally reach the sea level.
The composition of the resulting flux is hadrons (nucleons and pions), leptons
(muons and electrons) and photons and is measured as about 360/m2·s.
At the time a particle enters the atmosphere it behaves differently
depending on its physical properties. Hadrons lose their energy very quickly to
atmospheric nuclei; charged particles lose energy to atmospheric electrons; the
least deflected are the heavier particles while the most deflected are the lighter
ones. Most of the particles decay spontaneously or reach thermal energies
making atmospheric absorption also play a key role. The lifetime of a certain
particle is also an important factor, pions and muons being unstable particles,
with a lifetime of a few nanoseconds and about a microsecond, respectively.
Measurements indicate that the peak of cascading density occurs at an altitude
of about 15 km, an altitude usually referred to as the Pfotzer point [162]. This is
also the altitude many commercial aircraft use, and this is where the fail rate of
electronic devices is about 100 times worse than at terrestrial altitudes.
When protons hits the earth's upper atmosphere (Figure 4-3B), most of the
resulting particle fragments decay or are absorbed by it. However, muons have a
half-life time of about 1.4 microseconds, which is just long enough that some
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reach the earth's surface. Table 4-2 gives a calculation of what kind of particles
the total flux is composed of. Muons, which are considered as heavy electrons,
appear to dominate the medium/high energy particle spectrum. Proton flux is
largely affected by interactions with atmospheric electrons and pions have a too
short life to reach the surface level. Finally, the particle flux reaching sea level
with energies below 100MeV is very sensitive to local environments such as
buildings [162]. The energetic levels that seem to be of most concern for SER are
between 200 and 3000MeV.
Particle type

Total flux cm2 / year

Muons

65466

Neutrons

44812

Pions

48.4

Protons

360

Table 4-2: Theoretical calculation for sea-level particle flux
at New York City [162].

A.

B.

Figure 4-3: A. Cosmic rays cascade phenomena [163] and B. showers [172].
4.2.3 Modeling Cosmic Ray Influence
A significant effort towards particle measurements has been done until
now, but it is quite difficult to count and measure the physical properties for all
particles that may be potentially involved in creating soft errors; a vast effort is
however ongoing in order to model phenomena involved. CREME96 (from Cosmic
Ray Effects on Micro Electronics Code) and NUSPA (NUclear SPAllation) are
some of the code collections used to simulate and predict the effect that cosmic
ray particles might induce over semiconductor materials.
NUSPA’s initial focus on sea-level interactions (where protons and neutrons
play the most significant role) was extended to model interactions at high
altitudes, including pion interactions. The energy exchange between particles at
the atomic level is determined by the probability of colliding (elastic or inelastic
scattering) with a target nucleus for each incoming particle. The incoming
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particle only affects the target nucleus with a small amount of energy (in an
elastic scattering) while its trajectory is deflected to a small angle; the nucleus
will recoil but will not become excited, i.e. will not change its original energy
state. During inelastic scatterings large amounts of energy are exchanged,
resulting secondary particles and an excited intermediate nucleus that will
transform into a stable and lighter nucleus with additional particle emissions.
These show a greater ionization potential than the initial colliding cosmic ray
particle and are quite effective in producing soft errors [127].
Elastic and inelastic scatterings do not show the same potential of harming
semiconductors; in fact, elastic scattering induced soft errors are considered to be
negligible for the moment, until the technological advancement will decrease the
critical charge to the order of 50fC. An example of inelastic scattering is
discussed in Section 4.2.6.
4.2.4 Introduction to Particle Physics
For the clarity of SER phenomena, a deeper investigation on how particles
presented in Table 4-2 interact is necessary. All particles known to man are
made of quarks and leptons (which are believed to be point-like particles [127]).
This is why they are considered as elementary particles, i.e. the basic building
blocks of matter. The electrons, muons, tau particles, and their associated
neutrinos are all situated in this category.
Hadrons are particles that interact by the nuclear strong interaction,
composed of quarks, either as quark-antiquark pairs (mesons) or as three quarks
(baryons). This classification specifically excludes leptons, which do not interact
by the strong force. Baryons are massive particles built of three quarks in the
standard model; they include, among other particles, the protons and the
neutrons. Mesons are composed of only two quarks; they include the pions among
other particles.
At sea-level approximate 94% of the total flux of hadrons is represented by
neutrons (Table 4-4). Being uncharged particles, usually neutrons go through
electrical circuits of electronic devices without any interactions. Unless combined
into a nucleus, a free neutron follows a β-decay process with a half-life of about
10.3 minutes with a proton, an electron and its corresponding neutrino being
released, as described by equation (1):
n → p + e− +ν e

(1)

Statistically, only a small number of neutrons (about 1 out of 4·104)
eventually hit a silicon nucleus, but then the hit is very likely to produce a soft
fail. Considering energies above 20MeV, at sea level, about 105
neutrons/cm2·year can be counted. When estimating the probability of an
interaction between an energetic neutron and a silicon nucleus one must also
estimate a variety of parameters such as total absorption cross section, active
atoms per chip, and active thickness of the circuit. If the active thickness of the
circuit is 1um then almost every silicon-neutron collision results in a soft fail
[162, 165]. Neutron flux is exponentially influenced by altitude as in equation
(2), where II represents the cascade flux at altitude AI, L being the attenuation
factor or the absorption length.
I 2 = I 1 exp
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About 2% of the hadron flux is made up of protons. Being charged particles,
protons must break the shielding of the earth’s own magnetic field, which bends
their trajectory toward the planet’s surface. As a result of both collisions and
magnetic shielding, the particles from newly created cascades might end up back
into the space. The minimum energy required by a proton to start a cascade of
particles that will eventually reach the surface of the earth is called geomagnetic
rigidity, which depends on the latitude. The proton flux and the upsets it
produces are shown in Figure 4-4 a, and b, respectively.
Pions (π-mesons) are unstable particles with a mass of 135MeV, and
account for about 2% of the total hadron flux at sea-level. A pion may exist in the
form of a neutral pion (its anti-particle being itself) or a positive pion (its antiparticle being the negative pion). The neutral pion lives for about 10-16 seconds
while positive and negative pions have longer lifetimes of about 26ns (26·10-9).
Since their number is so small compared to other nucleons, one should expect
that their SER contribution be negligible.
The neutral pion (π0) decays to an electron, positron, and gamma ray by the
electromagnetic interaction while charged pions (π+/-) behave differently,
releasing muons and corresponding neutrinos, as indicated by equation (3):

π + → μ + +ν μ

π 0 → e− + e+ + γ

π − → μ − +ν μ

(3)

Charged pions can interact with matter. Low-energy positive pions are
repelled by the nucleus but when an energetic positive pion loses kinetic energy
to a nucleus, it releases a proton (4):

π + + ZAN → p +

A−1
Z

(4)

N

But the most important contribution to SER is brought by the interaction
between matter and negative pions, called pion capture. When a nucleus
captures a pion, its entire mass is transformed into nucleonic energy, provoking
a nuclear fission (5):

π − + ZAN → n +

A −1
Z −1

(5)

N

The effect of pion capture has been experimentally tested and it is
estimated that every negative pion capture within the active volume of an
electronic circuit leads to a soft fail. At sea-level measurements of pion capture
into silicon is about 8.5/cm3·year [162, 163]. For intermediate energies (between
100 and 250 MeV) pion contributions to SER of modern chips (16-Mb DRAMs)
appears to be about 5 times greater that SER caused by protons and may have a
quite significant impact at aircraft altitudes [166]. Studies of pion-induced soft
errors are still in progress [127].
The muons (μ-leptons) are particles with a lifetime of 2.2 microseconds.
They are produced in the upper atmosphere by the decay of pions produced by
cosmic rays (Figure 4-3) and follow a decay process releasing electrons (6):

μ + /− → e+ /− +ν +ν

(6)

At sea-level the number of muons is about 103 times larger than of pions.
There are two effects that could lead to soft fails: the muon capture and the
electrostatic muon scattering from nuclei, which is about the same as pion
capture rate considering that the rate of inducing a charge greater than 100fC is
approximate 7/cm3·year.
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A muon capture begins with a negative muon orbiting around a silicon
nucleus. By combining with a proton, a neutron and a neutrino are produced,
leaving the neutrino with most of the initial mass-energy (7):

μ − + p → n +ν μ

(7)

The resulted neutron can further interact with the nucleus causing a range
of possible interactions [127, 162]. However, quite few muon captures can cause
a charge burst capable of a SEU. The muon capture rate at sea-level is given by
equation (8):
Muon capture rate ≈ 510

(8)

cm 3 ⋅ year

A.

B.

Figure 4-4: Distribution of high-energy solar proton flux (A) [175] and weekly upsets
produced by the proton flux (B) [174].
4.2.5 Ion-Induced SEUs
The earth’s atmosphere acts as a filter for many energetic particles that
would upset electronic devices. Therefore at high altitudes the number of
damaging particles increases, difficult or impossible maintenance leading to a
different need of SER-aware types of electronic device design and
implementation. Satellites are also sensitive to cosmic rays, the number of
potentially upsetting particles at satellite altitudes increasing with the
appearance of energetic heavy ions such as iron (Fe), and oxygen (O). Although
initial work on energetic heavy ion induced soft fails has not been considered due
to discrete satellite components which were highly resistant to radiations, it was
found that 100MeV iron particles carry at least part of the responsibility of
reported fails [163].
Particle distribution in space is made of 92% protons, 6% α–particles while
the remaining 2% account for heavier ions (atomic number Z ≥ 2). Early models
of SEU vulnerabilities were based on estimations and extrapolations that proved
to be unreliable; such was the case when it was believed that SEUs were
overwhelmingly dominated by protons and later proved that both protons and
heavy ions have to be considered [143].
A first attempt to investigate heavy ion induced SEUs was conducted by
Croley et al. with the conclusion that roughly two-thirds of the fails were due to
ions with Z ≥ 6 [12, 143]. Elements such as carbon (C), oxygen (O) and iron (Fe)
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were detected in at least six energy bins while occurrences of nitrogen (N), neon
(Ne), magnesium (Mg), silicon (Si), sulphur (S), argon (Ar) and calcium (Ca) were
detected in at least one energy bin (Figure 4-5). Measurements were conducted
with typical uncertainties in the range of 10-20%. Testing semiconductor devices
(Fairchild 93L422) at satellite altitudes (TDRS-1) confirmed the fact (also
advanced by Croley et al. [12]) that heavy energetic ions could substantially
account for SEU rates, with at least 45%, or roughly equal proportions with the
protons, of the SEUs on TDRS-1 being triggered by these particles.
It is therefore considered that, depending on application, heavy ions and
protons can show an equally important potential in leading to soft fails. Precise
measurements of ion distributions and energies were taken for particle fluxes
[142] and are now used by the CREME software for setting of what is called
“99% confidence level worst case” [141].

Figure 4-5: TDRS-1 event measurements (kinetic energy in MeV/nucleon
expressed horizontally) [143].
4.2.6 Neutron-Induced SEUs
The core of each semiconductor device is based on the principles and
properties of p-n junctions. When a high-energy neutron strikes a p-n junction,
the energetic impact dislocates atoms producing a pathway of electron–hole pairs
[113]. Some of the deposited charge will recombine by releasing a short duration
current pulse. But if the area hit by the particle is a memory cell and if the
charge that accumulates has a greater value than the minimum needed to flip
the stored value, than a soft error will result. The minimum charge that results
in a soft error is called the critical charge (QCRIT) [21]. It depends on the supply
voltage values and the effective capacitance of the drain nodes and it plays an
important role on estimating the SER. A method for estimating the SER due to
atmospheric neutrons (with energy greater than 1MeV) in CMOS SRAM circuits
[33] was empirically proven to verify equation:
SER ∝ FAe

−

QCRIT
QS

= KFAe

−

QCRIT
QS

(9)

where:
− K is a constant independent of device technology with an empirically
determined value of 2.2⋅10-5;
− F is the neutron flux with energies greater than 1MeV, per square centimeter
per second;
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− A is the area of the circuit sensitive to particle strikes, in square centimeters;
− QCRIT is the critical charge, in fC;
− QS is the charge collection efficiency of the device, in fC; it is a measure of the
magnitude of charge generated by a particle strike.
Equation (9) shows the dependency between SER and QCRIT and QS; device
scaling for memory elements affects the two parameters almost equally (smaller
transistors are upset more easily by particles but their sensitive volume is also
reduced) while SER per chip in combinational logic increases dramatically with a
nine orders of magnitude (technology scaling from 600nm to 50 nm) [33].
Memory cells show a very dependant SER upon cell technology (stacked
capacitor SC, trench with external charge TEC or internal charge TIC) as shown
in Figure 4-6:

Figure 4-6: Soft-fail cross sections for neutrons, protons, and pions [166].
Being uncharged particles, neutrons do not lose energy by electronic
ionization; instead, they interact with the target nucleus via two types of
scattering, elastic and inelastic. During an elastic scattering, phenomena taking
place is characterized by small recoil energies (the nucleon cannot excite the
nucleus, hence a minor role in the production of soft fails) follows equation 10
[127].
nucleon + target → nucleon + target

(10)

Inelastic scatterings, on the other hand, involve much higher exchange
energies (on the order of MeV or even larger) while the identity of the incoming
particle is lost. The process takes place as described by equation 11, where X1,
X2, etc can be proton, neutron, deuteron, triton and helium and, if the kinetic
energy of the incoming nucleon is greater than 280MeV secondary pions may be
produced. An example of inelastic scattering would be of a 200MeV energetic
neutron hitting a silicon wafer (see equation 12):
nucleon + target → X1 + X2 + …+ Xn + residual nucleus
n + 28 Si → 2 p + 2n + 25 Mg *

25

Mg * → n + 3α + 12C

(11)
(12)

The secondary particles generated by the interactions taking place are
given in Table 4-3. Since elastic and inelastic scatterings involve complex nuclear
reactions, providing an accurate result for the number of induced soft errors is
quite difficult to obtain. However, with semiconductor technology scaling the
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case of devices with QCRIT<50fC will be reached in the future, a moment when
elastic scattering induced soft errors may not be negligible [127].
4.2.7 SEUs Induced by Alpha Particles
Another source of soft errors in semiconductor devices consists in their
capacity of being affected by stray alpha particles. The naturally occurring
decaying processes of chemical elements (such as uranium and thorium)
generate helium ions 4He (stable helium isotopes composed of two protons and
two neutrons) also known as α–particles. They are also a common product of
radioactive α-decay due to impurities in semiconductor chip materials and
packaging (such as uranium and thorium). The α-decay process may release
different energetic particles, and can be represented by equation:
A
Z

X N → ZA−−42 YN − 2 + α

(13)

where X and Y are known as the mother and daughter nuclides.
Secondary
particle
p
p
n
n
n
α
Α
Α
12C

Kinetic
energy

Electron-hole
pairs / μm

5.224
4.195
65.478
22.958
6.815
12.218
12.025
7.881
4.138

13.51
15.91
0
0
0
79.91
80.83
108.84
1253.34

Particle
range (μm)
225
155
∞
∞
∞
90.5
88.1
43.6
3

Table 4-3: Reaction between 200MeV neutrons and silicon nuclei [127].
These particles have typical kinetic energies of the order of 2-9MeV [13,
127] and proved to be most upsetting with respect to semiconductor devices; in
comparison with others, α–particles have a very large mass and charge, and they
can produce an inside sudden burst of a million electrons over a narrow, fewmicrons-wide path length. The burst may result in altering the quantum of a
memory cell, thus producing a SEU [14, 75, 110]. The decaying elements
previously mentioned as uranium and thorium can be traced as impurities
present in chip and packaging materials [113, 114]. As technological progress
was made, SER due to α–particles lost momentum through careful supervision of
the quality of materials used.
In semiconductor industry, the trends of shrinking technology to sub0.25μm, decreasing supply voltage and node capacitances, make the SER due to
alpha particles a potentially major reliability concern to logic processes because
of the quadratically decreasing critical charge [14, 15, 114]. Package designs,
such as lid coat or flip chip, strongly influence the SER induced by alpha
particles, increasing more rapidly with decreasing critical charge than neutron
induced SER [138, 139]. Experiments and simulations conducted [110] conclude
that over the last technological processes the sensitivity of logic circuits to alpha
particles has decreased, while due to device scaling and higher flux of lower
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energy neutrons they are more vulnerable to SEUs induced by these particles
[161].
Another cause that could generate α–particles is a class of unstable,
charged subatomic particles called leptons. One particular lepton, the μ-lepton
called simply a muon, can emit such particles when captured by an electronic
device. Varying with geographical position it was measured that α–particles are
also emitted by at most 3% of captured muons (see equation 14) [161]:
Muon − induced α − particles ≈ 15

(14)

cm 3 ⋅ year

4.2.8 Proton-Induced SEUs
The cosmic rays reach their highest intensity at high altitudes, all elevatedaltitude tests proving the existence of soft fails in electronic equipment [175]. In
fact, military aircraft featuring high performance computing material and large
memories have experienced SEUs on almost every flight and it seems that at
airplane altitudes the SER is at least 100 times worse than at terrestrial
altitudes [42, 83, 162]. Particle distribution also changes with altitude, as shown
in Table 4-4:
Altitude
Sea Level
10kms

Hadrons
Neutrons

Pions

Protons

94%
52%

3%
36%

3%
12%

Table 4-4: Variation of particle distribution with altitude, from sea level to
10.000 meters [166].

A.

B.

Figure 4-7: A. Observed SEU rates (SEUs per chip) compares with calculations of
proton-, alpha-, and heavy ions-induced rates [143]; B. GOES-10 proton flux
measurements (thresholds at10, 50, and 100MeV) [173].
Figure 4-7 shows an actual measurement of high energy proton flux by
NOAA’s satellites. At these energies, protons are quite similar with neutrons in
their potential of affecting electronic circuits. An example of inelastic scattering
involving protons and a silicon wafer is given by equation:
p + 28Si → α + 25Al
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Calculations between proton-induced SEU rate and actual measurements
performed on board of TDRS-1 satellite given in Fig. 2-9 reflect existing
uncertainties concerning the cross-sections, pointing out the difficulties that
arise when assessing proton influences over semiconductor materials.
4.2.9. Conclusions
In order to evaluate SER induced by cosmic particles a number of models
were developed, such as CREME96 (Cosmic Ray Effects on Micro-Electronics)
and NUSPA (Nuclear SPAllation model). Significant progress has been made
over the years for a thorough understanding of how various particles interact
with semiconductors developed, doubled by extensive testing [12, 42, 83, 165]. As
a result, key aspects about particle influence have been determined quite
precisely: their flux can be measured and the existing dependencies are mostly
settled, as are relative SER contributions (Figure 4-8). We know neutrons
constitute the main problem; fail rates for computer memory chips can be
estimated even if there still are some problems when computing absolute
neutron fluxes. Cosmic rays are filtered by a variety of natural (geo-magnetic
field, atmosphere) and artificial factors (such as concrete shielding) [162].
However, more research needs to be carried on precise particle flux estimation
[20].

Figure 4-8: Comparison between measured SEU reported by TDRS-1 and
calculated rates for proton-induced soft fails [143].
In present days, the sensitivity of electronic devices is investigated using
irradiation techniques in some of the world’s most advanced facilities, such as
the CERN particle physics laboratory; as a result, new physical layouts emerge,
more resistant to particle influences [17]. Technology testing in irradiated
environments does not exclude commercial products, one of the goals being the
adaptation of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) supercomputer hardware to space
applications; moreover, technology itself shows different behaviors as the most
resistant to nuclear induced soft fails appear to be circuits built in CMOS or
nMOS, while the most sensitive devices are built using the bipolar process. By
constantly checking the overall quality of semiconductor devices it is possible to
achieve SER variations between identical circuits no more than 1.5 times (in case
of IBM) though commercial LSI circuits were reported to differ by as much as
200 times [163]. The sensitivity of PC microprocessors such as Intel Pentium III
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and AMD K7 was evaluated based on proton exposure, confirming the presence
of SEUs and functional interrupts, but also the possibility of space operation by
applying mitigation techniques and some functional constraints [36]. Its is
however clear that COTS hardware cannot pass space operating requirements
and dedicated technological processes must be employed in order to release
radiation tolerant hardware (Space Environment Modular Design SEMDTM,
RAD-PAK® package shielding and others); SEMDTM technique alone claims to
improve device resistance to SEU flip-flop errors by as much as 3000 times (from
3x10-7 without to 10-10 errors/bit·day with the technique) [18].
Much work has been done over studying how atomic or subatomic particles,
many of which are created by ways of cosmic radiation, affect electronic devices:
computer memories were tested and found susceptible to heavy ion and proton
SEUs (see Table 4-5), with periods between events ranging from years to
fractions of hours [28, 34, 83, 164, 166]; computer logic is also affected [51, 113,
114, 110, 143] (though combinational logic is less prone to soft errors than
sequential logic, for a number of reasons [23, 113]) and new semiconductor
designs such as FPGAs are already integrating radiation tolerant techniques [9,
10, 27]. This chapter’s main task is not to bring a complete coverage of the work
carried out in the SER area, but to complete the Embryonics’ picture with the
soft fails landscape and the need to overcome such phenomena, not by
technological steps but by harmoniously embedding fault tolerance with its
native capabilities.
Chip type

Observed SER

Typical application

4Kb bipolar
288 Kb DRAM
1Mb DRAM
144Kb CMOS
9Kb bipolar

1.340
126.000
3.000
210
998

Cache memory
Main memory
Main memory
Secondary cache
I/O channels

Table 4-5: SER data for a variety of IBM memory chips [165].

4.3.

A Reliability Analysis

The vast majority of soft errors are actually affecting single bits. As has
been stated in [5], laboratory observations of computer memories show that “by
far the most common type of chip failure is a soft error of a single cell on a chip”.
Independent memory testing revealed that there is also a small percentage of
multiple bit flips. These events account for 1-7% of the total soft fails recorded,
but simultaneous high bit flip events are far less frequent (only 2 cases of
quadruple bit flip events witnessed with a predicted rate of about one such event
in 65 years per device) [34]; other measurements show that double bit-flips
account for under 5% of the total events [166]. Unfortunately, the anomalous,
fluctuating behavior of particle spectra prevents an exact estimation of the soft
fails type probabilities (i.e. affecting single, double, or multiple bits) and typical
uncertainties allowed by current particle interaction models (usually about 2030% or more) allow only for a range of calculations.
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4.3.1. Datapath Model for Embryonic Memory Structures
In order to perform a reliability analysis over the Embryonics memory
architecture, a formal model of its functions may lead to a better understanding
of fault characteristics and suggest choices in implementing fault tolerance.
Let it be considered a memory structure of size MxN, which is actually a
rectangular array of molecules, each operating in the same memory mode; we
call it a macro-molecule, since it actually has a kind of membrane coded in the
operative genome that groups molecules from the same memory area together. A
memory molecule has a storage capacity of F bits of data given by a chain of flipflops from the configuration register CREG, where F can be either 8 or 16,
depending of the memory sub-mode the molecule operates in. Given the fact that
Embryonics uses a programmable number of spare molecules for self-repairing
purposes (see Chapter 3, Section 3.7), we will consider our memory structure –
without affecting the generality – as including s columns of such spares.
Such a structure would be seen mathematically as a tri-dimensional matrix,
composed of M rows and N columns of physically identical storage molecules,
each implemented as a chain of F elementary 1-bit memory cells (flip-flops) as
described by equation 16:

⎛ LN 1
⎜
MMol = ⎜
⎜ L21
⎜
⎝ L11

LN 2 … LNM ⎞
⎟
⎟ , where each L = ( c1
ij
ij
L22 … L2 M ⎟
⎟
L12 … L1M ⎠

cij2 … cijF )

(16)

The memory molecules operate together by synchronously cycling the
contained information from one element to another (see equation 17), the data
inside any given molecule being offset by one bit with each clock period. This
process allows us to define for each Li , j a vicinity V ( Li , j ) , denoted by Lx , y Li , j Lz , w ,
indices x, y, z, and w being defined by equation 18.

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
MMol = ⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎝

LM 1

LM 2

LMN

L21

L22

L2 N

L11

L12

L1N

⎧1 < i < M , 1 < j < N , Li -1, j
⎪
V ( Li , j ) = ⎨i = 1, 1 < j ,
LM , j −1
⎪i = j = 1,
LM , N
⎩
Li , j = V ( Li , j ) × M ∗ ,

Li , j

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
⎠

(17)

Li , j

Li +1, j

L1, j
L1,1

Li +1, j
L2,1

⎛ 0( F −1)× F ⎞
⎜
⎟
M ∗ = ⎜ IF ⎟
⎜0
⎟
⎝ ( F +1)× F ⎠

(18)

(19)

Under the above considerations, we denote the data content of the molecule
after a clock period as Li , j . Using these notations the mathematical process
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Li , j of circling data could be seen as a matrix operation between the vicinity of
Li , j and a matrix M* (see equation 19).

Soft errors can be modeled by altering the contents of the vicinity matrix
V ( Li , j ) in the appropriate manner, a flip-type error (that is, a bit changing its
state from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0) appearing formally as an exclusive-or operation
between the vicinity matrix and the error-injecting matrix for the same
bitstream, which we will call E ( Li , j ) . The data transfer is then defined in the
general case as indicated in equation 20.

⎧1, if bit k in Li , j is erroneous
E ( Li , j ) ( k ) = ⎨
⎩0, otherwise

(

)

Li , j = V ( Li , j ) ⊕ E ( Li , j ) × M

(20)

∗

For instance, if the molecular storage array has 6 lines and 9 columns and
if the molecule affected by a soft error is considered to be L14, then the vicinity
matrix contains three molecules, L63 [L14] L24. Furthermore, if a molecule has a
storage capacity of 8 bits and the affected bits are bit 4 of L63 and bit 6 of L14,
then the data transfer takes place according to equation 21:

V ( L1,4 ) = ( L6,3

L1,4

L2,4 )

E ( L1,4 ) = ( 00010000 00000100 00000000 )

(

(21)

)

L1,4 = V ( L1,4 ) ⊕ E ( L1,4 ) × M ∗
4.3.2. Preliminaries
As indicated by the datapath model introduced previously, there are no
functional dependencies between data bits inside a macro-molecule. We will
therefore make the assumption that, for individual flip-flops inside a molecule,
failures are exponentially distributed. Similar assumptions have been found to
work well for classic computer memories and even for Embryonics [5, 84, 85, 86].
Therefore the reliability of a single memory element RFF(t), that is, the
probability that after t hours of normal operating that particular component has
still not failed, can be considered to be equal to e-λt, where λ is a constant found
experimentally [73]. Since in our case the memory element is a flip-flop, we have:

RFF (t ) = e − λt

(22)

The mean time to failure (MTTF) for the flip-flop is defined as follows:
∞

∞

MTTFFF = ∫ RFF (t )dt = ∫ e −λt dt =
0

0

1

λ

(23)

A molecule operating in memory mode uses a number of F memory
elements chain together to allow serial data shifting. Assuming that the flip-flops
are failing independently, the reliability of a memory molecule RMMol(t) is given
by the probability that after t hours of normal operating none of the memory
elements have failed:
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RMol (t ) = ∏ ( RFF )i ( t ) =( RFF ) F (t ) = e − λ Ft

(24)

i =1

The corresponding mean time to failure for the whole memory molecule is
given by equation 25:
∞

∞

MTTFMol = ∫ RMMol (t )dt = ∫ e − λ Ft dt =
0

0

1
λF

(25)

As pointed previously, our considered memory structure is a rectangular
array, composed of M interconnected rows. It is safe to say that rows are
assumed to fail independently, therefore the reliability function for the macromolecule (the entire memory structure) is given by equation 26:
M

RMMol (t ) = ∏ ( RRow )i ( t ) =( RRow ) M (t )

(26)

i =1

Each row is composed of a number of N interconnected memory molecules,
which are also assumed to fail independently, the reliability and mean time to
failure functions for an entire memory row being given by equation 27:

RRow (t ) = ( RMol ) N − s (t ) = e − λ F ( N − s )t
∞

MTTFRow = ∫ e− λ F ( N − s )t dt =
0

(27)

1
λ F ( N − s)

Combining equations 26 and 27 we can now compute the reliability function for a
whole memory structure as being:
RMMol (t ) = (( RMol ) N − s ) M (t ) = e − λ FM ( N − s ) t

(28)

Considering equations 22–28 the mean time to failure for the entire memory
structure is given by the following:
∞

∞

MTTFMMol = ∫ RMMol (t )dt = ∫ e − λ FM ( N − s )t dt =
0

0

1
λ FM ( N − s )

(29)

Equation 29 points out a common sense consequence: if a component has a
given reliability then a system composed of a number of such identical
components will have a corresponding reliability exponentially decreasing. As
the memory structures grow larger, the radiation sensitive cross-section
increases also, making the memory more vulnerable to particle capture and the
associated side effects. Therefore, the overall reliability and MTTF of the
memory structure are affected. The λ parameter, which is determined empirically
and supposed to be constant (further considerations are given in Section 4.3.6),
can potentially modify its value due to variations between the testing laboratory
environment and changing, harsh environments such as space or high-altitude,
thus offsetting the resulting reliability figures.
The Embryonics project has Nature as its primary source of inspiration. It
was born to attempt a transfer of nature’s proven mechanisms to electronic,
digital systems. The robustness found in biological systems would translate into
reliable electronic systems and is already part of Embryonics implementations of
functional logic; therefore extending bio-inspiration to implement reliable
memories comes as a natural next step.
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4.3.3. Strategies for Macro-Molecular Fault-Tolerance
There are numerous coding techniques to ensure that computer memories
tolerate some faults that might appear. Since the most common error affects only
a single memory element, i.e. a single bit, the most used code class is that
capable of SEC–DED (Single Error Correcting – Double Error Detecting codes).
A memory using such a form of coding is capable of tolerating only single errors;
burst or multiple errors cannot be tolerated, but some cases of multiple errors
may be however detected successfully.
Embryonics could take advantage of SEC–DED codes, particularly
considering that for building reliable memory structures there is an obvious need
for a form of error coding. Furthermore, a coding process also allowing multiple
error detection/correction is desirable, since the robustness in Embryonics is
ensured by a self-repairing process distributed over two levels: molecular and
cellular. The reliability analysis made previously is affected by the capacity of
recovering from a single error and of detecting multiple errors. From now on, we
will consider that failures inside memory molecules are exponentially
distributed, they occur independently from each other and one can distinguish
between the following situations:
A. Single failure; the core of a molecule is affected by a single error only. This
situation can be recovered using parity-based coding schemes.
B. Double failure; the core of a molecule is affected by at least one error, but
there are at most two errors on the same row of molecules. The relative
distance between the errors is random. In this case the use of more
sophisticated, Hamming-like codes is required.
C. Multiple failure; similar to case B but the likelihood of such an event was
found to be minimal [34].
D. Terminal failure; there are too many fault occurences either in one molecule
or in a whole row. This situation cannot be recovered.
E. No failures detected. Either the molecules operate normally or an
undetectable combination of errors has occurred. This situation does not
require or there cannot be established any measures to be taken.
In case of failure, the conditional probabilities that the failure will be of
type A, B, C, or D, will be a, b, c, and d, respectively. Given all these
assumptions, any reliability function concerning the entire memory structure is
defined as follows:
R(t) = Prob { an unrecoverable combination of errors has not yet occurred at time t }
Given the characteristic features of the Embryonics project, we may
consider multiple strategies of tolerating faults, divided into two categories:
– Fault tolerance at the molecular level. The main advantage of this strategy
might lie in the possibility of isolating the faulty molecule and make use of
the transparent reconfiguration process after the “death” of the respective
memory molecule. On the disadvantage side it should be noted that a
considerable portion of the molecular core has to be affected for redundant
coding, as well for the additional logic such a configuration would involve.
– Fault tolerance at the macro-molecule level. This strategy would use
separate macro-molecules for redundant coding and additional logic not
implemented inside, but by molecules themselves, thus reducing the space
required (in terms of molecules). As a disadvantage, the use of the
reconfiguration process would become quite difficult due to the lack of an
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addressing mechanism: one cannot localize where a faulty molecule is
located and even then, a “kill” signal would have to be sent to that molecule
from outside. None of the two aspects are implemented in the current
design.
In order to make an accurate assessment of the reliability capabilities and
potential of memory structures in Embryonics, we will consider and compare two
cases of fault tolerance strategies: single error correcting (SEC) and double error
correcting (DEC).
4.3.4. Fault-Tolerance at the Macro-Molecular Level
Estimating the overall reliability of an entire macro-molecule can be
regarded both from a classic perspective and from a different approach using
approximating Poisson processes [5]. The former is based only on the empirically
estimated parameter λ, while the latter relies on superimposing faults occuring
in the same row onto a single device called a protochip. In our case, such a
protochip is defined as the entire collection of memory molecules that make up a
row of the corresponding macro-molecule. Given the fact that soft failures appear
to be uniformly distributed and independent from each other, the Poisson
assumption can be used: in each protochip, failure types form independent
Poisson processes.
Our macro-molecule is a rectangular array made of M rows and N columns
(out of which s are spares) of memory molecules, each containing F flip-flops as
storage units. Then the macro-molecule can be assimilated to a single protochip
composed of N individual chips (including s as spares), each chip being composed
of MxF storage units.
4.3.4.1.

SEC Strategy

If the occurring failure events were only of type A, then the reliability of one
memory molecule could be written as equation 30:

RRow ( t ) = Prob {no flip − flop fails} + Prob {single flip − flop fail}

(30)

If λ is the failure rate for a storage flip-flop from inside a molecule, it can
now be computed that:
− λ F ( N − s ) −1)t
RRow ( t ) = e− λ F ( N − s )t + F ( N − s ) (1 − e− λt ) e (

(31)

which is represented in Figure 4-9 for λ=0.02, and different values of F, N, and s.
Then the mean time to failure for a memory row becomes:
∞

− λ F N − s −1 t
MTTFRow = ∫ e − λ F ( N − s )t + F ( N − s ) (1 − e − λt ) e ( ( ) ) dt
0

MTTFRow

∞

∞

0

0

− λ F N − s −1 t
= ∫ e ( ( ) ) dt − ( F ( N − s ) − 1) ∫ e− λ F ( N − s )t dt

⎛
⎞
1
= λ1 ⎜⎜ 1 +
⎟
F N − s ) F ( N − s )−1 ⎟
⎝ (
⎠
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Figure 4-9: Row reliability for different macro-molecular configurations.
Considering that a macro-molecule consists of M rows, the reliability function
can be extended to an entire macro-molecule (equation 34) and represented in
Figure 4-10:
RMMol ( t ) = ( RRow )

M

(t )

(33)

Using the notation A = F ( N − s ) we have:

(

(

RMMol ( t ) = e− λ At + A e

− λ ( A−1)t

− e− λ At

= e − λ AMt (1 − A + Aeλt )

))

M

M

(34)

M
⎛M ⎞
i
= ∑ ⎜ ⎟ (1 − A ) AM −i e − λ ( M ( A−1)+i )t
i =0 ⎝ i ⎠

and the mean time to failure for a macro-molecule is given by equations 35–36:
∞
M
⎛M ⎞
i
− λ M A −1 + i t
MTTFMMol = ∑ ⎜ ⎟ (1 − A ) AM −i ∫ e ( ( ) ) dt
i =0 ⎝ i ⎠
0

MTTFMMol =

1

M

∑
λ
i =0

1
M ( A−1) + i

⎛M ⎞
i
M −i
⎜ ⎟ (1 − A ) A
i
⎝ ⎠

(35)
(36)

Using the Poisson assumption, we now focus on a protochip component.
Since each component (or chip) contains MxF storage units and is vulnerable
only to single failures, then these form a Poisson process of intensity
a ( N − s )λ t
, where a is the conditional probability for a failure of type A.
FM
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Therefore, the probability that each chip experienced at most one single error at
time t is:

RRow ( t ) = e

−

a ( N − s )λ t
FM

⎛ a ( N − s ) λt ⎞
⎜1 +
⎟
FM
⎝
⎠

(37)
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Figure 4-10: Overall reliability for different macro-molecular configurations.
Because the protochip consists of M rows, the protochip reliability can then be
derived as equation 38, which is represented in Figure 4-11.
RMMol ( t ) = e

4.3.4.2.

−

a ( N − s )λ t
F

⎛ a ( N − s ) λt ⎞
⎜1 +
⎟
FM
⎝
⎠

M

(38)

DEC Strategy

We consider here failures of type A and B only; due to their reported
rareness, failures of type C will not be considered. The macro-molecule layout in
Embryonics could be seen as an association of rows of molecules, a stored
instruction consisting of assembled bits from the same row. Therefore it appears
quite similar to the definition of a protochip supporting the Poisson assumption,
asserting that failure types form independent Poisson processes [5]. If the
probability of a type A failure occurrence is a, and the probability that a given
molecule has not yet failed at time t is e − λ t , then the reliability of one memory
molecule can then be written as:
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RRow ( t ) = Prob {no flip − flop fails} + Prob {flip − flop fails}

(39)

Prob {flip − flop fails} = Prob {single fails only} + Prob {double fails}

Because we considered a macro-molecule of M rows and N columns of
molecules with a storage capacity of F, also containing s columns of spares, and
each molecule the probability that at time t no fails or at most one single fail
a ( N − s)λ
. Then
have been traced in a row is a Poisson process of intensity
FM
for a certain row we have the probabilities P0 that there have been no failures
traced in a row, and P1 that there has been exactly one failure traced in a row
(case A):

P0 ( t ) = e

−

a ( N − s )λt
FM

(40)
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Figure 4-11: Macro-molecular reliability for different SEC configurations
using Poisson assumptions.
− s )λt
a ( N − s ) λ t − a( NFM
P1 ( t ) =
e
FM

(41)

The probability of a double failure P2 (case B) can be regarded as the conditional
probability P11 of a single fail, given the fact that another single fail already
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occurred in the same row. Because our macro-molecule’s architecture prevents
the existence of “nested” or “hierarchical” failure types, all failures being
independent and exponentially distributed, we have:

P2 ( t ) = P11 ( t )

( P1 )

a 2 ( N − s ) λ 2t 2 − 2 a( NFM− s )λt
e
(t ) =
F 2M 2
2

2

(42)

Then the probability PRow that at time t a certain row did experience at most a
double failure, which is actually its reliability value, will be the sum of
probabilities P0, P1, and P2 (equation 43, Figure 4-12), and gives the reliability
function for an entire row:
RRow ( t ) = ( P0 + P1 + P2 )( t )

e

−

a ( N − s )λt
FM

Using the notation B =

2 2 2
a ( N − s )λt ⎞
2
⎛
⎜1 + a ( N − s ) λt + a ( N − s ) λ t e− FM ⎟
⎜⎜
⎟⎟
FM
F 2M 2
⎝
⎠

(43)

a ( N − s)λ
the mean time to failure for a memory row
FM

becomes:
∞

MTTFRow

= ∫ ( e − Bt (1 + Bt ) + B 2t 2 e −2 Bt ) dt

(44)

0

1
1
1
= + 2 − (1 + Bt ) e − Bt
B 8B
B

1
∞
( t − Bt 2 ) e−2 Bt
0 +
2

∞
0

Given our previous assumption concerning failure distribution, the reliability
and MTTF of an entire macro-molecule are then given by equations 45 and 46,
respectively, while reliability graphs are represented in Figure 4-12 for different
configurations:

RMMol ( t ) = ( RRow )
e

−

(t )

M

a ( N − s )λt
F

⎛ a ( N − s ) λ t a 2 ( N − s ) 2 λ 2t 2 − a ( N − s )λt ⎞
+
e FM ⎟
⎜1 +
2
2
⎜
⎟
FM
F M
⎝
⎠

M

(45)

and the mean time to failure for the macro-molecule:

MTTFMMol

∞

∞

0

0

= ∫ RMem ( t ) dt = ∫ ( RRow )
∞

∫e
0

−

a ( N − s )λ t
F

M

( t ) dt
M

⎛ a ( N − s ) λ t a 2 ( N − s ) 2 λ 2t 2 − a ( N − s )λt ⎞
+
e FM ⎟ dt
⎜1 +
2
2
⎜
⎟
FM
F
M
⎝
⎠

(46)

4.3.5. Fault-Tolerance at the Molecular Level
In this case all occurring failures are tolerated locally (i.e. inside the
molecule) and therefore the size of the protochip shrinks to the size of one
molecule. In order to compute the reliability function of an entire macro-molecule
(which will result quite complex) it is necessary to evaluate the failure rate for
its basic brick, which is the flip-flop. The reliability of a molecule is already
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known and can be alternatively written as the corresponding product of flip-flop
reliabilities (see equation 47):
F
RMol ( t ) = ( RFF ) ( t )
1
⎪⎫
⇒ λFF = λ
− λFF t ⎬
− λt
F
RMol ( t ) = e , RFF ( t ) = e
⎪⎭

4.3.5.1.

(47)

SEC Strategy

If each molecule can tolerate at most one single error, then its reliability is
defined as:

RMol ( t ) = Prob {no flip − flop fails} + Prob {single flip − flop fail}

1
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Figure 4-12: Row reliability for different configurations.
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DEC Strategy

If each molecule can tolerate at most two errors, then its reliability is
defined as:

RMol ( t ) = Prob {no fails} + Prob {single fail} + Prob {double fail}
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞
λt
λt
− ⎞ − λ ⎜1− ⎟t ⎞
− ⎞ − λ ⎜ 1− ⎟t ⎛
⎛
⎛
RMol ( t ) = e − λt + F ⎜1 − e F ⎟ e ⎝ F ⎠ ⎜1 + ( F − 1) ⎜1 − e F ⎟ e ⎝ F ⎠ ⎟
⎟
⎜
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠
1

2

(49)

Macro-molecular reliability when DEC strategy is employed is presented in
Figure 4-13 while both SEC and DEC strategies are comparatively shown in
Figure 4-14; due to the better fault tolerance, the graphs for DEC strategy give
better values than those for the SEC strategy. Comparing the graphs
corresponding to λ=0.02 and F=8, the memory macro-molecule keeps its
reliability value over 90% for a period of 28.4 million hours (SEC) and 63.3
million hours (DEC); the threshold of 50% reliability is reached in our example
after 89.8 million hours in the case of SEC strategy, while DEC strategy requires
154.5 million hours of operation time. Extending equations presented in
SubSection 4.3.2, the row reliability in case of SEC and DEC strategies, and the
macro-molecular
reliability,
respectively,
can
be
computed
as
N −s
M
RRow ( t ) = ( RMMol ) ( t ) , RMem ( t ) = ( RRow ) ( t ) , given by equations 50–53.
⎧
⎪ SEC :
⎪
⎪
RRow ( t ) = ⎨
⎪
⎪ DEC :
⎩⎪
⎧
⎪ SEC :
⎪
⎪
RMMol ( t ) = ⎨
⎪
⎪ DEC :
⎩⎪

⎛ 1⎞
λt
⎛ − λt
− ⎞ − λ ⎜ 1− ⎟t ⎞
⎛
F
⎜ e + F ⎜1 − e ⎟ e ⎝ F ⎠ ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠

⎛ − λt
−
⎛
⎜ e + F ⎜1 − e F
⎜
⎝
⎝

λt

⎞
⎟e
⎠

⎛ 1⎞
− λ ⎜ 1− ⎟t
⎝ F⎠

N −s

⎛
−
⎛
⎜ 1 + ( F − 1) ⎜ 1 − e F
⎜
⎝
⎝

⎛ 1⎞
λt
⎛ − λt
− ⎞ − λ ⎜ 1− ⎟t ⎞
⎛
⎜ e + F ⎜1 − e F ⎟ e ⎝ F ⎠ ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠

λt

⎞
⎟e
⎠

⎛ 2⎞
− λ ⎜ 1− ⎟t
⎝ F⎠

⎞⎞
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠⎠

N −s

(50)

M ( N −s)

⎛ 1⎞
⎛ 2⎞
λt
λt
⎛ − λt
− ⎞ − λ ⎜ 1− ⎟t ⎛
− ⎞ − λ ⎜1− ⎟t ⎞ ⎞
⎛
⎛
⎝ F⎠
F
F
⎜ e + F ⎜1 − e ⎟ e
⎜1 + ( F − 1) ⎜1 − e ⎟ e ⎝ F ⎠ ⎟ ⎟
⎜
⎟⎟
⎜
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠⎠
⎝

M ( N −s)

(51)

Overall macro-molecule reliability is represented in Figure 4-15 for an
example of memory area dimensions M=5, N=6, and s=2 (these dimensions were
chosen for illustrative purpose only and have no particular impact on the
reliability functions). The case when no fault tolerance is employed performs
worst, while the reliability shows a significant improvement when SEC and DEC
strategies are present (values are better for the last case). Differences between
F=8 and F=16 configurations also show significant increase when changing from
SEC to DEC fault tolerance strategy.
Due to the fact that the simplifying assumptions when using the protochip
concept are no longer used, the equation describing the row reliability results
quite complicated and difficult to analyze. Therefore the mean time to failure
expression will also result under a complex form (equation 46).
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MTTFRow
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Figure 4-13: Macro-molecule reliability for different configurations.
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Figure 4-14: Macro-molecular reliability graphs for SEC (left)
and DEC (right) strategies.
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Figure 4-15: Reliability of memory macro-molecule in case when no fault
tolerance is in place, and when SEC and DEC strategies are implemented.
4.3.6. Cosmic Ray Influence On Reliability
Equations presented in subsections 4.3.4 and 4.3.5 represent the final
expressions of the mean time between failures (MTTF) for a row and for a macromolecule. While they all look quite complicated, there are some key aspects that
may benefit from further insight.
The failure rate λ is an essentially empirical parameter, which can only be
determined by extensive measurements. However, exposure to aggressive
environments such as cosmic space may reveal that radiation levels affect the
values of λ, transforming it from a constant parameter (at sea-level and during
standard environment conditions), into a variable (at high altitudes or in outer
space and during non-standard conditions). Furthermore, during its entire
development period, Embryonics experimented with various implementations, on
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different platforms, thus making a reliability analysis based on λ alone seem not
very useful.
Considering the issues discussed in SubSection 4.4.1, where λ represents
the failure rate for a storage flip-flop from inside a molecule, the molecular
reliability is RMol ( t ) = e − λ Ft and a single row of a macro-molecule has a reliability
function of RRow ( t ) = e− λ F ( N − s )t . Because a macro-molecule is assembled by M
M
identical such columns, the overall reliability is RMMol ( t ) = RRow
( t ) = e− λ FM ( N − s )t . The

mean time to repair (derived as equation 25) is based on the macro-molecular
reliability, but one should also take into account the influence of upsetting
particles [98]:

⎛∞ M
⎞
MTTFMMol = min ⎜ ∫ RRow
( t )dt , ΔΤmed ⎟
⎝0
⎠

(54)

where ΔΤmed is the mean period between two consequent upset events inside the
macro-molecular area. This interval is of yet difficult to be determined as it
depends on a number of parameters such as the particle flux, energy levels and
others [162].
Subsequently, if the same meaning for parameter λ is preserved and
considering SubSection 4.4.4.1, which provides an analysis of macro-molecular
reliability when single errors are tolerated, the reliability function for a macromolecular row becomes:
− λ F ( N − s ) −1)t
RRow ( t ) = e− λ F ( N − s )t + F ( N − s ) (1 − e− λt ) e (

(55)

Then, the reliability of the entire memory structure (which is composed of M
identical rows) results as:

(

M
RMMol ( t ) = RRow
(t ) = e

−λ F ( N −s)

− λ t F ( N − s ) −1)
+ F ( N − s ) (1 − e− λt ) e (

)

M

(56)

The influence of upsetting particles over the mean time to failure for a macromolecule can then be expressed as:

⎛∞ M
⎞
MTTFMMol = min ⎜ ∫ RRow
( t )dt , 2ΔΤ∗med ⎟
⎝0
⎠

(57)

If we consider the particle flux as being isotropic, then it is directly proportional
with the macro-molecule’s storage surface FM(N-s) and the interval between two
upsetting events happening on the same macro-molecular row ( ΔΤ∗med ) is larger
than the same interval on the entire macro-molecule ( ΔΤmed ) by a factor of M [98]:
ΔΤ∗ med = M ΔΤ med

(58)

Examples presented previously have taken into account different macromolecule configurations; while the dimensions considered appear to have
reasonable values, they may prove to be far too small for real-life genetic
applications. It would therefore be more difficult to estimate accurately the
parameters involved, and therefore the overall reliability for such a large macromolecule, even by employing the protochip concept [5].
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A reliability analysis should also take into consideration a model of error
appearance inside an embryonic memory structure, and, if possible, suggest
means of implementing fault tolerance without any disturbing side effects with
respect to mechanisms already implemented by Embryonics. Numerous
techniques of achieving fault tolerance, covering a broad range of specific
applications, are readily available in the literature; however, attempting to bring
improvements to an existing project (and Embryonics is such a case) greatly
affects the existing choices due to critical effort or costs required.
Unfortunately, when considering soft fails, there is no such model available
(or at least, not yet), as understanding the causes and modeling the soft fails
(which were argued upon in SubSection 4.2.) is a hot field of research.
Phenomena involved in affecting memory cells seem to have a stochastic
appearance and therefore an accurate model should involve specific
probability/likelihood estimations.

4.4.

FTRAM-MuxTreeSR: Fault Tolerant Macro-Molecules

The self-repair mechanisms present in Embryonics stretch over the first
two base levels of organization (see Figure 2-2), with the first as a
reconfiguration process at the molecular level and the second as a
reconfiguration at the cellular level. This hierarchical approach of self-repair
allows a flexible and efficient way of tolerating faults: its flexibility lies in the
capacity of reconfiguring according to different severity levels (first addressed
being the least severe faults, represented by faulty molecules, followed by
addressing those most severe, represented by faulty cells), while its efficiency
comes from inflicting minimal resource loss through reconfiguration (it is less
expensive to replace just one faulty molecule than the entire cell to which it
belongs).
If functional stress proves harmful to electronic devices in time, memories
are in fact in no way an exception [34, 162]. Even if the nature of the information
stored in a memory chip is static, i.e. the binary configuration from inside the
memory does not change over a reasonably long period of time, this does not
mean it cannot be distorted. As argued in subsection 4.2, studies over how
radiations affect semiconductor devices in general (including memory devices)
have dramatically grown since their beginning in the 1980s and constitute a hot
field of research today. Electronic devices shrinking coupled with human
expansion into space, the exploration and manipulation of hazardous
environments, are bound to experience important doses of radiation, thus
requiring protective techniques in order to maintain good functionality of devices
and data integrity. Since bio-inspiration aims at endowing artificial machines
with the highest degrees of robustness, as encountered in nature, Embryonics
should not face potential applications with incomplete self-repairing
mechanisms. Therefore, a form of fault tolerance should complement its memory
mode features [98].
Increased reliability (and therefore dependability) may be achieved by using
two fundamental techniques. Fault prevention (also known as fault intolerance)
acts towards eliminating all possible faults at the initial moment and is already
present in Embryonics: the initial self-testing phase [128] (see Figure 3-30, phase
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2) reconfigures the system so that both ribosomic and operative genomes be
charged into a fully operational structure. Fault tolerance, on the other hand,
allows valid computations, even in the presence of faults, by employing
redundancy.
Although covering a large area of possible faults, the self-testing and
repairing mechanisms of the RAM-MuxTreeSR design expand only over the
functional unit (FU) of each molecule, thus leaving the part used for the storage
of the operative genome (CREG) with virtually no data protection (both resources
are shown at the molecular level in Figure 2-2). Since the genome governs over
functionality, any error at this level would ultimately manifest as a functional
failure. Should an error be detected inside a memory molecule – though such a
detection alone represents a separate issue – by triggering the same
reconfiguration process described in SubSection 3.7, the respective molecule
“dies” and its stored data is transferred by using spares. Because in this case the
transfer involves erroneous genetic data (as opposed to functional attributes), the
final result is an activated spare molecule behaving exactly as the faulty one it
replaces. Instead of fault recovery, the final outcome only wastes molecular
resources.
It is hardly surprising the presently-employed self-repairing mechanism
cannot cope with memory structures since fault tolerance techniques are
different for memories, which require special coding in order to localize and
correct occurring errors. We will present an implementation of such techniques
in order to extend the robustness degree in Embryonics by adding self-repairing
capabilities to its memory arrays. Though a less than accurate description, we
will call these macro-molecules fault tolerant, simply because bringing selfrepairing features makes them become tolerant towards soft fails.
4.4.1. Error Correcting Coding Techniques
When considering adding a degree of fault tolerance to a memory area one
has to choose between recovering after an upset event occurred or just detecting
it; limiting the process to detection of errors only is of course less costly than
further steps required by the correction, which includes pinpointing the place
where the error appeared. In some cases the correction may even not be possible,
because of various limitations such as operating speed, space constraints, or even
the lack of a mechanism of localizing the error.
However, due to special features present in the Embryonics design, some
more insight into the matter is necessary. When an error is detected than the
reconfiguration mechanism is triggered, the faulty molecule is marked as being
“dead” and a spare molecule takes its place; one should not forget that for the
moment all is happening from a functional point of view. But should an error be
detected inside a molecule operating in any of the memory modes, let us suppose
the same reconfiguration process would, somehow, be triggered. Similarly, this
would mean the “death” of the respective molecule and the transfer of its role by
using spares. But because of the transfer of the CREG contents from the faulty
molecule to a spare one, the final result is the faulty molecule “dies” and the
spare one starts behaving exactly like the faulty molecule before being “killed”.
Instead of obtaining some positive results, the final outcome is a very similar
situation but this time with resources down a molecule. Obviously, error
correcting is a must if fault tolerance for the memory is to be achieved. In order
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to do so, triggering of the reconfiguration mechanism is no more necessary; each
error affecting the memory being of the soft type (as argued in Section 4.2), it can
be corrected merely by inverting the respective binary value in the process of
memory shifting (see SubSection 4.3.1).
The process of detecting and localizing a fault can be done with relative
ease by using Hamming-class codes [46, 104]. As argued in subsection 4.3, the
predominant type of error affecting semiconductor memories is that affecting a
single binary unit, with an estimated at least 93% out of the total soft errors
experienced. Such a percentage leads to the conclusion that a most suited code
for endowing the Embryonics memory with fault tolerance is a Hamming type
Single Error Correcting, Double Error Detecting code (or simply SEC-DED) [46,
104]. Such a code has a Hamming distance equal to 3 and requires a number of
additional check bits determined from relationship 2k ≥ k + t + 1 , which is
equivalent to:
k = ⎡⎢ log 2 (1 + k + t ) ⎤⎥

(59)

where k is the number of check bits and t is the number of data bits.

Figure 4-16: Block schematic for a fault tolerant memory in Embryonics.
Adapting Hamming codes to Embryonics would require a structure similar
to that presented in Figure 4-16. Molecules operating in memory mode form two
structures denoted as Storage Data (user data bits U 0 ÷ U N ) and Check Data
(redundant bits c0 ÷ cK ) while molecules operating in logic mode are grouped
inside a structure called Error Correcting Logic. The basic operation of the whole
could be described as follows: the user data and the check bits are synchronously
shifted (that is, when user data is shifted one step, the check bits are also shifted
one step) and at each step a new set of check bits is generated based on the
current user data output. The newly generated check bits are then compared
with the output from the check data memory, any resulting difference indicating
an error. An error syndrome is then derived by applying a XOR operation to both
sets of check bits, which will in turn localize the place where the error was
detected. The Error Correcting Logic structure also generates the required
signals in order to recover from a detected fault.
A number of 4 bits of data gives t = 4 in Equation (59), leading to k = 3 ,
which means that each set of data will be bound to a set of 3 check bits. This
ensures that a single or double fault that may occur is successfully detected, and
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every single fault can also be corrected. The check bits are generated by a kgrade primitive polynomial:

G ( x ) = x3 + x + 1

(60)

There are several ways of implementing such a code [46, 104]. Figure 4-17 shows
a block diagram for a code generator based on this polynomial, using a Multiple
Input Shift Register (MISR). This special purpose register is serially fed with
bits from the data codeword (marked as U(x) in Figure 4-17) that is to be
protected. After a number of clock cycles (3 for our example), the register will
compute the redundant bits that are part of the Hamming-type code, as specified
by the temporal Equation (61):

Figure 4-17: MISR Hamming code generator.

RD1 (τ + 1) = RD0 (τ ) + RD2 (τ )

(61)

From Equation (61) the Hamming matrix can be derived as follows:
⎡1 0 0 1 0 1 1 ⎤
H = RD1 → ⎢⎢0 1 0 1 1 1 0 ⎥⎥
RD2 → ⎢⎣ 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 ⎦⎥
RD0 →

↑

c0

↑

↑

c1 c2

↑

u0

↑

↑

u1 u2

(62)

↑

u3

where columns from the left to right represent addresses that can be attributed
to c0 , c1 , c2 (check bits) and u0 , u1 , u2 , u3 (data bits). Therefore we have:
⎧c0 = u0 ⊕ u2 ⊕ u3
⎪
⎨ c1 = u0 ⊕ u1 ⊕ u2
⎪c = u ⊕ u ⊕ u
1
2
3
⎩ 2

(63)

At each clock the syndrome generator will calculate the check bits c0 , c1 , c2 and
will compare them to c0′ , c1′ , c2′ already stored by the Check Data memory (see
Figure 4-16). Then the syndrome is computed from the differences between the
newly computed and the stored check bits (see Equation (63)) and corresponds to
a column from the Hamming matrix, thus giving the exact address of the faulty
bit.
⎧ s0 = c0 ⊕ c0′
⎪
⎨ s1 = c1 ⊕ c1′
⎪ s = c ⊕ c′
2
2
⎩ 2

(64)

The data correction process requires the exact address be decoded. This is
done by employing Equation (64):
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⎧c0′ = u0 ⊕ u2 ⊕ u3
⎪
⎨ c1′ = u0 ⊕ u1 ⊕ u2 ,
⎪
⎩ c2′ = u1 ⊕ u2 ⊕ u3

Self-Repairing Memory Arrays Inspired by Biological Processes

⎧u0′ = u0 ⊕ s0 ⋅ s1 ⋅ s2
⎪
⎪ u1′ = u1 ⊕ s0 ⋅ s1 ⋅ s2
⎨
⎪u2′ = u2 ⊕ s0 ⋅ s1 ⋅ s2
⎪⎩u3′ = u3 ⊕ s0 ⋅ s1 ⋅ s2

(65)

Let us consider the following example of a data word U = u0u1u2u3 = 1101 .
Using Equation (62) the corresponding check bits result C = c0c1c2 = 000 . If an
error affects the useful bits, transforming U in U ′ = 1001 , then the newly
computed check bits will result as C ′ = 011 . Any non-zero syndrome indicates the
presence of an error. In this case the result is S = s0s1s2 = 011 , which constitutes an
address in the Hamming matrix showing that the affected position corresponds
to u1 . If the error appears in the check bits zone, for instance C ′ = 010 , then the
corresponding syndrome will indicate that the erroneous bit corresponds to c1 .
Correcting an error is done by simply inverting the value of the erroneous bit, as
shown in Figure 4-18.
The Hamming code presented in this example works well for single errors;
however, the situation when two or more binary positions are affected is also
possible. In this case the existence of an error will be successfully indicated, but
an attempt to correct the error will mistakenly correct a single binary position,
instead of the two erroneous bits. Let us assume the same data word is affected
by a double error, transforming U in U ′ = 1000 . Then the resulting syndrome will
be S = 110 , mistakenly leading to the “correction” of the binary position
corresponding to u0 (Figure 4-19), which was not even affected by the error! A
similar case is induced by the situation when bits u1 and c1 are affected by error,
the resulting syndrome will successfully indicate the presence of an error, but
will mistakenly indicate the “correction” of bit c2 !

Figure 4-18: Single error detection and correction using Hamming codes.
From those mentioned above one can note as a downside that the code
presented as an example cannot correct double errors. Control bits in this case
occupy almost 43% of the total memory space, which may perhaps be considered
too high a percentage to justify the existence of the code; however, as the number
of data bits increases, the proportions change in the favor of data (for instance,
16 bits of data require 5 check bits which means less than 32%).
Integrating a code capable of detecting and correcting single errors into the
Embryonics project, although justified by their frequency (see subsection 4.3),
may be considered only as a strategy of self-repair at the molecular level. The
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reason is errors that affect single data bits can be recovered from at the
molecular level, but there are no actions to be taken should a multiple error
affect the protected data. Such an event would typically trigger the self-repair
process at the superior level (the cellular level), however, the triggering decision
lies beyond this code’s capabilities.

(A)

(B)

Figure 4-19: Double error detection but dummy correction of u0 (A) and c2 (B).
4.4.2. Single Error Correction Codes with Double Error Detection
In general, the situation when two or more binary positions are affected is
also possible, although it is far less probable [5, 34]. If such is the case, there are
two scenarios that have to be taken into consideration:
− if the error produces a syndrome that is recognizable as an address (a column)
in the Hamming matrix, then the presence of the error will be successfully
detected and corrective measures may be allowed;
− if the error produces a syndrome that is not recognizable as a column in the
Hamming matrix, then the presence of the error is shown by the non-zero
syndrome, but corrective measures cannot be taken.
The successful detection of a multiple fault assumes that the resulting syndrome
does not fall over a matrix column such as it would falsely indicate a single error
of a data or check bit. It is possible that a certain double error produces a
syndrome typical to a single error; though the error’s presence is promptly
reported, there are no corrective measures to be taken.
Integrating a code capable of correcting single errors and also detecting the
presence of double errors into the Embryonics project may be preferred, since the
decision of triggering the self-repair at the cellular level can be actually
assimilated to the successful detection of a multiple error. Therefore, if the
macro-molecular fault tolerance levels are exceeded at the molecular level, that
is, an unrecoverable (multiple) error has occurred, the detection of such a
scenario ensures the activation of the KILL signal (see subsection 3.7), which
will then trigger reconfiguration processes at the cellular level.
The previous Hamming code, capable of successfully detecting and
correcting any single error, had a codeword distance d min = 3 (that is, the
difference between any two codewords lies in at least 3 bits). Detecting any
double fault that may affect the data requires d min = 4 , which modifies the
Hamming matrix as follows [44, 46, 104]:
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⎡1
⎢
RD1 → ⎢ 0
H=
RD2 → ⎢ 0
⎢
⎢⎣1
RD0 →

↑

c0

0 1 1⎤
1 0 0 1 1 1 0 ⎥⎥
0 1 0 0 1 1 1⎥
⎥
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ⎥⎦
0 0 0 1

↑

c1

↑

c2

↑

c3

↑

u0

↑

↑

(66)

↑

u1 u2 u3

As can be seen from Equation (65), the original Hamming matrix received an
additional column (marked as c3, between the dashed lines) and an additional
line, therefore bringing the code generated to a minimal codeword distance equal
to 4. The equations used in order to compute the syndrome and to decode the
error’s address change as follows [104]:

⎧ s0 = c0 ⊕ c0′
⎪ s = c ⊕ c′
⎪⎪ 1 1 1
,
⎨ s2 = c2 ⊕ c2′
⎪
3
3
⎪ s3 = ∑ ⊕ui ⊕ ∑ c′j
⎪⎩
i =0
j =0

⎧c0′ = u0 ⊕ u2 ⊕ u3
⎪ c′ = u ⊕ u ⊕ u
0
1
2
⎪⎪ 1
′
⎨c2 = u1 ⊕ u2 ⊕ u3 ,
⎪
3
2
⎪c3′ = ∑ ⊕ui ⊕ ∑ c j
⎪⎩
i =0
j =0

DDE = s0 s1s2 + s3

⎧u0′ = u0 ⊕ s0 ⋅ s1 ⋅ s2 ⋅ s3
⎪
⎪u1′ = u1 ⊕ s0 ⋅ s1 ⋅ s2 ⋅ s3
⎨
⎪u2′ = u2 ⊕ s0 ⋅ s1 ⋅ s2 ⋅ s3
⎩⎪u3′ = u3 ⊕ s0 ⋅ s1 ⋅ s2 ⋅ s3

(67)

(68)

Let us consider the example from Figure 4-19, where the lack of a dedicated
parameter used for indicating the presence of a double error led to a dummy
correction. For the same data bits U = u0u1u2u3 = 1101 , the redundant code bits
result as C = c0c1c2c3 = 0001 (the only difference from the case from Figure 4-19
being the existence of an additional check bit c3). The final codeword will
therefore be UC = 11010001 . The situation when the codeword is affected by a
single error will not be discussed since the modified Hamming matrix does not
affect the recovery process described in the previous subsection. Therefore, let it
be considered a double error affecting this codeword through bits u1 and u3 as
UC ′ = 10000001 . At each clock cycle, the redundant bits are re-computed and
compared to those from within the codeword; in this case the redundant bits
compute as C = c0c1c2c3 = 1101 , with the resulting syndrome being S = s0s1s2s3 = 1100 .
While the non-zero syndrome indicates the presence of an error, Equation (67)
computes DDE (for Detection of a Double Error) as:

DDE = s0 ⋅ s1 ⋅ s2 + s3 = 1⋅1⋅ 0 + 0 = 1

(69)

therefore pointing to the double error scenario (see Figure 4-20).
ECC codes constitute a standalone direction of research. While the scope of
this thesis focuses on expanding upon the Embryonics project rather than
proposing an incursion into the field of codes, techniques of correcting single
errors and detecting double errors can be successfully implemented within the
Embryonics platform. However, the discussed example may be considered less
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than usual, because it makes use of all columns from the Hamming matrix. In
real world applications, if single error correction is the main target, then the size
of the codeword will not require a full use of the Hamming matrix; on the other
hand, if the detection of all double faults is desired, this will perhaps prohibit a
reasonable implementation. Therefore, a reasonable goal (in terms of complexity
and necessary resources for implementation within Embryonics) would be not
only to correct any single error, but to also detect the maximum number of
double faults possible.

Figure 4-20: Double error detection using modified Hamming codes.
4.4.3 Possible Error Scenarios in a Macro-Molecule
Because the macro-molecular architecture consists of both logic- and
memory-operating molecules, there exists a range of error situations that may
occur.
First, it is possible that a number of errors affect only logic-operating
molecules situated outside the macro-molecular structures, therefore exerting no
influence over the storage data. Such a situation requires the activation of selfrepairing mechanisms implemented in logic molecules [128], where both off-line
and on-line self-testing strategies are employed [45]. The configuration register
CREG is self-tested at run-time (therefore making it an off-line testing strategy),
any stuck-at-type error triggering the reconfiguration at the molecular level,
thus the faulty molecule being eliminated from the array, as described previously
in Section 3.7. Since the CREG’s role (when in logic mode) is to store the binary
configuration for the switch block SB and some additional connections
concerning the functional unit FU [100, 128], this off-line strategy was chosen to
be implemented, based on the assumption that the probability of damage to the
CREG data is minimized by its property of being static. The functional unit FU
uses resource replication and majority voting in order to implement an on-line
self-testing strategy; any error that occurs dynamically can therefore be
corrected.
Second, it is possible that errors occur only inside de storage area of a
macro-molecule. In this case, information stored by the memory molecules inside
the configuration register CREG is shifted every clock cycle, requiring an on-line
self-testing and repairing technique be implemented in order to recover from
faults. As long as the fault does not overcome the capacity of the ECC code of
recovering damaged data (that is, each row can sustain and recover from a single
error), the result is a successful correction of the damaged data bit. If the ECC
code cannot handle the occurring errors, the macro-molecule’s data cannot be
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recovered and this results in the failure of the entire cell. Therefore the
reconfiguration process is triggered at the higher, cellular level (see Figure 3-25).
Another possible scenario affecting a macro-molecules takes place when the
presence of an unrecoverable error is by itself reported erroneously; this is to say
that no error is physically present inside the memory array, but the Error
Correcting Logic mistakenly reports the existence of an error and tries to initiate
corrective measures. This scenario is made possible by the fact that
combinational logic is not completely resilient to the damaging effects of soft
fails, which are not covered by the self-testing procedures employed by molecules
operating in logic mode.
Taking into consideration the example from subsection 4.4, the
implementation of the ECC code requires an Error Correcting Logic structure
that may seem too large in comparison with the macro-molecule’s overall size
(the storage data macro-molecule and the three redundant data macromolecules), and therefore more prone to errors. It is therefore possible that the
larger structure (the Error Correcting Logic) would “detect” the presence of an
error inside the macro-molecular ensemble, even if there is no actual physical
error. Whenever a couple of checker structure-checked structure exists, the case
of the checker becoming faulty is always possible, even if the purpose is to have it
much less error-prone than the checked structures. If such a situation arises,
regardless of corrective measures, it is the result of an error, even if that
particular error was not detected successfully. There are two ways out of this
scenario, after corrective measures are initiated:
– Because there was no physical error inside the memory area, at least one bit
worth of data will be altered. When the corrective process is finished, the
result is a macro-molecule that contains altered data, but the cell retains a
certain level of overall functionality.
– The “detected” error is perceived as non-recoverable and therefore the KILL
process is initiated. One way of dealing with such a situation would be to
have the Error Correcting Logic effectively stop the data shifting process
inside all of the macro-molecule’s components; since the data content has
been compromised, there is no reason an external entity should continue the
execution of the stored genetic program. This strategy would allow for a strict
containment of an error-affected memory while preserving the logic
functionality of the cell (and of any other macro-molecules not having been
affected by the error). The other way (which we chose for implementation)
would be to have the Error Correcting Logic trigger the KILL mechanism,
and thus deactivate an entire cell column. In this case, there are no active
entities “crippled” by errors and the use of the second level of reconfiguration
in Embryonics is preserved (as opposed to the first scenario, which does not
benefit from the hierarchical architecture in Embryonics). The result is the
death of the entire cell.
Whether the first or the second way is a better choice if such an erroneous
situation occurs may constitute a subject of debate, since it is difficult to say if
having a functional, but crippled, cell has any advantages over not having that
cell at all. Nature itself encounters a similar problem, since cellular mutation
does not necessarily mean the organism becomes non-viable; however, altered
cellular information often leads to damaging effects and illnesses, such as cancer.
In order to ensure the possibility of cellular self-repair in case of memory
structures also, we decided to implement the second strategy, thus extending the
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original trigger of cellular self-repair from logic molecules to also work with
macro-molecules. The UNKILL mechanism remains virtually the same. Its role
is to re-initialize the entire cellular structure bottom-up with the original
genome, meaning that the initial configuration is again loaded into each
molecule. Both the macro-molecular structure (including storage data) and the
logic ensemble that implements (but is not limited to) the Error Correcting Logic
are coded within the genome. If a majority of soft fails accumulated and
triggered the reconfiguration at the cellular level, the result of the UNKILLing
process is an architecture free of errors, and with a minimum of resources
deactivated (those affected by permanent faults).
4.4.4. Architecture of a FTRAM-MuxTreeSR Molecule
Based on the notions introduced by previous sections, we present the
architecture of a complete fault tolerant memory structure; for this purpose, we
will consider the theoretical approach from subsection 4.4.1 where the data word
to be protected is 4-bit-wide. One of the possible scenarios is for the data bits
being provided by a single macro-molecule built of 4 columns of memory
molecules. Another plausible scenario assumes that data bits are independently
provided by 4 separate macro-molecules. Choosing the first scenario over the
second one for our example should have virtually no influence on the
architectural complexity, while giving the same perspective on the technique
used to manipulate the resulting structure. Of course, when larger memory
structures are needed, several macro-molecules may be protected by the same
code, therefore the second scenario should be preferred in this case.
4.4.4.1

Architecture of a SEC Macro-Molecule

Applying a single error correcting code requires for every 4 data bits 3
additional check bits at each clock cycle. This actually imposes the existence of 3
additional memory macro-molecules built as independent single columns, each
providing one check bit. If we consider the storage capacity of the data macromolecule as 48 words, which means a structure of 3x4 molecules operating in the
long memory mode (see SubSection 3.5.2.3) then each check column will contain
3 molecules operating in the same (long memory) mode. Summarizing, the final
structure will consist of 3 blocks (pointed out in Fig. 4-23) [98]:
– One macro-molecule for genome data storage, denoted as Genome Memory.
For this example it is a single 3x4 macro-molecule.
– A second memory structure, denoted as Control Memory, delivering the
control data used by the ECC coding. For this example it is made of 3
columns, each composed of 3 memory molecules.
–
The syndrome generation and error correction logic, a structure built of
molecules operating in logic mode, which is also responsible with feeding the
memory structures with the necessary control signals.
Moreover, the 3 blocks necessary for building a fault tolerant memory structure
may not be the only components of the cell, therefore other molecules, operating
in any mode may lie inside the cellular area.
The implementation of the Hamming code requires a decision with respect
to the structure of the Control Memory, which could either make up for a second
macro-molecule or could leave each control memory column operate
independently. The first situation unifies the control memory into a single
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structure that requires a detailed analysis of a macro-molecule’s data path
specifics [98] in order to operate correctly (see Figure 4-21). It is important the
two memories maintain synchrony even after data permutation, in order to
preserve the consistency of between Equation (70) and Equation (71), situation
settled by the theorem enounced next [95].
The second situation relies on using separate data macro-molecules, each
delivering one bit worth of data. Regardless of their horizontal and vertical
dimensions, data macro-molecules need to match their storage capacity, while
control data will be delivered by independent memory columns, properly
dimensioned so as to match the storage space of the genome data to be protected.
An example will be presented in Subsection 4.4.5.

Figure 4-21: Data shifting inside Genome and Control Memory for a (7,3)
Hamming code implementation.
Theorem:
A (7, 3) Hamming-type SEC code can be implemented by two macromolecules composed of 4 and, respectively, 3 columns, as data provided will
remain in synchrony through shifting processes as described in Section 4.3.1.
Proof:
Control data is computed at time t according to Equation (70), where c2:0 are
the redundant bits output by the Control Memory and required for error
correction:

⎧c0 = u0 ⊕ u2 ⊕ u3
⎪
⎨ c1 = u0 ⊕ u1 ⊕ u2
⎪c = u ⊕ u ⊕ u
1
2
3 t
⎩ 2

(70)

The word u0u1u2u3c0 c1c2 (Figure 4-21), which was read at time t by the Error
Correcting Logic (or ECL), will shift into u3u0u1u2c2c0c1 at time t+1. If the data
macro-molecule has a vertical dimension of M lines (each molecule storing F data
bits), then at time t + 1 + F ( M − 1) (which is necessary for the data to travel from
the bottom to the output ports situated at the top of the macro-molecule [98,
102]) the ECL will read u3u0u1u2c2c0c1 . Computing the control data for this new
configuration is done by Equation (71), the identity with Equation (70)
confirming the two macro-molecules (data and control) remain in synchrony for a
(7,3) Hamming code [95].

⎧ c2 = u3 ⊕ u1 ⊕ u2
⎪
⎨c0 = u3 ⊕ u0 ⊕ u2
⎪c = u ⊕ u ⊕ u
0
1
2 t +1+ F ⎛ M −1⎞
⎩ 1
⎜
⎟
⎝
⎠
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The situation however changes when a (15,4) Hamming code is employed
(Figure 4-22). The Hamming matrix produced by the polynomial G ( x ) = x 4 + x + 1
is given by Equation (72) while the codewords at time t and t + 1 + F ( M − 1) are
given by Equations (73) and (74), respectively.

Figure 4-22: Data shifting inside Genome and Control Memory for a (15,4)
Hamming code.
The synchrony between Genome and Control Memories is lost as shown by the
comparison between Equation (73) and Equation (74): the equations for c0 t and

c0

t +1+ F ( M −1)

reveal differences. However, it may be possible that synchrony be

maintained by choosing a different coding or by using data words that are less
than 11-bits wide.

⎡1
⎢0
RD →
⎢
H= 1
RD2 → ⎢ 0
⎢
RD3 → ⎣ 0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1

↑

↑

↑

↑

RD0 →

c0

c1

c2

c3

1
1
0
0
↑

u0

0
1
1
0
↑

u1

0
0
1
1
↑

u2

1
1
0
1
↑

u3

1
0
1
0
↑

u4

0
1
0
1

1
1
1
0

↑

↑

u5 u6

0
1
1
1
↑

u7

1
1
1
1

1
0
1
1

↑

↑

u8 u9

1⎤
0 ⎥⎥
0⎥
⎥
1⎦

(72)

↑

u10

⎧c0 = u0 ⊕ u3 ⊕ u4 ⊕ u6 ⊕ u8 ⊕ u9 ⊕ u10
⎪
⎪c1 = u0 ⊕ u1 ⊕ u3 ⊕ u5 ⊕ u6 ⊕ u7 ⊕ u8
⎨
⎪c2 = u1 ⊕ u2 ⊕ u4 ⊕ u6 ⊕ u7 ⊕ u8 ⊕ u9
⎪c3 = u2 ⊕ u3 ⊕ u5 ⊕ u7 ⊕ u8 ⊕ u9 ⊕ u10
⎩
t

(73)

⎧c3 = u10 ⊕ u2 ⊕ u3 ⊕ u5 ⊕ u7 ⊕ u8 ⊕ u9
⎪
⎪c0 = u10 ⊕ u0 ⊕ u2 ⊕ u4 ⊕ u5 ⊕ u6 ⊕ u7
⎨
⎪c1 = u0 ⊕ u1 ⊕ u3 ⊕ u5 ⊕ u6 ⊕ u7 ⊕ u8
⎪c2 = u1 ⊕ u2 ⊕ u4 ⊕ u6 ⊕ u7 ⊕ u8 ⊕ u9
⎩
t +1+ F ⎛⎜⎝ M −1⎞⎟⎠

(74)

In case of implementing a SEC-DED Hamming code, the necessary
structures are those indicated by the ennounced lemma [95].
Lemma:
A (7, 3) Hamming-type SEC-DED code can be implemented by three macromolecules composed of 4, 3 and, respectively, 1 columns, as data provided will
remain in synchrony through shifting processes as described in Section 4.3.1.
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Proof:
Similar to the proof of theorem, the codeword read by the Error Correcting
Logic block at time t is u0u1u2u3c0 c1c2 c3 . The first macro-molecule provides data bits

u0u1u2u3 , while the second macro-molecule provides control bits c0c1c2 , the third
macro-molecule providing only control bit c3 . Therefore, the codeword transforms

at time t + 1 + F ( M − 1) into u3u0u1u2 c2 c0 c1c3 . As proven by the theorem, the
synchrony is maintained between macro-molecules delivering data bits u0u1u2u3
and control bits c0c1c2 . Because the third macro-molecule, delivering control bit

c3 , is actually a memory column, at time t + 1 + F ( M − 1) it will deliver the same

bit c3 , therefore maintaining the synchrony between all macro-molecules [95].
4.4.4.2

Architecture of a SEC-DED Macro-Molecule

The dotted rectangles (Figure 4-23) represent the confinement area for data
pertaining to the same memory structure and also indicate the existence of data
access ports (the data memory has four data access ports while each check
memory column has one data access port), while the black arrows mark the
presence of control signals for each memory structure. Essentially, the memory
control signals are divided in two categories:
– the HOLD signal enables the data shifting process; commanding this signal
assumes that the molecule from the west of the left corner (LC) of a macromolecule drive the required value from its SIN entry to its EOUT output port;
active on logic 0, was described in Section 3.6. Each memory has its own
HOLD signal, denoted as MHi, where i ∈ { D, C2:0 , C3} in Figure 4-23.

– the INVi (from INVert, i ∈ { D0 − D3 , C0 − C3} ) signals are distributed on the

entire south border of each macro-molecule and each affects the
corresponding southernmost molecule; when on logic 0, data entering that
molecule is complemented for as long as the signal retains its value.
A more detailed look upon a memory macro-molecule reveals the way
control signals are routed (Figure 4-24). The internal datapath and HOLD signal
spreading across the macro-molecules (which were presented in Sections 3.4.4
and 3.6) are shown as differently dotted lines. The INV signals are to be used in
conjunction with the corresponding memory HOLD, as they govern any macromolecule’s operation. The main difference between macro-molecules without and
with ECC codes corresponds to the presence of the INV signal, which is routed
directly to the input data port of the configuration register CREG.
Table 4-6 presents possible use of these signals on the Genome Data
macro-molecule. When the HOLD signal is on logic “1”, the data shifting for the
entire macro-molecule is disabled. Such an operation may be of use when there is
a need to attain a certain bias between several macro-molecules in order to
execute a NOP (NO Operation) or jump instruction. The execution of the genetic
program in living creatures takes place ceaselessly, until the end of the
organism’s life, as what programmers call an infinite loop. That is the reason we
conceived the macro-molecule as a cyclic memory that keeps shifting its data;
because our memory stores a genetic program (or part of it), its continuous
execution is essential for its “electronic life”. However, as engineers, it is
desirable to have access to some sort of control of the program execution, despite
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not having the proper mechanisms that ensure the existence of the conditional
branches. Therefore the memory shifting can be stopped by setting the memory
HOLD signal, a feature that may be of use when several genetic programs,
stored by different macro-molecules, are running. At the beginning, they all run
in synchrony; that is to say that all macro-molecular data are shifted at the same
pace, given by the functional clock’s frequency. If, for some reason, one program
should wait until another reaches a certain state, then the synchrony may be
altered through using the provided access to the HOLD signal.

Figure 4-23: Block shematic of a complete cell with a fault tolerant SEC-DED
memory structure.
When the HOLD signal is active (on logic “0”), the data is shifted inside
the macro-molecule at each clock cycle. Depending on the value of the INVi
signals (also active on logic “0”), data content can be altered for as long as they
remain active. This feature can be used effectively to correct damaged data; since
the presence of an error requires measuring the data output from the northern
border of each macro-molecule, the inversion process may begin one clock cycle
later, when erroneous data will have reached the southern border of the macromolecule. Data entering the memory molecule affected by error reaches the
corresponding storage register (CREG) after first passing through a XOR gate
activated by applying the required INV signal (see Figure 4-25); therefore, the
recovery process consists of obtaining a valid data bit through the controlled
inversion of a damaged one.
Signals used in order to implement a fault tolerant macro-molecule are
shown in Figure 4-23; however, their proper implementation requires logic
molecules to drive them from the originating source to their final destination.
Therefore the structure of a cell containing a fault tolerant memory structure
consists of the following:
– one (or several) macro-molecules storing the operative genome (or parts of it)
denoted as Genome Memory;
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– the corresponding number of macro-molecules storing the redundant data
used for genetic data protection and error recovery, denoted as CMi (Control
Memory)
– the necessary number of logic molecules that implement the Error Correcting
Logic structure
– the necessary number of logic molecules that drive the control signals to and
from the Error Correcting Logic
– any additional molecules, external to fault tolerant memory structures.
MHD
0
0
0

INVD0:3
1111
0111
1011

Operation
Normal memory shifting enabled
Memory shifting with column 0 inverted
Memory shifting with column 1 inverted

0
0

1101
1110

1

..0..

Memory shifting with column n-1 inverted
Memory shifting with column n inverted
Memory shifting disabled, memory global kill
signal set

Table 4-6: Control signals for operating the memory

Figure 4-24: Internal routing of memory control signals.
Error recovery is possible through flipping erroneous bits; this process takes
place at each molecule from the bottom of a memory structure, where data enters
the CREG after being driven through a XOR gate together with the
corresponding INV signal. Figure 4-25 depicts the datapath for a molecule
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situated at the south border of a memory column used for storing redundant
data: molecule M operates as a bottom of memory column (BC) and therefore
data that enters through the north input connection (NIC) can be modified by the
INV signal by using a XOR gate (depicted as ⊕ in Figure 4-25), this feature
being used during the error correction process. The configuration register
(CREG) can then store corrected (or correct) data.

Figure 4-25: Damaged data can be recovered through controlled inversion
before entering the configuration register CREG.
An essential part that gives a memory structure its fault tolerance
attributes is the Error Correcting Logic block (see Figure 4-23), which computes
Equation (66) and Equation (67) and consists of molecules operating in logic
mode. Figure 4-26 describes the internal logic of the Error Correction Block, the
′ (newly computed redundant code bits)
input signals being u0:3 (genome data), c0:3
and s0:3 being the syndrome.

Figure 4-26: Internal schematic of the Syndrome Generation and Error
Correction block.
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The outputs are the INVD 0:3 signals (required for correcting the genome
data), INVC 0:3 (required for correcting the redundant data) and the MH signals
(which may be used for synchronizing different memory structures or macromolecules). Due to the fine graininess of the molecular level in Embryonics, the
layout of a XOR gate consists of 6 molecules, the bus level and logic level
representations being shown in Figure 4-27.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-27: Layout of a XOR gate using logic mode operating molecules.
(a) Logic level. (b) Bus level.
4.4.5. Fault-Tolerant Memory Arrays: An Example
In order to illustrate how memory fault tolerance is achieved by ECC codes
implemented onto memory structures in Embryonics, we will go into more details
by considering an example (based on the architecture shown in Figure 4-23) of a
4-column genome memory. The initial content of this memory is structured as
follows:
– three columns describe the modulo-6 counter presented in section 3.5.2.4 and
shown in Figure 3-19;
– whenever the microprogram executes a “do” instruction, an active signal is
provided by the fourth column.
The content of both the Genome Memory and the Control Memories at time
t = 0 (when there are no errors present) is presented in Figure 4-28. All control
signals are inactive, that is data shifting is enabled for all macro-molecules
MH i = 0, i ∈ { D, C0 , C1 , C2 , C3} and there are no inversion signals set

INVi = 0, i ∈ { D0 , D1 , D2 , D3 , C0 , C1 , C2 , C3 } . Data output is shown for each north
molecule ( U 0:3 , C0:3 ), and values for data entering each south molecule are shown
below the configuration register.
Normal operation of the memory implies circling the data through
continuous shifting, the situation at time t+1 being shown in Figure 4-29. The
next moment, a soft error affects molecule E by flipping data bit E4, therefore
transforming its data content into 308F, as indicated in Figure 4-30. The error
position is marked in Figure 4-30 with a darker background. The fact that an
error has occurred cannot be detected (and, by consequence, no correction
measures can be taken) until the erroneous bit reaches the nearest data output
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Figure 4-28: Snapshot of memory structures in a fault tolerant macromolecule. No errors at time t.

Figure 4-29: Snapshot of a fault tolerant macro-molecule. No errors at time t+1.

Figure 4-30: Snapshot of a fault tolerant macro-molecule immediately after time
t+1. A single error has occurred inside molecule E.
port; in this case, it corresponds to that of molecule F, which will be reached after
another 16 clock cycles.
At time t+17, the erroneous bit has reached the data output port of molecule
F, with the memory configuration shown in Figure 4-31. At this moment, the
Error Correcting Logic reads its inputs as U = u0u1u2u3 = 1100 and computes the
new check bits C′ = c0c1c2c3 = 1010 , which are different than the stored check bits

C = c0c1c2c3 = 1101 . This makes up for a non-zero error syndrome S = s0s1s2s3 = 0111 ,
indicating that a single error occurred (since DDE = s0 ⋅ s1 ⋅ s2 + s3 = 0 ⋅1⋅1 + 1 = 0 ),
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and the error affected bit U1 (see Equation (67)). Therefore, the Error Correcting
Logic will activate signal INVD1 (see Figure 4-31), the next clock cycle leading to
the successful correction of the error. The situation at time t+18 is shown in
Figure 4-32.
Let us suppose now that immediately after moment t+18 a double error will
affect the content of the memory by flipping bits I5 and U5. The memory content
at t+19 will therefore allow the error to be put into evidence by the Error
Correcting Logic and is presented in Figure 4-33. Before the error occurred, the
data content at the output ports was U = u0u1u2u3 = 0100 , with the corresponding
check data being C = c0c1c2c3 = 0111 . The double error affects the memory content
by transforming both data and check readings as U * = u0*u1*u2*u3* = 0110 and

C* = c0*c1*c2*c3* = 0101 . The Error Correcting Logic computes the new check bits,
which result in C′ = c0′ c1′c2′ c3′ = 1000 , which are different than the stored (and
erroneous) check bits C* = c0*c1*c2*c3* = 0101 . This makes up for a non-zero error
syndrome

S = s0s1s2s3 = 1101 that indicates a double error occurred since

DDE = s0 ⋅ s1 ⋅ s2 + s3 = 1⋅1⋅ 0 + 0 = 1 . The situation when a double error affects the
memory content cannot be recovered and therefore the recovery procedures must
be triggered at the higher, cellular, level; this is done by activating the KILL
signal.

Figure 4-31: Snapshot of a fault tolerant macro-molecule at time t+17. The
erroneous bit has reached the data output port of molecule F.

Figure 4-32: Snapshot of a fault tolerant macro-molecule at time t+18. The
error has now been corrected.
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Figure 4-33: Snapshot of a fault tolerant macro-molecule at time t+19. There is a
double error affecting bits I4 and U4.

Figure 4-34: KILL at the molecular level, triggered by the
Error Correcting Logic.
One way of dealing with an unrecoverable situation inside a fault-tolerant
macro-molecule would be to have the Error Correcting Logic activate all MH
signals. This measure would effectively stop the data shifting process inside all
of the macro-molecule’s components; since its data content has been
compromised, there is no reason an external entity (another cell or organism)
should continue the execution of the stored genetic program. This strategy allows
for a strict containment of an error-affected memory while preserving the logic
functionality of the cell. However, there are no benefits from the hierarchical
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architecture in Embryonics, which is also shared by its self-repairing
mechanisms.
As presented in Section 3.7, the KILL signal is triggered whenever an
unrecoverable situation occurs at molecular level, i.e. there is an error that
cannot be corrected by employing the self-repairing strategies at this level. The
KILL signal disables the entire cell, therefore triggering the self-repair at the
higher level, which is the cellular level. The same strategy can also be used when
macro-molecules are used within a cell: when an unrecoverable situation occurs
inside a macro-molecule, the Error Correcting Logic will trigger the KILL signal,
thus forcing the self-repair at the higher, cellular level. Table 4-6 indicates the
combination of signals that has to be set by the Error Correcting Logic in order to
initiate a KILL process. Whenever a southern border memory molecule receives
from the Error Correcting Logic the combination of signals meaning that an
inversion is required while the memory no longer shifts its data ( MH = 1 and
INV = 0 ), that molecule will activate the KILL signal, which will spread and
deactivate all molecules from within the cell. The situation is shown in Figure 434, with the marked molecule being the point where the KILL is trigerred from.

4.5.

Macro-Molecular Accuracy Threshold

As mentioned in Section 4.1.3, techniques for estimating dependability
attributes have been already been considered within the field of quantum
computing, therefore giving it the potential of being a source of inspiration for
the Embryonics project. Before analyzing the particularities of dependability in
Embryonics, the accuracy threshold estimation in quantum computing will be
discussed.
4.5.1 Quantum Dependability
An essential promise of quantum computing is solving in polynomial time
problems that otherwise (in classical computing) have only exponential known
solutions. Dealing with dependability issues constitutes a priority in quantum
computing because of its inner erroneous nature: faults are native to the
quantum environment. In order to attain reliable quantum computation, one has
to deal with errors induced by the constant influence of the external environment
upon computational processes. For this purpose, the following assumptions were
made: errors appear randomly, are uncorrelated (either in space, or in time),
there are no storage errors, and there are no leakage phenomena involved [94].
In order to recover from errors, redundant coding presents a choice of
strategies for achieving fault tolerance. However, the recovery process is by itself
a computational one, and therefore vulnerable to errors: as information is
restored through the use of additional, redundant information, new errors may
occur and affect data during the very recovery process. In order to ensure a
sufficient level of fault tolerance, the following questions have to be raised: what
is the accuracy threshold that still warrants valid computation? Or, what is the
upper bound of the error frequency that would still allow a successful recovery?
These questions were answered in the quantum context [94, 160]; we will
however revisit the proposed qualitative assessment since we believe the same
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reasoning may also be applied to bio-inspired computing systems (Embryonics)
and fault-tolerant digital systems in general.
If the redundant coding allows the correction of t errors, then an
uncorrectable error occurs if at least t+1 errors occur before the recovery process
can be finalized. Therefore, if the probability of an error affecting the macromolecular information is ξ , then an uncorrectable error will happen with a
probability of the order ξ t +1 [94, 160]. Apparently, choosing a reasonably high
value for t can make the probability of an unrecoverable error as small as
desired; however, the complexity of the code shows a steep rise with the value of
t, with a polynomial function of the form tb, eventually leading to the situation
when correcting the data takes so long that the appearance of an unrecoverable
event becomes most likely. Then, the block error probability (BEP) of t+1 errors
accumulating in a codeword before the recovery is complete (thus producing an
unrecoverable event) will have the form [94]:
t +1
BEP ( t ) ∼ t bξ

( )

(75)

Minimizing the BEP function after parameter t yields:

dBEP ( t )
= 0 ⇔ BEP′(t ) = 0
dt
which results in:

(76)

1
−1
1
1
ln t + ln ξ + 1 + = 0 ⇔ te t = e−1ξ b
b
t
Solving equation (77) and assuming that t is large [94] gives:

t ∼ e −1ξ

−1
b

(77)

(78)

Substituting this result into equation (75), the minimum block error
probability MBEP then becomes of the form:
−1 ⎞
⎛
MBEP (ξ ) ∼ exp ⎜ −e−1bξ b ⎟
(79)
⎝
⎠
The result for MBEP (ξ ) is important with respect to estimating the required
accuracy for a reliable computation. If we consider T as the time interval without
any unrecoverable error occurring, then:
⎛ −1 ⎞
T (ξ ) ∼ MBEP (ξ ) ⇒ T (ξ ) ∼ exp ⎜ ξ b ⎟
(80)
⎝
⎠
From this equation, ξ can then be extracted under the form:

ξ ∼ ( ln T )

−b

(81)

For the situation when no codes are used at all, the accuracy decreases as
the computation becomes longer and therefore gives:
(82)
ξ NoCodes ∼ T −1
Equation (81) provides a qualitative assessment of the computational
accuracy threshold with error protecting codes that is clearly superior to the case
when no codes are used at all (equation (82)). Due to the lack of standardization
when dependability measures are concerned [3], establishing precise values is
difficult. However, this qualitative assessment delivers the necessary criteria for
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a dependability comparison between two functionally identical systems, before
and after applying fault tolerance measures.
4.5.2 Quantum-Inspired Dependability in Embryonics
Strategies enumerated for achieving fault tolerance at the macro-molecular
level rely on special coding in order to recover from errors affecting stored data.
But as user information is restored through the use of additional, redundant
information, errors may affect this newly added piece of information during the
recovery process, thus raising the following question: what is the accuracy level
required for the macro-molecule in order to warrant its correct operation?
If the redundant coding allows the correction of t errors, then an
uncorrectable error occurs if at least t+1 errors occur before the recovery process
is finalized. Therefore, if the probability of an error affecting the macromolecular information is ξ , then an uncorrectable error will happen with a
probability of the order ξ t +1 [94]. Apparently, choosing a reasonably high value
for t can make the probability of an unrecoverable error as small as desired;
however, the complexity of the code shows a steep rise with the value of t, with a
polynomial function of the form tb, eventually leading to the situation when
correcting the data takes so long that makes the appearance of an unrecoverable
event most likely. Then, the probability of t+1 errors accumulating in a codeword
before the recovery is complete (thus producing an unrecoverable event) will
have the form:
Block Error Probability = BEP ( t ) ∼ ( t bξ )

t +1

(83)

Minimizing the Block Error Probability function after parameter t yields
dBEP ( t )
= 0 ⇔ BEP′(t ) = 0 , which results in:
dt
1
1
1
−1
ln t + ln ξ + 1 + = 0 ⇔ te t = e −1ξ b
b
t

(84)

Solving this equation [94] and assuming that t is large gives:
t ∼ e −1ξ

−1

(85)

b

Substituting the result from Equation (75) into Equation (73), the Minimum
Block Error Probability then becomes of the form:

(

Minimum Block Error Probability = MBEP (ξ ) ∼ exp −e −1bξ

−1

b

)

(86)

The result for MBEP (ξ ) is important with respect to estimating the required
accuracy for a reliable computation. If we consider T as the time interval without
any unrecoverable error occurring, then

( )

T (ξ ) ∼ MBEP (ξ ) ⇒ T (ξ ) ∼ exp ξ

−1

b

(87)

From the last equation ξ can be extracted under the form

ξ ∼ ( ln T )
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Of course, as long as a macro-molecule is concerned, T represents the time
frame required for an error to be corrected, the worst case being a fault
occurrence placed furthest from its corresponding data output port; at the same
time, T is quite similar to parameters ΔΤ∗med and ΔΤmed introduced in subsection
4.3.6 and whose values can be estimated empirically. Such a situation occurs
when the flipped data bit is positioned as the first bit from a bottom row
molecule, the shifting path until it may be put into evidence and corrected being
of length F ⋅ M , where F is the storage dimension of the memory molecule and M
is the vertical dimension of the macro-molecule (or the number of rows); thus
T = F ⋅M .
Of course, when no techniques ensuring fault tolerance are implemented, T
is proportional with the size of the data and therefore

ξ ∼ T −1 , ξ ∼ ⎡⎣ FM ( N − s ) ⎤⎦

−1

(89)

As for parameter b, it depends on the size of the code as an expression of
the gain in complexity with its dimension. In our case the size of the dataword to
be protected results as t = N − s bits, where N represents the horizontal
dimension of the macro-molecule (or the total number of columns) and s
represents the number of spare columns. Therefore, the total size of the
codeword, including the redundant bits results (as per Equation (59)) t + k ,
where k = ⎡⎢ log 2 (1 + k + N − s ) ⎤⎥ , with the Hamming matrix being of dimensions

k × 2k . As a result, any fault detection/correction process needs at most a number
of computational steps that is given by the dimensions of the Hamming matrix,
which is of the order t ⋅ log 2 ( t ) . Parameter b can be estimated as the power of t
that approximates best the number of necessary detection/correction steps,
leading to the following equation:

t b ∼ c ⋅ t ⋅ log 2 ( t ) , where c is a constant.

(90)

Because there are several algorithms performing the detection/correction
process, we will choose the value covering the worst case scenario; following
Equation (90) this value results as b = 2 , the macro-molecular accuracy in case of
integrated fault tolerance measures being

ξ ∼ ⎡⎣ln ( FM ) ⎤⎦

−2

(91)

Parameter N does not appear directly in Equation (91) since its influence is
quantified by the gain in the code’s complexity defined by parameter b (N
signifies the number of data bits that are to be protected, which in turn imposes
the number of redundant code bits and the total length of the codeword) The
final equations (90) and (91) show how the macro-molecular accuracy scales for
situations with and without error correction techniques. Plots for the accuracy
trends are given in Figure 4-35, showing superior scaling as opposed to that
when no codes are used at all.
For a macro-molecule with no data error protection mechanisms, the graph
from Figure 4-35 (left) shows an accuracy decrease when the overall storage
capacity increases. This is consistent with the fact that the probability of an
incurring error is directly proportional with the area of the macro-molecule. The
situation changes when ECC codes are used. If each row can recover from a
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single error, then the accuracy dependencies show an increased efficiency with
the increase of storage area; however, the graph from Figure 4-35 (right) does not
contain parameters involved in an exhaustive manner, which probably leads to
the final results for the macro-molecular reliability being less optimistic but, at
the same time, superior to the case when no fault tolerant measures are taken
into account.
The plots given in Figure 4-35 and the fact that they are in complete
agreement with the classical reliability analysis for both situations (without and
with ECC codes implemented) demonstrate that the accuracy threshold
estimation technique has been successfully taken from quantum computing and
imported in bio-inspired computing, namely the Embryonics project.
Macro-molecular accuracy with no codes
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Figure 4-35: Macro-molecular accuracy variation when no codes are used (top),
and when codes are in place (bottom).
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Fault Tolerance Assessment in Embryonics

The key figure in Embryonics is the hierarchy within the general
organization (see Figure 2-2), which in turn enables a hierarchical approach to
tolerating faults. There are two different strategies of fault recovery, depending
on the corresponding level of organization: at the molecular level, the
reconfiguration strategy is based on the individual elimination of faulty units (in
this case, molecules), whereas at the superior, cellular level a different strategy
is employed, based on the elimination of the entire column containing the faulty
unit (in this case, cell). Therefore an Embryonics machine may be regarded as a
multi-resolution system, in which faults are tolerated through reconfiguration at
two different levels of granularity. While such an approach of hierarchical selfrepair certainly offers more in terms of robustness, it also makes estimating its
programmable parameters a more difficult task [97].
The main issue here is to establish the requirements in terms of spare
resources (the frequency of columns of spare molecules at the molecular level and
the frequency of columns of spare cells at the cellular level) so that the overall
reliability of a complete Embryonics machine does not drop below an acceptable
level ε . Therefore, if the implementation of a complete computing machine in
Embryonics may be assimilated to an organism (a regular cell structure), then its
reliability function at time T has to verify the following inequality:

ROrg (t )

T

≥ε

(92)

In order to assess the requirements implied by inequality (92), it is
necessary to decide on the fault tolerance strategy employed by macro-molecular
memory structures; from now on, we will consider the SEC strategy at the
macro-molecular level, described in Subsection 4.3.4.1.
4.6.1 Reliability at the Molecular Level
When regarded at molecular scale, an entire cell consists of two parts. First,
there is the cellular membrane, which is also called space divider (see Chapter 3,
Subsection 3.8.1); it has no functional role whatsoever (that is, does not
participate actively to any logical machine implementation), its only purpose
being that of specifying the borders of a cell. The second, and most important,
part of a cell consists of its molecules, their functionality being dictated by the
mode they operate in. There are no restrictions over the proportions in which
molecules may operate in a certain mode, being possible for a cell to be made
either of molecules operating in logic mode only, or molecules operating in any of
the memory modes, or any mixture between logic and memory modes.
Therefore, estimating the reliability of a cell is not a trivial task, since it
depends on the reliability of its components, which may operate differently.
Furthermore, the reliability analysis has to be carried out separately for logic
molecules and memory molecules, due to their different strategies in case of
incurring faults. On one hand, a faulty logic molecule will be eliminated through
reconfiguration, a spare one being activated in order to take its place, whereas a
fault detected inside a macro-molecule does not trigger any reconfiguration
measures.
Figure 4-36 and Figure 4-37 illustrate the case when a cell suffers a double
fault, a single fault affecting one of its logic molecules and another single fault
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affecting a memory element within a macro-molecule; faults are detected at time
t and fault recovery finishes at time t + Δt through reconfiguration (for the case
of the logic molecule) and data correction (for the case of the memory molecule).
The cell consists of a 6x6 array of molecules and contains a 3x3 macro-molecule;
there are also two columns of spare molecules (columns 3 and 6). Figure 4-36
shows the molecular configurations, where faulty molecules are considered to be
logic molecule (2,1) and memory molecule (4,2).

Figure 4-36: A 6x6 cell affected by two faults: one over a logic molecule and
another over a memory molecule.
At time t, the built-in self-testing mechanism present in each molecule
detects a fault affecting molecule (2,1), which operates in logic mode. At the same
time, a fault is detected inside the macro-molecule (the mechanism responsible
for fault detection and correction was described in SubSection 4.4.2), affecting
the data stored at that particular moment by molecule (4,2), which operates in
one of the two possible memory sub-modes. The faulty logic molecule will next
enter the state “dead”, all molecular configurations between itself and the first
spare molecule in the row being shifted one position to the right. At the same
time, the closest spare molecule in the row will become active in order to be
loaded with the configuration data from its left, active neighbor. All
communications are being rerouted so as to bypass the faulty molecule, the final
situation being shown in Figure 4-37.
The situation inside the macro-molecule is very different. There was a
single fault detected inside molecule (4,2) but since the fault is not permanent
(all molecules are tested at run-time against permanent faults and, if such is the
case, repaired [128]) it is likely that a non-permanent, soft fail has occurred.
Such a fault is non-destructive and may be repaired by re-writing the correct
value of the flipped data bit. Since there is no reconfiguration involved as
recovery measure, the situation of the macro-molecule remains unchanged,
unless the reconfiguration triggered by the self-repairing mechanism in the case
of logic molecules affects the general layout. The final state of the fully recovered
cell is shown in Figure 4-37.
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Figure 4-37: A 6x6 cell recovers from a double fault by two faults: one over a
logic molecule and another over a memory molecule.
After analyzing the possibilities for a cell to be affected by faults and
recover from them, it is now possible to formalize the cellular reliability function
by stating its general defining relation:

RCell(t) = Prob { an unrecoverable combination of errors has not yet occurred at time t

}

where the parameter to be estimated is a fatal event with two aspects:
i.
in the case of memory macro-molecules, a single error can be recovered
from, therefore the structure’s reliability is the probability that no multiple
errors have occurred on the same row at time t;
ii. in the case of logic molecules, no more than S errors may occur in the same
row.
4.6.1.1

Reliability of a Macro-Molecule

We will start our analysis by considering a general macro-molecule
consisting of a memory array of M lines and N columns (of which S are spares) of
molecules, each storing F bits worth of data and with no fault tolerance in place.
As argued by subsection 4.3.2, considering that λ is the failure rate for a single
flip-flop, the reliability of the entire macro-molecule is then given by Equation
(28):

RMMol (t ) = e− λ FM ( N − S )t
On the other hand, adding single fault tolerance capabilities to this macromolecule leads to the employment of k additional columns or arrays of Mx1
memory molecules, required by storing redundant data. Parameter k represents
the smallest integer that satisfies the following relation:
k = ⎡⎢ log 2 (1 + N − S + k ) ⎤⎥
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Then the reliability function for a macro-molecular row can be redefined as
follows:

RRow(t) = Prob { no FF fails

} + Prob {

single FF fail

RRow (t ) = e − λ F ( N − S + k )t + CF1 ( N − S + k ) (1 − e − λt ) e

}

− λ ⎡⎣ F ( N − S + k ) −1⎤⎦ t

(94)

which gives the overall reliability function of
RMMol (t ) = [ RRow (t ) ] = ⎡ e − λ F ( N − S + k ) t + C F1 ( N − S + k ) (1 − e − λt ) e
⎣
M

4.6.1.2

− λ ⎡⎣ F ( N − S + k ) −1⎤⎦ t

⎤
⎦

M

(95)

Reliability of an Ensemble of Logic Molecules

The reliability analysis of embryonic structures made entirely by logic
molecules has been done already [84, 85, 86]. We will, however, reconsider such
an analysis as the molecular internal architecture has been changed with the
addition of the memory-operating mode (see Chapter 3). Let us consider that the
logic molecules make up a rectangular structure of M * lines and N * columns, of
which S * are spares. Parameters M * , N * and S * are generally different than
parameters M, N and S considered in subsection 4.5.1.1 since they characterize
completely different entities. Furthermore, the failure rate λ considered for the
elementary memory unit (the flip-flop) may prove to be different than the failure
rate λ* used in case of a logic molecule (which typically employs other resources
than a memory one), in which situation flip-flops may be used under different
operating conditions or may not be used at all.
Such a logic structure was analyzed as being based on the k-out-of-m
reliability model, that is, the proper function of the system as a whole is ensured
as long as at least k units out of a total of m are operating normally [84]. In our
case, considering that any detected fault inside a molecule triggers a
reconfiguration strategy that leads to the “death” of the respective molecule, this
means that no more than S * errors (or faulty molecules) can be tolerated in a
single row. Therefore the reliability of a single row becomes:

RRow (t ) =

N*

∑

i= N * −S*

(

CNi * e− iλ t 1 − e− λ t
*

*

)

N * −i

(96)

Because the logic ensemble is built of M * rows, its overall reliability can now be
estimated as:

RLogicEnsemble (t ) = [ RRow (t )]

M*

⎡ N*
*
*
= ⎢ ∑ CNi * e−iλ t 1 − e− λ t
⎢i = N * − S *
⎣

(

)

N * −i

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎦

M*

(97)

4.6.2 Reliability at the Cellular Level
Any cell within the Embryonics project is made of molecules operating
either in logic mode or in any of the memory modes. A full reliability analysis at
the cellular level requires estimating the individual reliabilities of the two
component structures, macro-molecules and logic ensemble, which are given by
Equations (95) and (97), respectively. All component structures are required to
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perform properly in order to ensure the normal operations of the cell; therefore
the cell can be considered as a series system in which each subsystem (be it
macro-molecule or logic ensemble) has to function if the system as a whole is to
function [44]. Therefore the cellular reliability function may be derived as the
product of the reliability functions of its component subsystems as follows:
n

RCell (t ) = RLogicEnsemble (t )∏ ( RMMol )i (t )

(98)

i =1

where n is the number of macro-molecules present in the cell. Assembling the
terms from Equation (98) gives the final result for the cellular reliability
function:

⎡ N*
*
*
RCell (t ) = ⎢ ∑ CNi * e − iλ t 1 − e− λ t
⎢i = N * − S*
⎣

(

)

N * −i

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎦

M*
n

− λ ⎡ F ( N − S + k ) −1⎦⎤ t
⎡e − λ F ( N − S + k ) t + C1
⎤
1 − e− λt ) e ⎣
∏
F ( N −S +k ) (
⎣
⎦
i =1

M

(99)
4.6.3 Reliability at the Organismic Level
Let us consider an array of cells that make up an organism, with
dimensions of M c lines and N c columns, including Sc columns of spare cells.
Such an organism plays in Embryonics the role of a general computing system,
its various functions being performed by the internal components, which are the
cells. The central problem that initiated the previous reliability analyses was to
provide some sort of formalism in order to assess the requirements that ensure a
certain reliability level for the computing system, or in our case, the organism.
For this purpose it is necessary to investigate first the situations that lead to a
cell becoming faulty and the reconfiguration strategy at this level.
It is worth reconsidering the aspects that might lead to the “death” of an
entire cell. As discussed in subsection 3.7.1, when there are more faults affecting
the logic molecules of a cell than available spares in a single row, then a special
signal named KILL becomes active, which spreads across the cell, effectively
disabling all the molecules. The same situation occurs when a macro-molecule is
affected by a multiple error in a single row [98]; if such is the case, the Error
Correcting Logic activates the KILL signal, thus killing the entire cell.
At the cellular level, the catastrophic event of more faults affecting a cell than
available possibilities of repairing is perceived as a cell becoming faulty,
situation that activates a reconfiguration process, which will eliminate the entire
column of cells (including the faulty cell). Ongoing cellular processes from the
marked column will be taken over by a spare column by shifting them to the
right. In order to illustrate the reconfiguration process, Figure 4-38 presents a
cellular structure that will be affected by faults at this (cellular) level, the cells
being affected being (2,3) and (4,7). Since any fault detected at the cellular level
triggers a column-elimination strategy, Figure 4-39 shows the organism’s layout
after the reconfiguration. Because cell (2,3) was faulty, this means the entire 3rd
column will be disabled, its role being transferred to the closest spare column to
the right, which will become active (4th column in Figure 4-39). A similar
situation occurs with faulty cell (4,7), the 7th column being killed; the closest
spare column to the right will become active and functional processes will be
transferred from column 8 to 9 and from column 7 to 8.
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Figure 4-38: A complete organism may also be affected by faults; cells (2,3) and
(4,7) will soon die, forcing a reconfiguration at the cellular level.

Figure 4-39: The organism remains functional after the reconfiguration; the
functions of faulty cells (2,3) and (4,7) were taken over by (2,4) and (4,8),
respectively.
The above considerations justify a reliability analysis of an organism as
being also based on the k-out-of-m model, where the successful operation of the
organism is ensured by the proper function of at least k columns out of a total of
m. Let us consider the organism’s dimensions as being of M c lines and N c
columns, including Sc spares. Therefore, the reliability of the organism is given
by the fact that, at any moment, at least Nc − Sc columns are operational:
ROrg (t ) =

Nc

∑

i = N c − Sc

i
Nc

i
Column

C R

(1 − RColumn )

Nc −i

(100)

Since a column is fully operational if all M c component cells are functional, the
reliability function for a column results as:
Mc
RColumn (t ) = RCell
(t )

(101)

Therefore, the final expression for the reliability function of an organism (or of
any cellular structure) is given by:
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ROrg (t ) =

4.7.

Nc

∑

i = N c − Sc

i
Nc

iM c
Cell

C R

(1 − R )
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Nc −i

(102)

Mc
Cell

Bridging Quantum and Bio-Inspired Computing

At a first glance, the boundaries between bio-inspired computing and
quantum computing seem to discourage unveiling any common ground between
the two fields. Though technology may be essentially different [82], they both
share the same error model and employ techniques for achieving fault tolerance
from classic computing [95, 96]. Moreover, the accuracy threshold ξ in the
quantum computing context and the failure rate λ in the bio-inspired computing
context are not dissimilar: while λ gives the error probability, ξ gives the upper
bound for the error probability so as the computation still remains valid.
Therefore, we have:
max ( λ ) ∼ ξ
(103)
As long as the error rate λ is below the accuracy threshold, valid
computations can be recovered from the damaging effects of occurring errors.
However, these estimations only cover the time frame between an error
occurrence and the end of the recovery process, that is, the period between data
damage and data restoration. While a reasonable accuracy can be obtained by
using error-correcting codes, the occurrence of errors becomes more likely as the
length of the computation increases [94]. Since machines based on the
Embryonics platform are intended to operate over long periods of time (therefore
involving long computations), this primarily affects the memory structures in
Embryonics, since its logic structures already have protective measures
implemented [67]; therefore measures for extending the valid computation
length have to be taken, and, once again, quantum computing offers a source of
inspiration.
4.7.1 From Multiple-Level Self-Repairing to Multiple-Level Coding
The computation length limit in fault tolerant quantum computing [94, 96,
97] can be overcome by employing concatenated codes; when viewed at a higher
resolution, each quantum bit is encoded by a block of quantum bits. Such a
hierarchical encoding appears to be particularly well suited for the Embryonics
project since its architecture offers an intrinsic hierarchy, one level (molecular)
corresponding to a higher resolution view of the next superior level (cellular).
With information being encoded at each level, Embryonics seems natively
endowed for implementing concatenated codes, the principles being presented in
Figure 4-40; a first idea of information coding in Embryonics for error detection
purposes was presented in [101].
Instead of storing binary words worth of data, fault-tolerant macromolecules can store binary words that would in turn assemble to provide data for
the next hierarchical level as an encoded binary digit [97]. At the cellular level,
genetic information may also be protected using similar Hamming codes as
implemented at the molecular level. If such is the case, and we accept the error
rate at the macro-molecular level as being ε , then an unrecoverable error will
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occur with a probability of ε 2 . A concatenated code [94] in which each bit at the
cellular level is encoded by 7 bits at the molecular level stored by fault-tolerant
2

macro-molecules will give the probability of an unrecoverable error as ε 2 = ε 4
(assuming errors are of stochastic nature and uncorrelated). This is where error
coding and concatenation can work together against error influences: while error
coding lowers the probability of an unrecoverable error, concatenation brings the
possibility of making it arbitrarily small by adding sufficient levels of
concatenation.

Figure 4-40: Two-level concatenated coding in Embryonics [97].
In Figure 4-40 the following scenario is being considered: at the molecular
level, genetic information is divided and stored by fault-tolerant macro-molecules
using a (7,3) single error correcting Hamming code [46]. Essentially, 4 bits worth
of genetic data (stored by the GENOME MEMORY in Figure 4-41) are encoded into
a 7-bit codeword, which makes up the elementary piece of information at this
level. The redundant check bits, stored by the CONTROL MEMORY (CM0-2 in
Figure 4-41) are derived from Equation (70) [104].
At the cellular level, each 7-bit code word from the molecular level make up
for a single higher-order bit of actual data, which will be called Bit from this
moment; its value can be derived, for instance, as the parity value from Equation
(104):

U i = u0i ⊕ u1i ⊕ u2i ⊕ u3i ⊕ c0i ⊕ c1i ⊕ c2i , for i = 0 ÷ 3

(104)

The same single error correcting, Hamming coding, from the molecular
level (see Equation 22) can now be applied to the 4 Bits U0:3 in order to generate
the redundant check Bits C0:2:

⎧C 0 = U 0 ⊕ U 2 ⊕ U 3
⎪⎪ 1
0
1
2
⎨ C = U ⊕U ⊕U
⎪ 2
1
2
3
⎪⎩ C = U ⊕ U ⊕ U

(105)

At this point, a structure that encodes genetic information in a hierarchical
manner by using concatenated codes has been established [96]. At the molecular
level, the basic units (the memory molecules) are assembled to build a fault
tolerant macro-molecule (FTMM), which is shown in Figure 4-42 [98]. The
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Figure 4-41: Block schematic of a complete cell with a fault tolerant
SEC memory structure.

Figure 4-42: The first level in concatenated coding is the FTMM (Fault-Tolerant
Macro-Molecule) [96].
FTMM computes the value of the corresponding Bit by implementing Equation
(105), while the ECL keeps the code word accurate by implementing Equation
(104).
At the cellular level a similar structure is assembled (see Figure 4-43), with
the basic units being the FTMMs. Each FTMM computes a Bit, with 7 such Bits
making up a (7,3) Hamming code. The correction mechanism at the cellular level
is identical to that present at the molecular level [98]: whenever a single error
affects a 7-Bit word, the error is located and the corresponding value inverted.
The check Bits provide vital information for recovering a code word from a
single error at the cellular level. Their value is computed directly from the Bits
that carry genetic information (U0-3) and do not come from actual data from the
molecular level. Therefore, there seems to be no real need for further encoding
the check Bits. However, if the advantages of concatenated codes are to be
preserved, the check Bits also require coding; if this process implies the
derivation of a new value (the code) from several values known in advance
(source data), in this case a reverse process is required: the value of the encoded
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data is known in advance at the cellular level (that is, the value of the check Bit)
and the values from the molecular level (source data) need to be computed.
As it is implemented, the code word resulting from Equation (105) is also
able to recover from an error affecting a single Bit. An unrecoverable situation
occurs when a double error affects a code word at the cellular level. However,
this can only happen if two sub-blocks fail simultaneously, which, in turn, means
that each of the two (7,3) Hamming code words from the molecular level have to
experience a double error. Because each Bit is encoded as suggested by Equation
(105) (shown in Figure 4-42), such a concatenated code offers superior protection.
Considering Equation (94) and substituting with 7 the length of a code word
implemented by a macro-molecule with single fault-tolerance, its reliability
becomes:
Rbit _ word (t ) = e−7 λt + 7 1 − e− λt e−6λt
(106)

(

)

Because the length of the code word and the fault-tolerance are similar at
the cellular level, the reliability of the code word at this level is:
7
7
⎡
⎤ 6
RBit _ word (t ) = Rbit
(107)
_ word (t ) + 7 ⎣1 − Rbit _ word (t ) ⎦ Rbit _ word (t )
A direct comparison between Equations (106) and (107), which define the
reliability function for the basic information unit at each level, confirms the
superior protection offered by a second level of concatenated coding.

Figure 4-43: The second level in concatenated coding is made-up by Hammingcoded Bits.
4.7.2 Conclusions
Attaining superior dependability in environments inducing frequent faults
constitutes a common problem in both bio-inspired and quantum computing. We
have shown that the accuracy threshold estimation (inspired from quantum
computing) can be linked to the reliability analysis of bio-inspired computing,
both techniques producing similar qualitative results. Because applications
targeted by both quantum computing [145, 146, 147] and bio-inspired computing
(Embryonics included) [95, 96, 97, 98] share the same high dependability
requirements, the accuracy threshold estimation is relevant for both fields.
Therefore, concatenated coding also represents a possible solution for
Embryonics. Its hierarchical architecture is structurally similar to that of
concatenated coding, thus facilitating its implementation.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter we will try to consider and argue upon the extent the
architecture we have presented fulfills the initial goals (Section 5.1), outlined in
Chapter 1, and specify the original contributions added on top of the state-of-theart. We will attempt to give a two-fold perspective over the present of the
Embryonics memory structures: one from an engineering standpoint (SubSection
5.2.1) and one that, while certainly being less technical, reaches the land of
philosophy (SubSection 5.2.2). We will conclude by presenting possible future
developments for Embryonics, as we see them.

5.1

Analysis of the Results

The main goal of this thesis was to integrate the operative genome concept
(see SubSection 2.2.3.2) within the hardware implementation of the current
Embryonics state-of-the-art. This meant that a new memory design had to be
elaborated so that it would fit at the end into an already robust and powerful
architecture.
In the first place, a memory structure had to be created without severely
affecting the hardware overhead. Therefore we introduced the second operating
mode (with two operating sub-modes) for each of MuxTree molecules, thus
making better use of a resource (the configuration register CREG) that appeared
to be suitable for this purpose. The memory had to exhibit certain less-thanusual features:
a. preserve bio-inspiration in its design and functionality;
b. at each clock cycle, it had to deliver the next data, thus rendering any
addressing mechanism futile;
c. it had to integrate the existing self-repairing mechanisms at the molecular
level: on one hand, the memory shouldn’t present any negative impact onto
the repairing process of a faulty logic molecule, and, on the other hand, it
should also provide its own self-repairing capabilities;
d. it had to integrate the hierarchical self-repairing mechanism;
e. it had to integrate the self-replicating mechanism.
a. Bio-Inspired Design and Functionality
Since the whole Embryonics project was conceived so as to follow the path
of bio-inspiration as closely as possible, the memory also had to be designed in its
spirit. The biological DNA is a strand of chemically-bonded molecules: it consists
of molecules that store complex genetic information, but it is not a cell by itself.
Therefore we called our memory structures macro-molecules, because they rely
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on molecules to store genetic information but do not constitute cells by
themselves.
A particular challenging task was to settle for the most appropriate
architecture that was to provide flexibility of use, while making the best out of
the available resources. These were both demands and constraints, since the
final MuxTree design was physically implemented and tested in a hardware
prototype. Therefore we chose to implement the memory unit by employing the
most suitable molecular resource: the configuration register (CREG). In order to
assemble useful data words, several macro-molecules have to be used
synchronously. However, if different memory timings are required, there is a
mechanism (which we called HOLD) that inhibits information shifting in a
particular macro-molecule for as long as desired. Functionality levels at the
molecular level are kept to a maximum: if routing resources are needed along
with data storage, the macro-molecule should be made of memory molecules
operating in the short memory mode (SubSection 3.5.2.2); if, on the other hand,
storage data space needs to be maximized, then the macro-molecule should be
made of memory molecules operating in the long memory mode (SubSection
3.5.2.3).
b. Memory Addressing
Being the carrier of genetic information, which is executed continuously and
sequentially in living creatures, we also designed our macro-molecule to provide
data in a similar manner: it shifts its data indefinitely at each clock cycle.
Such an approach prevents the implementation of jump-type instructions.
However, this engineering limitation can be, at least partially, compensated by
using the HOLD feature (SubSection 3.6) to de-synchronize macro-molecules
from each other, therefore simulating this kind of instructions (for instance, if a
jump instruction could be seen as transfering the control to a procedure residing
in a different macro-molecule, then this macro-molecule will only begin to shift
its data at that particular moment).
c. Self-Repair at the Molecular Level
As far as self-repair at the molecular level is concerned, the design of the
new macro-molecule had to deal with two aspects:
– integration of the existing self-repairing mechanisms, protecting the
molecules operating in logic mode;
– implementation of a self-repairing mechanism specific to memory macromolecules in order to provide protection for the stored genetic information.
The self-repairing mechanism for logic molecules relies on spare resources
that are activated in case of faulty molecule detection in order to allow the
functionality transfer. The particular features of this process inspired the
mechanism of setting up a macro-molecule: the memory molecules are chained
together in a similar way the initial configuration enters the electronic organism
at set-up time. Repairing a logic molecule therefore results as transparent for
any macro-molecule, thus ensuring a perfect integration with the existing selfrepairing mechanisms for molecules operating in logic mode (SubSection 3.7).
Unfortunately, protecting functionality is essentially different than
protecting information, therefore imposing a new self-repair mechanism be
implemented in order to protect genetic data stored by macro-molecules. Such a
mechanism had to operate transparently and in parallel with the existing selfrepair mechanisms for molecules operating in logic mode. If functionality can be
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protected by employing redundant resources and majority voting, information
recovery requires redundant information. For this purpose, we designed a faulttolerant macro-molecule, implementing Hamming-type codes (SubSection 4.4).
d. Hierarchical Self-Repair
Living beings exhibit hierarchical strategies of fault-tolerance: at the
molecular level (DNA is considered to be highly redundant), at the cellular level
(faulty cells die and are replaced by newly grown ones), and even at higher levels
(there are redundant organs, brain hemispheres are known to be able to transfer
some functionalities in case of damage).
Embryonics implements a two-level self-repairing strategy; however, with
the introduction of macro-molecular structures this strategy became only
partially efficient, not being suited for memory data protection (SubSection
4.1.4). In order to provide similar self-repairing capabilities as in logic mode,
fault-tolerance has been added to macro-molecular structures by implementing
Hamming codes. A considerable research effort was spent for investigating the
causes that lead to the appearance of soft errors and for providing a formal
model of their impact over the reliability characteristics. The analysis over the
frequency of error types (Section 4.3) suggested as most suited codes those
capable of single error correction. Memory data protection was achieved at
molecular level: design principles were discussed (SubSections 4.4.3 and 4.4.1)
together with an architectural example of a fault-tolerant macro-molecules
implementing single error correction and double error detection (SubSection
4.4.5).
The hierarchical self-repair required additional measures in case of failure
of self-repair at the molecular level. Such measures were taken in order to
ensure that self-repair at the cellular level is triggered whenever there is a
shortage of spare molecules left for repair of logic, by employing the KILL signal.
The same signal is also set by the Error Correcting Logic (ECL) block whenever
more than one error is detected in a macro-molecular data word. As it was
previously implemented [128] the self-repairing at the cellular level also had to
be modified in order to provide memory data protection. Our solution
(SubSection 4.7) proposes multiple-level information coding under the form of
concatenated coding.
Assessing the efficiency of the fault recovery processes has also constituted
a challenging task, unifying particular aspects from bio-inspired and quantum
computing. A thorough reliability analysis was provided, together with a
methodology of further increasing the robustness of computational processes in a
MuxTree machine.
e. Self-Replication
Self-replication in Embryonics was entirely unaffected by the introduction of
macro-molecules. They operate completely transparently with respect to selfreplication and therefore their integration in the Embryonics original design is
complete.
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Original Contributions

This thesis represents an individual contribution to the effort carried by the
Embryonics team, resulting from a rather unique privilege of working closely
with the initiators of the project and assisting to the birth of a new kind of
artificial, bio-inspired life form, called MUXTREE. As such, describing a research
effort integrated within a larger project encounters difficulties when it comes to
pointing out the original contributions of the author.
Chapter 2 was intended to provide essential background to the state-of-theart concerning the Embryonics project. As the inception of the project predates
my arrival in the Logic Systems Laboratory (LSL) at the Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology at Lausanne (EPFL), I cannot claim authorship for any of the
concepts presented in this chapter. My contribution was therefore centered on
providing an investigative top view over the project’s state-of-the-art particular
features in order to assess directions where the Embryonics architecture could
further benefit from bio-inspiration.
Chapter 3 contains research results that are entirely original: the design of
a bio-inspired memory architecture for Embryonics. When I first approached this
task, the only memory resource of a molecule was part of the Functional Unit
(FU), under the form of a flip-flop. Despite implementing the triple modular
redundancy technique in order to achieve fault-tolerance, this resource alone was
considered as insufficient for storing large pieces of genetic programs. I therefore
had to look for alternative ways of providing data storage while keeping in mind
the constraints represented by their successful integration within the
Embryonics’ architecture. The features that had to be exhibited by the new
memory were concluded through the collective effort of a research team, which I
was member of. The design and implementation of macro-molecules, together
with the second operating mode (the memory mode) constitute the original
results of my research done at the LSL. Implementing the hardware design of
the new memory onto actual pieces of hardware constitutes another original
result. This achievement followed what was already a tradition at the LSL:
validating a hardware design not just by simulation, but also through hands-on
experiments carried over a physical implementation.
Chapter 4 contains results of the research carried out at the “Politehnica”
University of Timisoara (UPT), Romania and assembles two main parts. Since
biological processes are essentially different than those taking place in digital
devices, it appeared that building a fault tolerant bio-inspired memory has to
also find justifications that go above bio-inspiration; therefore, the first part of
this chapter (Sections 4.1 and 4.2) justifies the need for building fault-tolerant
memories from an engineering point of view: soft fails are a constant menace for
digital machines that have to exhibit extreme dependability levels, which also
constitute the target of the Embryonics project. Although this part is not
original, it provides solid arguments for the second part of the chapter. The
second part of the chapter contains original results toward achieving a
dependable macro-molecule. It begins with a formal model describing the normal
operation of a macro-molecule but also allowing for error injection. A reliability
analysis is provided here in order to investigate different strategies for tolerating
faults. Section 4.4 is dedicated to designing a single-fault-tolerant memory
structure and to settling all issues that arose with respect to integrating the new
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architecture within the Embryonics platform. The design issues for
implementing single error-correcting without or with double error detecting
Hamming codes, the provided example, and the integration of macro-molecular
self-repair into the self-repairing hierarchy present in Embryonics, are all
original contributions. An original contribution is finding common ground
between two emerging fields in modern computing, the bio-inspired and the
quantum computing, by proving that techniques already established in one field
need not necessarily remain confined within that respective field but bring
benefit to other fields also. The introduction of the accuracy threshold estimation
technique to Embryonics, together with a complete reliability analysis and
further increasing data integrity at higher levels through concatenated coding
are entirely original contributions.
Beyond the realms of bio-inspired computing, the research involved over
this thesis also point to an original contribution that I believe to be also valuable.
Though it is almost non-technical, it argues upon similarities between
Embryonics and biology that go beyond bio-inspiration [99] and therefore we felt
it deserved a dedicated section, following next.

5.3

Electronic Stem Cells

Quote: “What makes stem cells special is that they're
immortal, and they can become anything they want to
be.” – Dr. James Thomson, University of Wisconsin.
The incredibly huge number of some 60 trillion ( 60 × 1012 ) cells make up a

human being, with as many as 10 billion (1010 ) cells with 100 trillion (1014 )

interconnections concentrated in each of our brains [67]. Yet this entire structure
emerges from a single cell, the zygote, giving birth to a completely functional
organism that will, together with environmental influences, continue to develop
and enhance its features throughout its entire life. However, there are some key
questions that arise, driving biologists and not only [99]:
– how can a single cell divide for such a large number of times even us humans
find difficult to imagine?
– what mechanisms direct the division process so perfectly that when it ends
the result is a healthy organism?
Stem Cells. A special type of cell appears to answer some of the previous
questions, a cell that can give birth to other identical cells, and all being able to
become specialized cells themselves, such as muscular or nerve cells. After years
of hard work, scientists succeeded in growing and replicating these mother cells.
Called “stem cells”, these basic units ultimately mature and differentiate to
become the building material of all types of body tissue [99].
At its very beginning, each organism originates from a single cell, the
zygote. Its development process takes place through successive cellular divisions
and differentiations, proof for the existence of a very special cell, capable of
differentiating into any kind of needed, specialized cell [137]. Christened stem
cell, its unique transforming capacity could provide a solution for an organism's
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survival to extreme stress, such as the loss of a vital organ, giving it a huge
potential in biology and medicine [74, 167, 170]. The zygote has the potential to
form an entire organism as it has the remarkable feature of being totipotent,
meaning that its potential is total. Immediately following the fertilization, it
starts to divide into identical totipotent cells that begin to specialize after several
cycles of cell division, forming a hollow sphere of cells, called a blastocyst [99].
Research conducted at Stanford reveals that in fact there are some stem cell
“guardians”, surrounding areas composed of stem cells, that determine which
type of ordinary cell they will specialize in [150]. As far as we know, the most
interesting characteristics of the stem cells are the following:
– they can give rise to specialized cells;
– undifferentiated, they seem to have the ability to divide for apparently
indefinite periods in culture;
– any of these cells can potentially develop into a fetus.
Not all the genetic program (the genome), which is carried by all cells, is
executed by any cell; instead, portions of the genome are selected and executed
through gene selection. In Embryonics, the process of a cell deciding which gene
to execute based on the coordinates from within its local environment, i.e. the
surrounding cells, determines its functionality, not unlike cellular specialization
in biological organisms. Furthermore, the access to the whole genetic program
provides our electronic cell with universality, much as biological stem cells have
the potential of becoming any type of specialized cell. There are no limits on how
large Embryonics cells can be. The universality of the cell then becomes actually
the capacity of executing variable tasks – the more computationally complex the
task, the more molecules required for the cell structure. Furthermore, by
carefully selecting which portion of the code is to be executed by molecules, their
universality is also assured – a molecule can effectively replace any other one by
simply adapting its internal code.
The Membrane. Every living cell's inner mass is delimited from the
surrounding environment by the cellular membrane, which also acts as an
interface with the exterior, allowing a limited exchange of substances. If the
biological world allows and depends on exchanging substances, the world of
silicon has more restrictive rules: the material replacing substances, but
nonetheless allowed and dependent on its exchange, is information. Much as in
nature, where substances entertain life by carrying energy and information, in
the world of silicon electronic signals carry in a similar way the same
ingredients, entertaining artificial life.
The artificial membrane (also called the space divider) has a triple role [99]:
– It acts like a spatial barrier, logically separating resources (molecules)
belonging to different cells and ensuring an individual identity with respect to
the environment.
– It acts as a guide for the entering configuration, which contains the operative
part of the genome. All molecules pertaining to a cell are configured with the
corresponding gene in a chain-like process, which does not allow information
to get outside the cell and be wasted; in a similar manner, the existence of the
cellular membrane in biological cells restricts the access of the environment
to their inner part both ways, thus preventing any unwanted loss of
substances or possible intrusions to or from the environment.
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Its presence triggers a mechanism determining which gene is to be executed
by each molecule. This can be seen as a specialization at the molecular level,
the surrounding membrane directing the whole process in a similar way the
stem cells’ “guardians” control cell specialization in biology.

Hierarchical Self-Testing and Self-Repairing. As in nature, where multiple
self-testing happens in each and every living being, Embryonics also relies on
more than one such mechanism [99]. The very first self-testing procedure
employs test vectors and applies to the core of the molecule. Both off-line and online testing procedures are used at molecular level, thus allowing for successful
recovery, or healing [128].
Nature does a similar process at the lowest level possible, contained by the
very intimate structure of the DNA itself. The two strands that make up the
DNA continuously test each other by subtle chemical bonds, preventing and
detecting a majority of possible errors. During operation, the molecular core can
act as an active memory, much as the DNA does. The self-testing is ensured by
“breaking” its internal register into two halves storing complementary data and
acting in a similar way the two DNA strands do [99, 101].
Due to the vast complexity of biological organisms, healing (self-repairing)
mechanisms can only be effective if the task is hierarchically decomposed and
dealt with accordingly. The healing processes that take place in nature assume
the cell is capable of fabricating the resources required. This is, of course,
impossible with current technology, the only way of providing additional
resources at the molecular level being as spares. Embryonics uses a hierarchy
composed of two self-repairing mechanisms, described in detail throughout the
thesis. Whenever the self-repair at the molecular level is overcome, there is a
second self-repair attempt, at the cellular level. This is again inspired by nature,
where foreign bodies (objects or mutating cells) are isolated and eventually
eliminated.

5.4

Embryonics: Present and Future

This thesis represents a step forward in the development of the Embryonics
project and contains the concepts and implementation of its most recent design
concerning the electronic molecule. From the first explorations with phylogenetic
processes in hardware with the FireFly machine [26], milestones for Embryonics
were set by the implementation of the MicTree electronic cell [62, 66] and then
by the MuxTree electronic molecules [67, 100, 128]. Adding extended means for
memory storage has been set as a future target in [128], which was accomplished
by the present work under the form of RAM-MuxTree [100, 102]. The
Embryonics landscape includes a range of applications that have demonstrated
the hardware implementations (Figure 5-1):
– MicTree: Von Neumann universal computer [56], BioWatch;
– MuxTreeSR: Von Neumann universal constructor, BioWatch [124, 125];
– RAM-MuxTreeSR: BioWall [134, 135], POEtic tissues [76, 136];
– BioCube (Figure 5-2), which explores self-replication processes in a 3D space
[168].
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Figure 5-1: The current Embryonics landscape.
Figure 5-1 presents the current Embryonics landscape from an
architectural point of view. Though not designed for implementing phylogenetic
processes, the MuxTreeSR molecules offer a finer granularity for encoding the
genome than the MicTree cell; the same comparison stands between MuxTreeSR
and the RAM-MuxTreeSR, which introduces specialized memory structures.
Over the ontogenetic axis, one can discover the maturing stages of the
architectural concepts and hierarchy in Embryonics: the cellular level, with the
architecture of the MicTree cell, was soon followed by the molecular level, with
the MuxTreeSR molecules. With the RAM-MuxTreeSR molecule the ontogenetic
processes now have a complete hardware platform that offers efficient ways of
implementing both logic and memory.

Figure 5-2: The BioCube [Photo by André Badertscher].
The FTRAM-MuxTreeSR architecture brings new robustness to the
Embryonics architecture, which we believe to be of prime relevance for the
Embryonics future. As space exploration is set to regain the strong momentum it
reached in the last decades of the XXth century, dependable computing machines
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seek alternative inspiration both in their design and computing paradigms.
Though the existence of common field between seemingly so-different fields such
as bio-inspired computing and quantum computing would appear unlikely,
dependability requirements offer insights that bring these fields together:
certain techniques evolved in one field may be well used by the other.
The future of Embryonics also appears to be manifold. Conceptually, there
is still research to be done over fault-tolerance strategies at the cellular level;
there has been little simulation and experimentation with reconfiguration at this
level and the addition of the memory structures requires new strategies for error
coding. Furthermore, there is room to improvement concerning the automatic
assessment of fault-tolerance levels, from both qualitative and quantitative
perspectives. Architecturally, complex computing systems (including quantum
computers) should benefit from embryonic implementations; research efforts are
already on their way toward building embryonic tissues, a considerable boost
also coming from the acknowledgement of the field by the ITRS report [169].
From a physical point of view, implementations should go from the 2D to the 3D
space, a first attempt being made by the BioCube [168].
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APPENDIX

A HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
The research throughout this thesis was conducted in two places, the Logic
Systems Laboratory (LSL) at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in
Lausanne and the Advanced Computing Systems and Architectures (ACSA) at
the “Politehnica” University of Timisoara. As an important part of the work
carried out for this thesis, the birth of memory structures in Embryonics took
place in the LSL, where it has become a tradition to have the designs
implemented as actual hardware instead of limiting to software simulations
only. Such an approach allows hands-on experimentation with physical devices,
and often reveals aspects that could not be put into evidence in the software
simulation phase and may benefit from further improvements.
This section presents the hardware implementation for the latest MuxTree
design and some of the hardware configurations we employed in order to
experiment with the macro-molecules.

A.1 RAM-MuxTreeSR
In this section, we will describe the technical details concerning the
implementation of memory structures (the macro-molecules) over the FPGA
prototype developed for the Embryonics project. Rather than providing a
complete, top-down view of the new electronic molecule, which we called RAMMuxTreeSR, we will present the routing process involved at the molecular core
and the hardware additions made in order to allow the existence of memory
structures. We will give details concerning the existent mechanisms of selfrepairing and self-replicating only insofar they are useful for a clearer
understanding of the subject matter.
A.1.1 Overview
Given the hierarchical structure of the hardware entities in Embryonics,
one has to start with a molecular assembly in order to implement and
experiment with any design. For this purpose, the platform of the Biodule 603
(from bio-inspired module) was employed. Each such device is based on a Xilinx
4000 series FPGA and implements a single electronic molecule in a specially
conceived package in order to offer the possibility of a puzzle-like assembly of
many units (Figure A-1).
As described in Chapter 3, the Biodule 603 has been modified in order to
offer a choice of two operating modes: the logic mode and the new memory
operating mode, allowing two sub-modes (see SubSection 3.4.5):
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the short memory mode configures the molecule as an 8-bit storage space
with switching capabilities;
the long memory mode configures the molecule as a 16-bit storage space.

Figure A-1: The experimental platform, an array of 6x3 Biodules 603.
[Photo by André Badertscher]
A.1.2 Molecular Resources
The most important resource for implementing a memory structure is the
configuration register (CREG); denoted as SR20RE in Figure A-2, it is
implemented by a chain of 21 SR-type flipflops (SR0 being the least significant
and SR20 being the most significant). The operating mode of the molecule is
specified by the binary value stored by the SR20 flip-flop (denoted M in Section
3.5):
• if SR20 contains a logic “0” then the molecule operates in logic mode; the
functional resources, the switching block (SB) and the functional unit (FU)
are both available to the user through the configuration loaded into the
CREG;
• if SR20 contains a logic “1” then the molecule operates in memory mode; the
FU (denoted Q in Section 3.5) now has the role of configuring the memory
operating sub-mode.
In order to enable any of the 8 or 16 bits choices of storage space, the
original CREG design [128] was modified to use two groups of flip-flops, denoted
as SR19-12 and SR 11-4 (shown in Figure A-3): they provide maximum storage
together in the long memory mode (see SubSection 3.5.2.3) whereas in the short
memory mode (see SubSection 3.5.2.2) only SR19-12 is used.
In Figure A-3 signal MEM enables normal memory operation, data shifting
being allowed only for SR19-12 and SR11-4 according to the respective memory
sub-mode. Multiplexers are used to route incoming data stream to SR19-12
through signal TO_FF, while output data stream is routed through signal
OUT_REG. The outputs of SR19-12 and SR11-4 are selected for OUT_REG
according to the memory sub-mode by using the content of the FU, provided by
signal FROM_FF.
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Several signals are necessary for enabling the memory mode. First, it is
necessary to differentiate between the logic mode and the memory mode, since
the nature of CREG information is operating mode dependent. In logic mode the
information stored by the CREG is static, each bit of the MOLCODE being used
in order to specify the logic configuration for the molecule (through the FU) and
the interactions with its neighbors (through the SB). When in memory mode
(regardless of the sub-mode), some of the information stored by the CREG
become of dynamic nature, being shifted from one molecule to the next inside the
macro-molecule, while some information remain static:
• in short memory mode, MOLCODE bits MC21:20 and MC11:0 are static (see
SubSection 3.5.2.2);
• in long memory mode, MOLCODE bits MC21:20 and MC3:0 are static (see
SubSection 3.5.2.3).
Second, there are functional requirements that have to be settled in order
to ensure a proper molecular assembly that will make up for a complete macromolecule. The data shifting process is synchronous to the functional clock FCK,
selected by an active L_EN signal (L_EN=”1”) and enabled by an active MEM
signal (MEM=”1”). The data path is determined by the relative position of each
molecule inside the macro-molecule; MOLCODE bits MC3:1 are used in order to
determine whether a certain molecule is positioned at the north or south border,
or if it is a corner at the south border. Signals locating the molecule’s position are
provided by the CONF_BITS block, presented in Figure A-4 and also shown in
Figure 3-14 (active on logic “1”):
• BS is active when the molecule is located at the south border of a macromolecule containing at least two columns, but it is not a corner;
• RC is active when the molecule is located at the right corner to the south of a
macro-molecule containing at least two columns;
• LC is active when the molecule is located at the left corner to the south of a
macro-molecule containing at least two columns;
• BC is active when the molecule is located at the bottom of a macro-molecule
containing one column only, also called a memory column;
• BN is active when the molecule is located at the at the north border of a
macro-molecule;
• BSX is active when the molecule is part of the bottom row of any macromolecule;
• NB is active when the molecule is located neither at the north border, nor at
the south border of the macro-molecule;
• BSRC is active when the molecule is located either at the south border, or it
is the right corner of a macro-molecule containing at least two columns.
The propagation of data is ensured through a group of multiplexers driven
by signals provided by the CONF_BITS logic block. Because the reconfiguration
mechanism that ensures the self-repair at the molecular level also uses
multiplexers, the memory data propagation process was required to be settled
first. Therefore, whenever a memory molecule is situated in the bottom of a
macro-molecule, information will be shifting in from the C_I_W signal (WIC in
Figure 3.5B) and whenever a memory molecule is situated at the north border of
a macro-molecule, information will be shifted out through the C_O_S signal
(SOC in Figure 3.5C).
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Figure A-2: Top view of the configuration register CREG.
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Figure A-3: Internal schematic for the configuration register CREG.
In Figure A-5 the coordinates of data shifting when a memory molecule is
part of the bottom of a macro-molecule are shown. When the molecule is the
bottom of a memory column, the information will be shifted inside the molecule
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Figure A-4: Internal schematic for the configuration bits block CONF_BITS.
through signal I_C_NI (north input). If the molecule is a left corner, the
information will enter through signal EI (east input) also shown in Figure 3-6A.
If neither is the case, then information shifting is done through signal WI (west
input), also shown in Figure 3-6B.
Shifting the data out of the memory molecule is a process similar to that of
shifting the data in with respect to being driven by multiplexers. In order to
assemble a complete macro-molecule, both input and output connections have to
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be properly configured. The output signals that need to be redefined are EO and
C_EO (to the east), WO (to the west).
The implementation of signal WO is presented in Figure A-5, routing signal
NEW_EI when the molecule is located at the bottom of the macro-molecule, but it
is neither a left corner, not a bottom of column (signal BSRC active). Signal
NEW_EI is obtained from signals EI (east input) and I_C_NI (north input),
multiplexed through signal RC. When RC is active (the molecule is a right
corner) the WO signal will take the value of the I_C_NI signal, the process being
shown in Figure 3-16 where signal NIC (I_C_NI) goes to WOUT (WO). If RC is
not active, then the WO signal will take the value of the EI signal (shown as EIN
in Figure 3-16).
The implementation of signal EO is presented in Figure A-6. If the molecule
is located at the south border of the macro-molecule (signal BSX active) then the
value of signal EO will take the value of signal I_C_NI (NIC in Figure 3-18).
Data output ports are available at each molecule situated at the north
border of a macro-molecule through the N_OUT signal shown in Figure A-7. The
storage data is output from the CREG by using a multiplexer driven by the MEM
signal (which is active when in memory mode only) and reaches the data output
port (also shown in Figure 3-13 as using the NOUT signal).
A.1.3 The HOLD signal
The HOLD mechanism was introduced in order to control the data shifting
process inside a macro-molecule. When the HOLD signal is active (on logic “1”)
the memory data shifting process is inhibited. Each macro-molecule has an input
HOLD signal to the molecule situated at the left corner or at the bottom of
column, which is than driven both horizontally (from signal WIC to signals EOC
and NOC) and vertically (from signal SIC to signal NOC).
The implementation of signals C_NO (signal NOC in Figure 3-20) and
C_EO (signal EOC in Figure 3-20) is presented in Figure A-6. If the molecule is
not located at the bottom of the macro-molecule then its value is given by signal
C_SI (signal SIC in Figure 3-20); its value is determined by signal WI (signal
WIC in Figure 3-20) if the molecule is either the left or the right corner or by
signal C_WI otherwise.
If the molecule is located at the south border of the macro-molecule, but it is
not the right corner (signal BSX active but signal RC inactive) then if the
molecule is not the left corner or the bottom of a memory column the value of
signal C_EO will take over the value from signal C_WI (signal WIC in Figure 320). On the other hand, if the molecule is located at the left corner or is the
bottom of a memory column, the C_EO signal will drive the value of signal of
signal WI; this is different than suggested in Figure 3-20, being changed with the
implementation of the Fault-Tolerant RAM-MuxTree concepts and shown in
Figure 4-24.
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Figure A-5: Top view of the RAM-MuxTree molecule (left half).
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Figure A-6: Top view of the RAM-MuxTree molecule (right half).
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Figure A-7: Top view of the Functional Unit (FU).
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A.2 FTRAM-MuxTreeSR
The FTRAM-MuxTree molecule extends the design of the RAM-MuxTree by
allowing the implementation of error-correcting codes within structures following
the general architecture shown in Figure 4-16.
A.2.1 Overview
There are two steps that have to be carried out in order to achieve fault
tolerance inside a macro-molecule:
• fault location is enabled by the Error Correcting Logic (ECL), a structure that
computes redundant data based on the genome data (Storage Data in Figure
4-16), compares the results with the reference (Check Data in Figure 4-16),
and also generates the necessary HOLD signals;
• fault correction is also enabled by the ECL, which also generates the INV
signals used in order to flip the value of erroneous bits. Taking into
consideration the particular data path information follows inside a macromolecule, data can be accessed at the north border of each macro-molecule,
while the correction process takes place one clock cycle later, at the south
border of the macro-molecule.
The operations that are to be carried out inside a fault-tolerant macromolecule and their respective signal configurations are shown in Table 4-6.
A.2.2 The INV signal
In order to describe the role of the INV signal we will revisit Figure 4-21,
which presents two essential moments in time: data that is accessed through the
data output ports at the north border of the macro-molecule at time t reaches the
south border the next clock cycle, at time t+1. For this particular situation, the
macro-molecule is a 3x4 array. Therefore, according to SubSection 4.3.1, at time t
data is read under the form of Data ( t ) = ( c31F c32F c33F ) and, after computing the

Hamming equations it results that the middle bit ( c32F ) is erroneous. Therefore,
the error matrix is E ( t ) = ( 0 1 0 ) and the relationship between the data
accessed at time t and the data that needs to be restored results as:
Data ( t ) = Original _ Data ( t ) ⊕ E ( t ) . From this equation the data can be restored by

Original _ Data ( t ) = Data ( t ) ⊕ E ( t ) . We could also view the error matrix as a
containing complemented INV signals; wherever there is a logic “1”, the
respective INV signal should be activated for the next clock cycle (INV signals
are active on logic “0”). Therefore at time t+1 signal INV2 has to be activated in
order to recover the damaged data: E ( t ) = (1 − INV1 1 − INV2 1 − INV3 ) = ( 0 1 0 ) .
Each memory molecule located at the south border has an access port
providing the local INV signal, shown in Figure A-3 and derived from the
MEM_INV signal from Figure A-2.
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Figure A-8: Block schematic of a molecule’s state automaton.
A.2.3 The KILL signal
The occurrence of a non-recoverable error is also possible during normal
operation of a fault-tolerant macro-molecule. If such is the case, the ECL triggers
the KILL signal, which will effectively disable the entire cell and start the selfrepairing processes at the higher, cellular level (Figure 4-35). The KILL signal is
activated when the left corner of bottom of column molecule both the INV and
the HOLD signals all active (INV set to logic “0” and HOLD set to logic “1”); the
configuration for setting the KILL signal is given in Table 4-6. The KILL signal
is shown in Figure A-2 as G_K_MEM.
In order to produce the same effect at molecular level, the KILL signal
generated by the ECL (when in memory mode) has to be combined with the same
signal produced when in logic mode. The state of each molecule [128] is stored by
the automaton shown in Figure A-8, in which the G_K_MEM signal has been
added in order to also reflect the death of the cell due to non-recoverable memory
errors.
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Figure A-9: Map of a fault tolerant macro-molecule (logic level).
A.2.4 ECL Implementation for a (7,3) Hamming SEC code
The block schematic for an ECL implementing a single error correcting code was
shown in Figure 4-27. All molecules that implement the ECL are operating in
logic mode. Figure A-9 presents the logic level of the ECL (the configurations of
the FU units), while Figure A-10 presents the bus level of the ECL (the
configurations of the SB units) of all molecules that make up the ECL unit [98].
The notations are those used in [67]. Due to the fine graininess in
Embryonics (which was a target from the very beginning), a significant number
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Figure A-10: Map of a fault tolerant macro-molecule (bus level).
of molecules (that is, 6 of them) have to be used in order to implement a single
EX-OR gate. This fact contributes to a significant hardware overhead that could
be improved by adding a programmable EX_OR gate to the FU units.
A.2.5 Experiments with Macro-Molecules
Experimentation has been done with macro-molecules of different dimensions.
With a number of 18 Biodules available, experiments were conducted with a 3x1
memory column (shown in Figure A-11), a 3x3 macro-molecular array (shown in
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Figure A-11: Top view of a 3x1 memory column.
Figure A-12), and a 6x3 macro-molecular array.
The two essential processes for the Embryonics architecture, namely selfrepair and self-replication were preserved in the new FTRAM-MuxTree design.
While the self-repairing mechanisms required a significant change in the way
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Figure A-12: Top view of a 3x3 macro-molecule.
they operated in order to ensure memory data protection, this was not the case
when the self-replication mechanisms were concerned. Since the macromolecules are configured by the MOLCODE (as are machines made of logic
molecules), the self-replication process extends successfully upon the new
memory structures.
At this moment, the design of FTRAM-MuxTree molecule may be
considered as final: there are logic molecules for implementing combinational
and sequential logic machines, and there are memory molecules required by
micro-programmed machines. With self-repairing capabilities accommodating
both molecular operating modes, it remains for the future to have complex
computing systems implemented onto the Embryonics platform as extremely
dependable machines.
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